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FOREWARD

This report has been prepared by the Instruments 6 Life
Support Division of The Bendix Corporation, Davenport,
Iowa, under Contract No. NAS 9-2978. The work des-
cribed herein was con,iucted by Th y Bendix Corporation
under the sponsorship of the Propulsion and Power
Division of the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston,
Texas. Mr. Gordon Rysavy, EP5, Power Generation Branch,
propulsion and Power Division of the NASA Manned Space-
craft Center, was the technical representative.

The program was divided into two successive portions,
Phase A and Phase B. Mr. Dale L. Hankins was the Bendix
project leader for the Phase A portion and Mr. James A.
Mientus was the Bendix project leader for the Phase B
portion of the program. Other Bendix personnel contri-
buting technical consulation to the program were
Dr. Blase J. Sollami, Dr. George H. Bancroft, Mr. John
T. Beher, and Mr. Robert Lundeen. Mr. Paul J. Gardner,
Chief Cryogenics Engineer of The Bendix Corporation,
Instruments 6 Life Support Division, provided technical
consultation and administrative supervisicn. The report
summarizes work begun June 1964 and concluded January
1967.
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ABSTRACT

The development program described herein consisted of a
two phase program directed toward the design, fabrica-
tion, testing and evaluation of supercritical cryogenic
storage systems incorporating significant advancements
in the state-of-the-art for thermal insulation, struct-
ural characteristics, and fabrication techniques.

The Phase A portion of the program resulted in the fabri-
cation of a 2.5 ft 3 supercritical oxygen storage system.
This early effort demonstrated the physical integrity
and low thennal transfer properties associated with the
Bendix-developed radial bumper inner support concept,
and also revealed greater thermal barrier efficiency for
a storage vessel through the use of discrete radiation
shields suspended in the vacuum annulus between the
pressure vessel and the outer shell.

i
The Phase B program, an extension of the Phase A program,
was hardware oriented to produce two flight-sized self
contained supercritical systems, one 4.8 ft  oxygen
system and one 6.7 ft 3 hydrogen system. The system em-
bodied advanced thermal and structural concepts with
emphasis on design, weight optimization, processing,
fabrication, and assembly. The Phase B program success-
fully demonstrated that large flight-type cryogenic
storage systems utilizing the radial bumper support and
discrete radiation shielding can be built to meet ex-
tremely low heat leak requirements necessary for future
long duration space missions.

ii
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Recent and future space programs continue to increase
in scope and duration necessitating greater use of
stored cryogenic fluids for power generation and life
support. Because of longer duration missions and
weight factors, the most important functional parameter
is that fluid be preserved for its required function
rather than being expelled as a result of heat leak into
the storage tank. For flight type storage vessels pure
vacuum insulation combined with some reduction. of
radiant heat transfer has proven to be most efiicient
in terms of weight, size, heat leak consistency and
static vacuum integrity.

Typically the design of a cryogeni-, storage vessel
requires directing considerable effort toward minimizing
heat transfer to the stored fluid through conduction and
radiation. Bendix developed the radial bumper suspen-
sion concept to reduce conductive heat transfer from the
outer shell to the pressure vessel and has used this
technique for several years in small liquid oxygen
systems for aircraft use.

The program performed under Contract No. NAS 9-2978 and
described herein consisted of the development, fabri-
cation and test of prototype supercritical pressure
cryogenic oxygen and hydrogen storage and supply systems.
The systems incorporated the Bendix radial bumper
suspension concept and isothermally-mounted discrete
radiation shields for minimization of heat transfer to
the stored cryogens.

A two-phase program was performed. The Phase A portion
of the program consisted of providing one supercritical
oxygen system for evaluation of the thermal and func-
tional characteristics of the radial bumper-discrete
shield design. The 20.3 in. diameter spherical vessel
is capable of storing 2.5 ft 3 of oxygen at 900 psia;
two discrete radiation shields are isothermally mounted
in the vacuum void. Because of its f u nction as an
evaluation article for the thermo-physical design
concept, the system did not employ certain functions
such as quantity sensing, dynamic destratification, and
supplemental internal heating. The dewar contained a
static thermal conductor for evaluation of this type of
destratification device. The objectives of the Phase A
portion of the program consisted of the following:
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i1. Devclopment testing of dewar components for design
optimization.

2. Development testing of fabricating and processing
techniques.

3. Survey of current dewar shell fabrication methods
and vendors.

4. Design of a supercritical oxygen storage system.

5. Fabrication of a supercritical oxygen storage system.

6. Thermal and structural testing of the system.

The Phase A storage system successfully demonstrated the
basic thermal and physical characteristics of the radial
bumper-discrete shield dewar design, and thus served as
a source of information applied to the subsequent Phase
B portion of the overall program. Atmosphere vented
heat leak to the stored liquid oxygen averaged 7.25
Btu/hr; the ratio of this heat leak to the inner vessel
surface area was 0.777 Btu/hr-ft 2 . Similar testing per-
formed with hydrogen resulted in a heat leak of 5.1
Btu/hr, or 0.547 Btu/hr-ft 2. The thermal quality of
the dewar was not optimum, due to fairly poor silver
electroplating of the pressure vessel. However, the
performance of the Phase A dewar showed a significant
advance in the state-of-the-arY for thermal insulation
of flight-type cryogenic storage vessels. Structural
testing performed on the Phase A system proved the
thermal-physical stability of the radial bumper-discrete
radiation shield design concept.

The Phase B portion of the program consisted of provid-
ing one oxygen tankage system and one hydrogen tankage
system. The storage dewar of each system approached
maximum weight optimization; because of the program
limits, certain system components were not weight
optimized, although flight design principles were
employed to the greatest extent possible. The 29,8 inch
diameter spherical oxygen storage vessel is capable of
storing 4.8 ft 3 of oxygen at 900 psia; two discrete
shields are isothermally mounted in the vacuum void.
The 32.3 inch diameter spherical hydrogen storage
system stores 6.7 ft 3 of hydrogen at 290 psia, and
employs four discrete shields (one shield vapor-cooled).
Both systems are self contained ; n that each has built-
in quantity measurement, internal heaters, destratificat-
ion motor-fans, thermocouples, external -mounting frame,
and valves and electrical components. 	 I
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The objectives of the Phase B portion of the program
consisted of the following:

1. Design of oxygen and hydrogen supercritical cryogenic
storage systems.

2. Development of techniques required for fabrication.

3. Fabrication of one oxygen and one hydrogen prototype
system.

4. Thermal and structural testing of the systems.

The design and fabrication of the two storage systems
demonstrated that large flight-type cryogenic storage
systems utilizing the radial bumper-discrete radiation
shield concept could be built to meet extremely low heat
leak requirements necessary for long duration space
missions. Atmosphere vented heat leak for the Phase B
oxygen system was 11.7 Btu/hr for oxygen storage, 10.3
Btu/hr for nitrogen storage, and 7.9 Btu/hr for hydrogen
storage. Atmosphere vented heat leak for the Phase B
hydrogen system was 8.0 Btu/hr and 2.9 Btu/hr for
hydrogen storage, non-vapor cooled and vapor cooled
respectively, and 5.3 Btu/hr and 1.7 Btu/hr for helium
storage, non-vapor cooled and vapor cooled respectively.
Structural testing proved the thermal-physical stability
of the design concept as applied to large tankage.

Demonstration of the feasibility of producing such
systems involved considerable development work directed
toward pressure vessel fabrication techniques and evalu-
ation of new forming processes for producing large
hemispherical shells. Processing and assembly techniques
gained from the Phase B portion and upgraded from the
Phase A portion of the program added considerably to
the state-of-the-art for building large tankage.

Program results and testing as described and evaluated
in this report show that the two-phase program conducte&
under contract No. NAS 9-2978 was highly successful in
achieving the desired goals.

3
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SECTION II

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

The following discussion makes reference and comparison
to the radial bumper-discrete shield design. This design
evolved during the 1958-1960 period and has been service-
tested by several qualification programs and over 2000
delivered tank systems. It was preceded by over 5^ dewar
designs at Instruments 6 Life Support Division and was
developed for the specific purposes of improving the
thermal conductivity heat transfer and structural integ-
rity of the annular suspension mechanism. It has proven
to be a versatile and compatible design for fabrication
reproducibility and supplemental insulation for reduced
heat transfer, when applied to smaller type tankage.
The NAS 9-2978 program described in this report consisted
of the application of the design concept to larger
flight-type tankage.

Included in this discussion is a description of the
design, a review of various approaches to dewar insula-
tion, and a review of developmental testing performed
by I & L S Division in improving dewar insulation
methods.

a
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2.1 Description of Radial Bumper-Discrete Shield Design

The basic design is de3cribed in Figure 2-1. A minimum
of six olive-shaped bumpers, equally positioned on the
annular fill and vent lines, maintain the annular space
relation. Sub-figures 4 and 5 show the segmented im-
provement to further reduce the conductivity heat
transfer.

Rodlal Bumper De a, De.ipn	 Segmen,ed Bumper

Fig. 2-1

Radial Bumper Design

5
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Figures 2-2 and 2-3 show the addition of isothermally
mounted discrete shields which are attached by low con-
ductivity devices to the annular t, hes. The design is
simple, purely mechanical, complies with theory, Is
readily reproducible, and is consistent with established
vacuum vessel practices.

Fig. 2-2

Discrete Shield-Radial Bumper Design

O	 .A

Fig. 2-3

Discrete Shield-Radial Bumper Design,

6
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2.2 Dewar Insulations

ewed in the following
concepts are con-
tested with the
leak with stable

Several insulation concepts are revi
discussion. In general, only those
sidered that have been examined and
objective of obtaining very low heat
shelf life static vacuum conditions.

2.2.1 Pure Vacuum Insulation

Assuming a dewar made of an inner pressure vessel and a
rigid outer vacuum jacket for all practical tankage
insulation techniques, then comparatively the pure vacuum
insulation weighs nothing and consumes the least volume,
thus allowing the smallest and lightest rigid outer
vacuum jacket. For critical low heat leak tank applica-
tions, the insulation properties of pure vacuum are
limited, but it is important to establish and know the
extent of this limitation, because it is only for thermal
property requirements beyond this limitation that it can
possibly be weight economical to add supplemental insula-
tion. Carrying the rigid vacuum wall assumption one step
further, it is seen that - irrespective of the type of
supplemental insulation aaded - if it were momentarily
removed, a basic pure vacuum vessel would remain; the
basic vacuum vessel design establishes the basic thermal
(and physical) properties of the tank. The supplemental
insulation is intended to improve these properties;
again, it is important in development and analysis to
know the extent of the improvement, i.e., what thermal
values can be credited to what design features.

The records of some 20,000 pure vacuum flight design
dewars manufactured at I & L S Division were analyzed
for the purpose of estimating the best surface radiation
and component conduction properties attained
in the different tank designs. This exercise resulted
in a "basic vacuum vessel heat leak curve" which is
shown as "Curve B" of Figure 2-4. Curve B is plotted
from hypothetical dewars comprised of the best components
from the best recorded radiation and conduction data
obtained on Instruments & Life Support production units.
This curve is considered to be at the lower edge of the
existing state-of-the-art for pure vacuum insulation
vessels, i.e., the best possible with current knowledge.
The present state-of-the-art is a reasonable band area
above the curve.
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HEAT LEAK VS VESSELCAPACITY
FLUID= LIQUID OXYGEN, PRESSURE = I ATM ; AMBIENT = 75°F

A- E FOR COLD WALL : 001, CONDUCTIVE LOSS 0, VACUUM > S X 10 TORR
B-FROM BEST RECORDED PRODUCTION DATA POR RADIATION 8 CONDUCTION

LOSSES OF COMPONENTS OR SURFACES TOTAL LOSS EQUIVALENT TO
0.9 BTU/FT /HR (INNER VESSEL AREA) : AMBIENT : 75 0 F, I ATMOSPHERE

C ADDITION OF (1) SHIELD(S) OR 15 LAYERS S1 TO B,ASSUME 10% OF
TOTAL HEAT LEAK IS CONDUCTIVE FOR B	 OD-SAME AS C EXCEPT (2) SHIELDS OR 32 LAYERS 	 E:0

E -SAME AS D EXCEPT (3; SHIELDS OR 52 LAYERS	 —	 -
01 F-SAME AS E EXCEPT (4) SHIELDS OR 71 LAYERS
=
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Fig. 2-4

Heat Leak vs. Vessel Capacity

The effect of surface emissivity upon the theoretical
radiation heat leak per s quare foot of inner vessel
surface is shown in the following Table 2-1. The heat
leak is given in Btu/hr-ft1 (i = inner vessel surface),
and is for liquid oxygen vented to an NTP environment.
The spherical surfaces have a spacing of approximately
112" and an inner/outer surface area ratio = .7055.
The emissivity data in Table 2-1 is from NBF-AEC report
54-9, by M. Fulk and M. M. Reynolds.

TABLE 2-1

OXYGEN HEAT LEAK. - BTU/FT?-HR.

OUTER VESSEL
Inner Surface
+780F

	

Silver	 Copper	 Stainless	 Blackbody

	

e=.022	 e=.018	 e=.074	 e=1.0

	

0.74	 0.71	 0.83	 0.87

	

1.49	 1.38	 1.93	 2.18

	

2.79	 2.45	 4.91	 6.99

	

4,50	 3.69	 11;.82	 145.71

Silver
e=.006

Copper
e=.015

Stainless
e=.048

Blackbody
e=1.0

8
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The analysis of production dewar tanks at I & L S
Division shows that the radiation heat transfer for
AT = 375 0 F must be between 0.7 and 0.9 Btu/ft i hr. for
the best recorded units which correlates favorably with
the silver i values above.

The technique of obtaining very low emissivity surfaces
has been well established on prior vacuum vessel pro-
grams; however, it has been accomplished only on rigid,
well-prepared surfaces such as tank hemisphere walls or
stable configuration radiation shields. Aluminum foils
and aluminum vapor coatings appear on the order of
e = 0.03 to 0.05 and above.

2.2.2 Supplementing Vacuum Insulation

Curves C, D, E, and F of Figure 2 -4 show the effect of
adding discrete shields, or equivalent units of laminar
insulation at K = 0.00004 Btu/ft 2 -hr-O F/ft, to the
basic Curve B tanks and, therefore, also represents the
best possible values for those respective vessels.

Figure 2-5 at left is a cross section view of a dewar
vacuum space and depicts apparent equivalent heat
transfer configurations. If we take a pure vacuum
insulated dewar with a low fraction of conductive heat
input, we can reduce the heat input about 65% by:

(a) Reducing the evnircnment temperature to -65°F

(b) Adding two discrete radiation shields

or

(c) Adding 1/2" lamina insulation
(K = .00004 Btu/ft -hr-OF/ft)

9
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Fig. 2-6
FFFECT OF ENVIRONMENT TEMPERATURE ON DEWAR HEAT LEAK

In actual practice (a) is quite effective as seen by
Curve C of Figure 2-6; (b) is nearly attainable as
evidenced by the Phase A and Phase B oxygen two dis-
crete shield units fabricated at I & L S Division and
discussed in this report; however, (c) is generally off
by a factor or 2 or more in actual application as sub-
sequently discussed. From (a) and (b) it follows in
actual application that the innermost shield must be
about -65°F if the actual heat transfer is to compare
to (a).

It is generally convenient from a design, test, analysis
and discussion point of view to separate the conductive
and radiation modes of heat transfer. Further, it is
convenient and practical to consider the radiation heat
transfer in terms of "per square foot of inner vessel
surface," since the inner vessel is the "receiver" of
all heat input.

Thermal conductivity tests on the existing radial bumper
suspension design have shorn that the total conductive
heat leak into a cryogenic tank with this design will
be less than (1) Btu/hr, in a (1) g NTP environment.
This will reduce to about 0.2 - 0.3 Btu/hr in a zero-G
environment where there is no load on the bumpers and
the major conductivity paths are disrupted.

In the subsequent discussion the conduction heat trans-
fer component will be ignored with regard to the pure
vacuum and discrete radiation shield comparisons
because it is sufficiently low as to not alter the
conclusions.

10
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2.2.3 Discrete Shield Insulation

A discrete radiation shield is a low emissivity radi-
ation barrier placed in the vacuum space and isotherm-
ally mounted to some support structure. At equilibrium,
it assumes some intermediate tem perature between the
inner and outer vessel surface temperatures.

The use of discrete shields with good thermal isolation
in the vacuum space will substantially reduce the
radiant heat transfer. For example, when the emissivity
factors are the same between all pairs of surfaces in a
dewar, and shields are thermally isolated, the thermal
transfer rate to the inner tank varies accordine to the
factor 1/(n+l), where n = the number of shields placed
between the inner and outer tank surfaces. This is
expressed in the equation at left.

Applying shields to le reasonable silver .-stainless
values of 0.83 Btu/ft -hr from Table 2-1 and 	 assuming
equivalent emissivities, we obtain Table 2-2.

TABLE 2-2

N. Shields	 Factor of 1	 Radiation Heat Transfer
n+l	 Btu/hr-ft?

0
	

1
	

0.80

1
	

1/2
	

0.415

2
	

1/3
	

0.277

3
	

1/4
	

0.207

4
	

1/5
	

0.166

2.2.4 Laminar (Super) Insulation

Heat transfer through other type radiation barrier
insulations can also be compared to pure vacuum or
discrete shield type insulation on a per ft?-hr basis.

Table 2-3 shows the heat transfer in Btu/ft? -hr for
various thicknesses of laminar (super) ;-nsulation over
a range of K values. The column for "^r = 380 O F" repre-
sents liquid oxygen testing and assumes an outer laminar
surface temperature close to ambient which generally
occurs if over 8 to 10 layers are used.

Q = QA (n+l ) (T2-T1)
/here
Q=Stefan-Boltzmann constant
A=Enclosed surface area
E=Emissivity factor
n=no. of shields
T 2 =Abs. Temperature of

enclosing surface
T 1 =Abs. Temperature of

enclosed surface
Q=Heat transfer rate intc

system

11
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The basic heat transfer mode for laminar or powder type
insulations is thermal conductivity with radiation
reinforcement or suppression in the interstices depend-
ing mainly upon the particle conduction and/or surface
characteristics.

The transition from pure vacuum insulation to the
addition of nonisothermally installed insulation is
best considered with an example: Consider from Table 2-1
a practical heat transfer value between si ver i -stain-
less o surfaces (L0 2 -,-o NTP) of 0.83 Btu/ft i -hr: In
this example, the radiation transfer is 0.83 Btu/fti-tir,
the conductive heat transfer is zero. H spacing of
1/8" in practice is not uncommon. The addition of radi-
ation opaque insulation to the system (non-isothermally
installed powders, super insulation, laminae, etc.) is,
in effect, attempting to reduce the unit radiation heat
transfer at a greater rate than conductive* heat trans-
fer is added to the system; assuming pure opacity for
the example, the unit conductive heat transfer for the
added insulation must be below 0.83 Btu/ft?-h- to be of
any value to the system. Referring to Table 2-3, 1/2"
of .laminar insulation at a reasonable K = 0.00009
Btu/ft 2-°F-hr/ft will suffice, but note that the weight
of 1/2" of insulation has been added plus the necessary
112" spacing merely to arrive at an equivalent situation
for operation at 75 to 80°F. Comparatively, one dis-
crete shield could have been added for a weight less
than 1/4" laminar insulation (in a 5 ft 3 vessel size)
and reduced the heat transfer about one-half by blocking
the radiant transfer without addition of conductive
heat transfer to the system.

This is why, in designs requiring light weight, where
construction costs permit processing high quality
vacuum space surfaces, there is no useful - normal
temperatu: •e - application for laminar insulations below
1/2" or powders below about 1" since these thicknesses
are required in actual practice merely to compete
favorably with low emissivity-pure vacuum insulation at
the current state-of-the-art.

The Complex conductive-radiative process that occurs
in superinsulation is herein called conduction.
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Referring to further examples from Table 2-3, we can
compare the 112" of super insulation at AT = 380 O F with
two discrete radiation shields from Table 2-2. The
heat transfer for the two shields is 0.277 Btu/'ft?-hr,
therefore, the 1/2" super insulation must have a
K = 0.00003 Btu/ft 2 -O F-hr/ft to compare. This has not
apparently been practicably attained on complete cylin-
drical tankage configurations and, therefore, is not
considered possible with p resent material on spherical
tankage surfaces.

A further example is that of a four shield unit from
Table 2-2; the heat transfer is 0.166 Btu/ft?-hr. From
Table 2-3 it is seen that one inch of superinsulation
at K = 0.00004 Btu/ft -hr- OF/ft or about two inches of
superinsulation at K = 0.00008 Bt»/ft 2 -hr- O F/ft is
required. The latter is the more practical K value,
however, discrete shields would be lighter even at the
lower K value.

Table 2-4 is a summary of one laminar insulation test
program performed at I 6 L S Division in 1959 on
Contract AF33(600) 39882 and reported in ASD-TDR-62-84.
It amply shows how improvement can be miscounstrued.

The test calorimeter used in the Table 2-4 test work
was cylindrical. Several different materials were
tested; the type insulation #4 was composed of alternate
layers of Dexiglas paper and aluminum foil which became
a popular superinsulation material.

The following insulating materials were rested:

Insulation 1. Style 116 glass cloth, heat cleaned,
.005 in. thick. Exeter Manufacturing Co.

Insulation 2. C-100-28 Refrasil cloth, .013 in. thick.
H. I. Thompson Fiber Glass Company.

Insulation 3. Glass fiber surfacing mat, silane treat-
ment polyester binder, .005 in. thick,
Modiglas Fibers, lnc.

Insulation 4. P. R. #500 -- .008B Pexiglas glass fiber
paper, .008 in. thick. H. I. Thompson
Fibs Glass Company.

All insulations were constructed with equal numbers of
alternating layers of the insulating material and 0.001
in. thick aluminum foil.

14
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It is seen in Table 2-4 for the type (4) insulation that
slight improvement occurred with separated layers over
continuous wrap layers; that no improvement occurred
between 9 and 18 layers on the cylindrical surfaces only;
that a large improvement occurred in test 10 b y adding
layers to the cylinder ends. Most significant is to note
that the dewar was improved from 19 Btu/hr with pure
vacuum insulation to 7.6 Btu/hr with 1/8" insulation
added to all surface.;; an improvement of 600. Actually,
the resulting heat transfer was approximately 2.53
Btu/ft?-hr which corresponds t ,7, an effective flat surface
K = 0.60007 Btu/ft 2 -hr °F/ft. This is three times higher
than pure vacuum insulation with low emissivity surfaces
such as silver i -stainlesso = 0.83 Btu/ft?-hr from Table
2-1.

Thus, in this test example, the insulation improved the
heat transfer of a dewar because of the very high (poor)
surface emissivity characteristics. Alternately, it
would have degraded a dewar with low emissivity surfaces.

The fact that small thicknesses of laminar insulation will
actually degrade a pure vacuum vessel with low emissivity
surfaces is not generally recognized. An excellent
example that demonstrates this comparison occurred on an
instrument dewar program, contract Schlumberger 0-12777,
during the 1959-1960 period at I 6 L S Division.

The cylindrical dewars for the program were one liter
capacity and the inner vessels were approximately 2"
diameter x 23" long. The annular spacing was 0.140".
The initial dewars had pure vacuum insulation with
silver-copper annular surfaces. Later dewars had
7-9 layers each of aluminum foil and glass fiber paper
in order to meet the contract specifications.

The contract test procedure for the instrument dewars
was to fill the dewar with 190°F water, apply a speci-
fic stopper to the opening and measure the time versus
temperature drop of the contents to 130°F. The test was
performed in an NTF environment.

Test data exists on four dewars that were tested for heat
leak both with hot water and LO 2 as the test mediums.
Only the pertinent data from the laboratory records is
shown in the following Table 2-5.
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TABLE 2-5

UNIT

E-1

E-2

E-3

E-Test

NECK TUBE HOT WATER L02
INSULATION CONDITION HEAT LEAK HEAT LEAK

Vacuum Regular Too High 4.53 Btu/hr

Vacuum Regular Too High 4.53 Btu/hr

Vacuum Cut Down Too High 4.05 Btu/hr

Laminar Insul. Cut Down Within Spec. 5.00 Btu/hr

The initial units E-1 thru E-3 had pure vacuum insula-
tion with low emissivity silver plated surfaces. They
failed the hot water , test but had lower L02 heat leaks
than the laminar insulated E-Test unit. Units E-3 and
E-Test are identical except for the insulation in that
both had under cut (thinner) neck tube sections and both
had silver-copper annular surfaces.

The cylindrical. surface area of the inner cylinder is
0.924 ft 2 . If we assume normal prototype emissivity
characteristics, the pure vacuum radiation heat trans-
fer to the cylindrical surface is approximately 0.8
to 1.0 Btu/hr (ref. Table 2-1). Thus, the addition of
0.140" insulatio n approximately doubled the cylindrical
surface heat transfer in the L02 test. Referring to
'fable 2-3, the equivalent flat plate thermal conductiv-
ity must have been about 0.00005 to 0.00006 Btu/hr. ft.
°F/ft. for this cylindrical surface application.

Therefore, both the relative effect and proper appli-
cation of laminar insulation in cryogenic tankage are
demonstrated. First, the relative effect is that thin
applications of laminar insulation will increase the
heat transfer between low emissivity surfaces for
normal temperature cryogenic applications. Second,
low conductivity (laminar type) insulation shoul^ be
used at the outer tank surface to retard heat trans-
fer particularly for high temperature applications
where the fourth power difference would have a large
effect on pure radiation heat transfer.

I & L S Division had three contract programs that
required laminar insulation which contributed to
about three years in%estigative work on laminar in-
sulation techniques. The insulation programs were
successful in that they were adequate for the special
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development problems at that time, but the results would
not be considered successful for general application to
current space mission requirements. It is apparent,
however, that the laminar or opaque fiberglass type
insulations will be required for s pecific space system
applications. These should be integrated with discrete
radiation shie7's for maximum efficiency.

As an example, laminar insulation was effectively used
can two high temperature liquid oxygen systems for
cperation at 500°F and 700°F on contract AF33(600)39882.
The heat leak curve for one of these units is shown as
Curve D of Figure 2-6. The laminar insula t ion reduced
the slope of the heat leak versus environment temperature
curve thus indicating the dominatt conductive rather
than radiant mode of heat transfer. The heat transfer
in the normal temperature region was actually worse for
the .addition of insulation, but was significantly
improved at the higher temperature region. These units
also had vapor cooling coils wound through the insulation
for precooling during flow periods.

2.2.5 Conductive Versus Radiation Fieat Transfer

The ins-.ilation temperature environment is a significant
factor in the design and selection of she insulation
barrier.

Conductive heat transfer varies directly as the differ-
ence in absolute temperature whereas the radiation heat
transfer varies as the difference of the fourth power of
the temperatures. Phe low temperature operating regimes
of the cryogenic fluids are relatively fixed, although
the external environmental temperature during a space
mission can vary significantly. Also, a marked temperature
profile exists through an insulation package. It is noted
on radiation h-:at leak versus environment temperature
curves for cryogens that the slopes of the curves increase
significantl y -.t the higher temperature regions wnere
the fourth power difference has a large effect; the curves
are fairly shallow for low temperature region AT'c. Con-
duction, o,i the other hand, is more uniform over the
entire temperature region, varying only as the material
thermal conductivity varies. As a general design obser-
vation, pure radiation heat transfer should dominate the
low temperature heat transfer region and conduction should
be used to limit the heat transfer process at the higher
temperature region. The only way to preserve pure radi-
ation heat transfer at the low temperature region for
the heat transfer surfaces that view or are adjacent to
the inner cryogen vessel, is to thermally isolate the
radiation viewing surfaces in the proximity cf the inner
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vessel; this is the function of the discrete radiation
shield. The radiation surfaces should, in turn, be
comprised of well prepared silver or copper plating to
represent the actual state-of-the-art.

The warmer region, particularly the outer surface region
in a high temperature tank application, -an very
effectively utilize a low thermal conductivity insula-
tion such as certain glass fiber or mineral fiber felts
or papers to minimize the high temperature heat transfer
and reduce the surrface temperature that views the inner
radiation heat transfer control surfaces anO assembly.

Figures 2-7 and 2-8 compare the heat input in Btu/ft?-hr
versus tank outer surface temperature for discrete shield
and laminar insulation. Figure 2-7 compares a discrete
shield effective emissivit y of 0.005 with a laminar
insulation FTC = 3 (Avg. normal temp. K - 7.5 x 10 -5 for
02 ). These are considered the best *,ossible overall
values that can be obtained for srl , erical tanks with the
existing materials and design technology. Figure 2-8 	 -
compares a discrete shield effective emissivity of 0.006
with a laminar insulation FTC = 4 (Avg. normal temp.
K = 1 x 10 -4 for 02).

The importance of isolating the radiation heat transfer
mode from the conduction mode is now apparent. Tt is
compatible with the problems attending analvsis, design
and test, bi-t more important the function of each mode
is now apparent. It is compatible with the problems
attending ana).ysis, design and test, but more important
the function of each mode is suited to a different teTr_-
erature regior, in actual application, and isolation or
separation is necessary to attempt effective control at
each temperature region depending upon the application
and environment.
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83228-6S-i

Fig. 2-7

Effect of Outer Vessel Surface Temperature
On Heat Input

Through Laminar and Discrete Shield Insulation

Fe =.005	 FTC=3
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03229-G3-2

Fig. 2-S
Effect of Outer Vessel Surface Temperature

On Heat Input
Through Laminar and Discrete Shield Insulation

F =.006	 FTC=4
e
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2.2.6 Growth Potential of Insulation Concepts

It is reasonable to conclude or assume at this time that
the two insulation techniques, "discrete shielding" and
"laminar wrap" are the only basic insulation forms that
merit comparison. There are, of course, numerous vari-
ations of each basic form.

Each insulation concept is composed of a multiplicity of
reflective shields to limit radiation beat transfer, and
each is separated by a low conductivity spacer to retard
thermal conductivity heat transfer between the shields.
It is thus seen that the reflective and insulation
qualities of the alternate layers, and the eff(-ctive
weight-volume characteristics of each, are the important
aspects for comparison.

The discrete shield is a thin but self-supporting member,
sufficiently rigid to be processed tc the lowest possible
surface emissivity characteristics for the specific temp-
erature region. It is supported by a (near) isothermal
mounting and each shield is separated by a high vacuum.
Therefore, the radiation reflective characteristics are
the highest possible with current technology, the high
vacuum separation and isothermal mounting approaches zero
thermal conductivity heat transfer and is, therefore, the
lowest at the current technology. Heat transfer with the
discrete shield concept s essentially radiation. Im-
provement lies in developing thinner, closely spaced,
multiple shield assemblies without increasing conductive
heat transfer between the shields.

Laminar wrap insulation utilizes very thin alternate
layers of reflective foil or reflective coating and low
thermal conductivity spacer material.

The reflector surfaces are generally aluminum, the spacer
materials are generally forms of fiberglas or mylar.
In comparison with the discrete shield, the emissivity
of aluminum is several times higher than the rigid sur-
face silver or copper used on the discrete shield. Also,
the spacer materials of fiberglas or mylar provide an
effective (though low) conductivity path compared to the
isothermal mounting and pure vacuum used with the dis-
crete shield. To compensate for the poorer reflector and
conductivity properties of the laminar layers, many very
thin layers are used.

Because of the relatively poor emissivity properties of
the aluminum and the contact proximity of each layer,
the primary mode of heat transfer is thermal conducti-
vity.
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The difference in emissivity characteristics that can be
processed on various surfaces nas a large effect on the
heat transfer of the various insulation concepts. Be-
cause of the relatively poor radiation surface character-
istics of the available aluminum foils and vapor coatings
used in laminar insulations, it takes 20 to 35 of the
combination laminae on an inner vessel surface merely to
reduce the insulation thermal conductivity to a value
comparable to the pure vacuum radiation transer between
two (2) low emissivity surfaces. Beyond this, approxi-
mately 10 to 20 layers of laminar insulation compares to
one (1) discrete shield fc,r normal temperature environment
application.

Heat transfer for the discrete shield is predominantly
by radiation, therefore, discrete shields will be most
effective at the law temperature region. Heat transfer
for laminar insulation is predominantly thermal con-
ductivity, therefore, laminar insulation will be most
effective at the high temperature region.

In terms of comrarative growth potential for normal to
low temperature region applications, the low conduc-
tivity layer of the laminar insulation must approach the
conductivity of high vacuum used for the discrete shield
concept; the aluminum foils or coatings must be replaced
by reflector surfaces which approach the effective
emissivity of the silver-copper surfaces used for the
discrete Shields. It appears that the present emphasis
and expenciture upon laminar insulation "lay-up" terh-
niques with existing materials is somewhat optimistic
since the problem lies in the reflective and conductivity
properties of the basic materials.

2.2.7 Improvement Concepts For The Radial
bumper-Discrete Shield Design

2.2.7.1 Characteristics of The Basic Design

The design improvement tasks for flight tankage in the
195:5 to 1960 period were mainly concerned with reducing
the thermal conductivity and improving the structural
integrity of the annular mounting suspension design. It
was during this period that the "radial bumper suspension"
design evolved which has proved extremely successful in
subsequent applications.

The period 1958 - 1961 was marked by considerable effort
and money expended to improving the radiation heat trans-
fer by various wrapped, laminar and powder insulation
techniques. This work was performed mainly with spheri-
cal tanks of (1) ft 3 capacity or less, and could not be
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construed as successful for present requirement low heat
leak appl?cations.

In 1962 I & L S Division reoriented the main cryogenic
tankage insulation effort to the discrete shield concept
and this work has been successful from the beginning.
The most encouraging aspect of the radial bumper-discrete
shield design is the consistency of results. The
artisan techniques of assembly have been essentially
eliminated. The design is straight forward and the
thermal-physical properties of a specific design can be
:lefined and described within reasonable limits.

Figure 2-9 at left schematically represents the Phase A
Supercritical Oxygen Tank discussed in Section III of
this report. The values shown were considered a reasonable
expectation for the first prototype. The conductive loss
was approximately 1.5 Btu/hr, but the radiation heat
transfer was approximately 0.45 Btu/ft 2 -hr due to surface
plating and assembly problems that caused surface degra-
dation, as discussed in Section III. The conductive loss
has since been reduced to approximately 0.5 Btu/hr for an
equiva'_ent suspension design and the radiation surface
procedures have been improved.

2.2.7.2 Laminar Insulated Shields

Referring to Figure 2-10 at left, it has been con-
sidered that adding a laminar type low conductivity
insulation to the emitting (least critical) side of the
discrete shield may effectively reduce the 'ieat transfer
across the sh ;_eld. The question, of course, is whether
the additional laminar insulation would weigh less than
an additional discrete shield to effect the same reduc-
tion in heat transfer. At the current state-of-the-art
for laminar materials, an additional discrete shield
would weigh less; yet very little is known about apply-
ing laminar insulations while preserving low emissivity
surfaces at key intervals as depicted by Sketch B. It
is improbable that laminar insulated shields would be
effective at the inner cold temperature regions. Apply-
ing outer surface laminae may be effective for high
temperature applicatiDns.
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2.2.7.3 Integral Structure, Multiple
Discrete Shield Assemblies

The successful performance indicated for discrete shields
suggests a concentrated effort to further weight improve-
ment of the discrete shield concept. The approach is
to produce the essential low emissivity surfaces and
isothermal mountings using the thinnest and lightest
shield hemispheres as the structure 1)ases for the
electroplated surfaces. For compact, multi-shield
assemblies, each thin shield must structurally rein-
force and rigidize the whole shield assembly through
miniaturized isothermal mounting connections; i.e.,
comparable to thin wall sandwich construction sheet.

The first application of multi-shield subassemblies was
in the Phase B oxygen and hydroge:i tanks, discussed in
Section IV, in which miniaturized low conductivity
mounting connections were used to connect dual shield
subassemblies together. T Fie next steps would be to
reduce shield wall thicki,ess, reduce shield spacing
and increase the number of shields in a subassembly.

2.2.7.4 Va r Cooling

Whenever a flow situation prevails with a cryogenic
dewar - such as with a venting type standby or a
normal usage flow, the heat _nput to the dewar can be
minimized by feeding the c nld venting fluid th_eukh
the insulation for precooling	 This is called vapor
cooling or vapor expansion cooling, depending upon
whether fl • iid expansion subcooling is employed.

Computer analyses have shown that the most efficient
use of the cooling vapor. occurs when the vapor cooling
heat exc'ianger is applied in the cold temperature region
in the shield adjacent to the inr:er vessel. It has been
shown that the radiation mode of heat transfer control
is most effective in this region, it therefore follows
that efficient use of the available specific heat in
the coaling vapor will occur through application with
the isothermally mounted discrete radiation shield.

Vapor cooling car, reduce the static shielded insulation
Beat input by 50-80%, therefore, it is very important
to weight optimization of long standby and/or very low
mission flow rate systems, and it is most effective
for the low density cryogenic fluids such as hydrogen
and helium.
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Figure 2-11 pictorially shows the supply cooling
coil attached to the discrete radiation shields.
The objective is to cool the shield emitting surface
temperature below the static heat transfer equilibrium
temperature by absorbing shield heat into the cold flow-
ing fluid. As the shield temperature is reduced, there
is an increase in heat radiation to the shield due to
the larger AT can be maintained across the shield and
sustain a low temperature at the emitti:g surface.

It presently appears that development work on the vapor
cooled laminar shield should follow a reasonalle vapor
cooled shield development program which will obtain
basic vapor cooling data for subsequent comparative
evaluation purposes.

Computer programs have been prepared for evaluating and
comparing multi-shield designs with vapor cooling of
one and two shields. There tentatively appears to be
little value in vapor cooling more than two shields.

2.3 Insulation Summary

There is an extensive history to the development of
cryogenic tankage insulation as related herein and
summarized as following:

Thermal Conductivity Heat Input - Numerous annular
suspension designs have been constructed and sold in
competition for thousands of aircraft systems. The
radial bumper design has the lowest basic thermal con-
ductivity of any known design. It is the most uniform
and repeatable of the known support mechanism concepts.

Pure Vacuum Insualtion - Pure vacuum insulation with low
emissivity surfaces is the only form of radiation deter-
renr insulation effectively developed to a high state-
of-the-art. Its limitation without further shielding
has apparently been reached.

Reflective Powder Insulati-)ns - This insulation is
heavy and bulky. Thin applications degrade pure vacuum
insulations; thicker applications effect proportionate
heat transfer reduction; economical when used for low
heat leak ground applications. Based upon extent of
prior development and app l ication, the present properties
are probably approaching a limitation to the art for
existing materials.

Laminar (Super) Insulation - Thin applications degrade
pure vacuum insulation; thicker applications effect
proportionate heat transfer reduction; lighter than
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^.;owders; markedly degraded Dy compression or application
to spherical surfaces. Assembly of insulation is diffi-
cult; resulting heat transfer is not uniform. Stable
static vacuum characteristics are poor. Based upon the
extent of prior development time and expense, the
present properties are probably approaching a limitation
to the arc with present materials.

Discrete Radiation Shields - Application with low
emissivity surfaces agree favorably with theory and
improves pure vacuum insulation for single or multiple
shield application. These shields are applicable to
spherical surfaces; reasonable to design and assemble
with consistent, repetitive resultst considerably lighter
than other insulation from small tanks; weight competi-
tive for large tanks because of poor thermal properties
of applied laminar insulation; and stable vacuum char-
acteri pti_cs are good.

Vapor Cooling - A small amount of vapor cooling exists
in all cryogenic tanks. Only recently has much effort
been applied to design efficient vapor cooling into a
tank. It appears from present computer studies that
most efficient use of available fluid occurs in the
cold temperature region adjacent to the inner tank and
by limiting the mode of heat transfer to radiation. The
isothermally mounted discrete shield appears the only
way to accomplish this.

Weight Comparison - It is difficult to define a weight
comparison between discrete shields and laminar in-
sulation that will serve for all tankage sizes and
applications. It varies significantly with tank size
and allowable heat input to the inner vessel per unit
area. For example, it is impractical to consider laminar
wrapped insulation for small tanks (10-20" diameter)
because of the small radius effect upon wrapped insula-
tion efficiency. Discrete shields are not affected
by tank radius or size.

Recent analyses which have examined the insulation
thickness and weight plus outer shell weight to meet
a spectrum of heat input requirements show -:he following
weight comparison for a normal temperature environment.

If the heat input requirement is above 0.5 Btu/ft?-hr
the discrete shield weight will trade off with laminar
wrap insulation at approximately K = 3 x 10- 5 Btu/ft 2

-hr°F/ft.

If the heat input requirement is below 0.5 Btu/ft?-hr
the discrete shield weight will trade off with laminar
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wrap insulation at approximately K = 5 x 10 -5 Btu/ft 2
-hr°F/ft.

A laminar wrap insulation l having an effective flat
plate K = 8 x 10 -5 Btu/ft`-hr°F/ft will have approxi-

mately twice the insulation, weight as discrete shields
in the 2-10 ft 3 capacity tank range.
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SECTION III

PHASE A PROGRAM

3.1 System Description and Operation

7ne following, paragraphs describe the dewar 'tsr3.", the
complete system, and the cperation of the complete
system.

3.1.1 Dewar Description

The Phase A Dewar Assemblv is shown in Fi^ure 3.1-1.
Physical characteristics of the de:rar are presented in
Table 3.1-1.

The pressure vessel consists of a spherical inner shell
fabricated from two by.,roformed Inconel 718 hemispheres.
Located within the pressure vessel are a static thermal
conductor, a capacitance-type quantity sensor (non-
functional), and a copper-constantan thermocouple. The
thermal conductor and quantity sensor are mcunted in a
support ring which is mounted within the pressure vessel
at the fluid fill and vent fittings.

The static thermal conductor consists of a spiral wound
sheet of aluminum assembled to a support ring mcunted
in the inner vessel. The conductor was included to
limit temperature stratification in the fluid contents
by diffusing heat throughout the vessel by means of
conductive heat transfer. The s p iral is made of
0,025" thick 5052 aluminum sheet, 214" long, with steps
from 4-3/16" ..ide at the narrow external end to
19-13/32" wide at the inner end to obtain the spherical
configuration. Eighteen 3-inch diameter holes through-
out the length provide good liquid communication and
minimize the unit weight. The sp^ral spacing is 1,3"
and total surface area is 41.4 ft . The conductor is
mounted within an aluminum 6061 channeled ring which is
secured to the inner vessel at the inner portion of
the inlet and outlet tube fittings. In addition,
spring clips located n the ring contact the inner
vessel walls and are compressed when the inner vessel
hemispheres are assembled; this allows for thermal
expansion and contraction differences between the
pressure vessel material (Inconel 718) and the aluminum
thermal conductor assembly, while maintaining rigidity.
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O OUTER SHELL 11	 FILL TUBE

( OUTER RADIATION SHIELD 12 INNER ELECTRICAL LEAD FITTING

V INNER RADIATION SHIELD 13 ELECTRICAL LEAD

PRESSURE VESSEL (14 OUTER ELECTRICAL LEAD FITTING

C5 OUTER SHELL DOUBLE STRIP 15 QUANTITY SENSOR

® THEPMOCOUPLE 16 INNER VENT FITTING
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® OUTER FILL 'ITTING
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TABLE 3.1-1

PHASE A DEWAR PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

WEIGHT,LB.

INNER VESSEL

	

/ 36.200
Material	 Inconel 718 (Aged)
Inner Diameter	 20.344 in.
Wall Thickness	 0.084 in.
Usable Volxne	 2.50 ft3
Operating Pressure 	 900 psig

2.700INNER SHIELD
Material	 Aluminum 5052
Inner Diameter	 21.000 in.
Wall Thickness	 0.017 in.

OUTER SHIELD
Material	 Aluminum 5052
Inner Diameter	 21.500 in. (nom.)
Wall Thickness	 0.017 in.

OUTER SHELL
Material	 Stainless Steel 304I.
Inner riameter	 22.000 in. (nom.)
Wall Thickness	 0.035 in.

FITTINGS (4)
Material

Inner	 Inconel 718
Outer	 Stainless Steel

Tubes Inner (2)
Tubes Outer (2)
Leads Inner (2)
Leads Outer (2)

FILL 6 VENT TUBING
Material	 Stainless Steel 304L
Outer Diameter	 0.3125 in.
Wall Thickness	 0.016 in.

2.900

21.000 (with doublers)

0.300
0.200
0.150
0.100
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TABLE 3.1-1

P"ASE A DEWAR PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
(Continued)

WEIGHT,LB.

BUMPERS (6) 1.398
Type Segmented
Material 25% Glass-Filled Teflon
Assembly Outer Diameter 1.772	 in.

SPIRAL THERMAL CONDUCTOR 7.550
Material Aluminum 5052

QUANTITY SENSOR (non-functional) 0.700
Material

Inner Tube Aluminum 6061
Outer Tube Stainless Steel 321

INNER SUPPORT RING 0.500
Material Aluminum 6061

THERMOCOUPLE AND LEAD
Type Copper-Constant_an

QUANTITY SENSOR LEAD (non-functional) 0.100

HEATER LEAD (non-functional) 0.130

GETTER 0.090
Type Barium

BURST DISC 0.100

TOTAL DEWAR WEIGHT 74.618
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A capacitance type quantity sensor, consisting of two
concentric tubes (one aluminum 6061 and one stainless
steel 321), is mounted in the support ring in the center
of the spiral thermal conductor. No electrical leads
are connected to the sensor, thus the unit is not
functional. However, it was included in the system to
represent the weight of such a unit in a completely
functional system and also to represent the thermal
conductivity effects of a full length probe, acting as
a static thermal conductor. The thermocouple is
mounted between successive layers or segments of the
thermal conductor near the center of the -,essel. No
heater element was included in the system, since the
Phase A unit was not intended to be functional but to
serve as a test vessel to verify the low heat leak
properties and structural integrity of the discrete
shield-radial bumper design.

Two pick-up tubes, silver-brazed to the inner fill and
vent fittings, extend from the fittings along the
inside surface of the vessel to the top and bottom
points of the vessel. Locating tubes in this manner
permits essentially 100% fill and 100% depletion,
even thjugh the fill (or supply) an_' vent fittings are
not located Pt the vessel poles.

The thermocouple, quantity sensor and electrical
heater leads exit from the pressure vessel through
silver-brazed joints in two electrical lead fittings
located in the same 45 0 horizontal planes as the fluid
fittings. The two quantity sensor leads and the
electrical he p.ter leads are non-functional, but are
included in the dewar to provide the conductive heat
transfer obtained from such leads in a completely
operable system. All leads consist of conductors
enclosed within, and electrically insulated from, a
stainless steel sheath. The conductor insulation
material is magnesium oxide.

Stainless steel 304L fill and vent tubes exit from the
pressure vessel at silver brazed joints in the two
fluid fittings located 45 0 above and 45 0 below the
girth line. The tubes extend circumferentially
approximately 360 0 through the vacuum void before
exiting from the dewar. In like manner, the fosr
electrical leads follow the tubes through the vacuum
void and exit thru fittings in the outer shell. Both
tubes and leads pass through and are supported by the
six radial bumpers utilized for supporting the pressure
vessel within the outer shell.
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The low thermal conductivity of this type of vessel
support and the small contact area at support locations
result in very low conductive heat transfer from the
environment to the fluid contents. The pressure vessel
is silver ,lated to provide a low emissivity surface
for minimization of radiation heat transfer to the
stored cryogen.

Two radiation shields are located around the pressure
vessel in the vacuum annulus to further reduce radiation
heat transfer to the fluid contents. The shields con-
sist of hemispheres (inner shield) and hemispheroids
(outer shield), hydroformed from aluminum 5052 and
mechanically fastened at the girth. A doubler is riveted
to one half-shell of each of the shield assemblies for
further rigidity of the individual shield assemblies.
The inner shiel3 is spherical; the outer shield is
essentially spherical and concentric to the inner
vessel but deviates from this in that there are two
tunnels formed horizontally around each shield hemi-
spheroid cnrough which the fill and vent tubing and leads
pass. Cut--outs in the shields are provided to fit around
the bumper assemblies and to permit the passage of the
fill and vent tubes and leads to the outer shell. The
cut-outs were oversized for ease of assembly and
installation. To minimize the radiant heat shorts
through the shields resulting from the oversized
cut-outs, small contoured covers are mechanically
fastened to the shields over the portions of the holes
not required for feed-through. Adequate clearance is
left in order that no phys;cal contact occurs between
the shieldE and the tubes and leads, which would result
in a conductive heat short. The radiation shields
provide essentially 100% coverage of the pressure vessel.
The two shiolds are supported in the void by low
thermal-corductivity Teflon hangers located in the fill
and vent tubes, thus thermally isolating the shields
from the tubes. To provide low emissivity surfaces for
minimization of radiant heat transfer, both shields are
(silver plated on all surfaces.

The fill and vent lines, as well as the electrical
leads, exit from the dewar through silver-brazed
joints ir, the stainless steel outer shell fittings,
whic:i are in turn heliarc welded in the outer shell, or
vacuu!. jacket. The outer shell consists of two hydro-
formed stainless steel 304L hemispheres heliarc welded
at the girth. The vacuum annulus is evacuated to a
high vacuum of 10 -7 mm Hg or more to eliminate convective
heat transfer to the fluid contents. A barium getter on
the outer shell wall assists in maintaining a high,
stable vacuum. The inner surface of the outer shell,
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being essentially at environmental temperature, is
copper-plated to provide a low-emissivity surface at
this -relatively higher temperature. The conductive heat
transfer to the stored cryogen through the tubing and
leads is minimized by the long lengths of these heat
paths.

3.1.2 System Description

The Phase A Tankage Assembly is shown in Figure 3.1-2.
Physical characteristics of the system are presented
in Table 3.1-2.

!Q./^LLV Y^clO ov 2• yl4
.^O GaI^. Or Fes! ^^O!

TANKAGE ASSEMBLY
SUPERCRITICAL CRYOGENIC OXYGEN

NAS 9-2978	 PHASE A

FIGURE 31.2

0 367367 23A

The dewar assembly is supported within a mount carriage
at the points of contact between the radial bumpers and
outer shell so that all vessel loads are carried directly
from the bumpers through the outer shell and into the
mount carriage. The mount structure configuration con-
forms to that of the outer shell in the horizontal plane	 E
tunneled regions; three gusseted support members in each
half of the carriage assembly connect the horizontal 	 j
dontoured rings to the system mounting points. Three
anti-shock and vibration dampers are provided between
the gusseted supports and the mounting locations. This
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TABLE 3.1-2

MOUNT CARRIAGE

Material

VIBRATION MOUNTS

Manufactu^er

VENT VALVE

Manufacturer
Type
Orifice
Seats

FILL VALVE

Manufacturer
Type

PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE

Manufacturer
Cracking Pressure

ION PUMP

Manufacture
Capacity

WEIGHT, LBS.

9.500

Aluminum 6061

1.060

Lord

3.100

Hydromatics
Manual Ball Valve
0.375 in.
Teflon

0.100

Essex
Quick-Disconnect

0.350

Circle Se-i1
950 psi

0.180

Ultek
0.2 ltr/sec
10- 5 to 10 -8 torr.

0.700MISC. PLUMBING

TOTAL EXTERNAL COMPONENT WEIGHT

TOTAL DEWAR WEIGHT (FROM TABLE 3.1-1)

TOTAL DRY SYSTEM WEIGHT
TOTAL WET SYSTEM WEIGHT (178.1 lb L02)

14.980

74.618

90.598
268.698
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type of support structure is suitable for vehicle
attachment in the horizontal plane.

External components include a manually operated vent
ball valve, a pressure relief valve, did a quick-discon-
nect fill valve. The vent valve and pressure relief
valve are attached to the gusseted support members of
the mount carriage.

An ion pump attached to the evacuation tube of the tank
((not shown in Figure 3.1-2) is included for two reasons.

(
It is used to remove outgasse( I materials from the
vacuum annulus, and to provide a means of determining
the pressure within the vacuum annulus. The ion pump
operates from a separate power supply provided with the
system.

3.1.3 System Operatio n

Because of the objective of the Phase A program, i.e.,
to develop and bu i ld a large flight-type cryogenic
storage test vessel for purposes of verifying the
discrete shield-radial bumper thermal-physical design,
some functions required for pressure-flow control wer.-
not included. These included destratification fans for
mixing the fluid, heaters for system pre--surization, and
pressura switches for controlling these functions.
Therefore, the system operation is simplified and
straight forward. (Refer to Figure 3.1-3).

FILL	 SUPPLY
VALVE	 POR T

SCHEMATIC — SUPERCRITICAL CRYOGENIC OXYGEN NAS 9-2978 PHASE A
FIG 3.1-3	 A-3873-67-229
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The fill process consists of connecting the liquid
oxygen supply source to the system fill port and closing
the supply port by means of a downstream valve. Wifih
the vent valve open, the liquid oxygen supply source
should be pressurized to 15-30 psig to insure a con-
tinuous flow of liquid into the vessel. Initial liquid
flow into the storage vessel will result in vaporization
of oxygen until the vessel wall is cooled to liqui3
oxygen temperature, at which time the vessel will begin
to fill. Continued trans`er to the system will event-
ually result in liquid oxygen issuing from the vent
valve when the container is 100% full. Some liquid will
be vaporized after the supply source is disconnected,
due to the liquid turbulance created by filling.
Therefore, the vessel cannot be filled 100% full with
liquid cryogen; the maximum fill obtained with the
system has been 98.8%.

When the -^edetermined or required quan`=ty of oxygen
is "onboard", the filling is stonped, the liquid
oxygen supply source is disconnected, and the vent
valve is closed. The system is now in the standby
period, during which time the oxygen pressure and
temperature gradually increase due to heat input
from the environment surrounding the system. The time
required for the Phase A system to pressurize to
800 psig, when 96% filled with liquid oxygen and in a
70°F environment, is approximately 100 hours. To
protect the system against malfunction, excessive heat
leak, increased standby, etc., the pressure relief
valve is provided to prevent a pressure rise above a
safe limit (950 psig).

Flow from the system ;.s initiated by opening a supply
control valve downstream of the system supply port.
If in i_ 1-g environment and the system is in its
normal orientation, liquid oxygen will be obtained
from the supply port and gaseous oxygen will exit
through the vent valve (if opened) when the fluid
contents are in the two- phase subcritical condition.
If the oxygen is at or above oxygei supercritical
pressure. i.e., the fluid contents are single phase,
the fluid may be withdrawn from either the vent valve
or from the supply port.

3.2 Program Description

The objective of the Phase A program of Contract No.
NAS 9-2978 was to fabricate a prototype supercritical
oxygen storage system in a short time period for
demonstrating and evaluating the radial bumper-discrete
ra-'iation shield thermal-physical dewar design. The
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design, development and fabrication assembly features
and techniques gained from the Phase A program were
then to be utilized to the fullest extent in the
Phase B program, which was fully hardware oriented.
Specific major tasks of the Phase A program included
the following:

1. Development testing of dewar components for design
optimization.

2. Development testing- of fabricating and processing
techniques.

3. S urvey of current dewar shell fabrication methods
and vendors.

4. Design of a supercritical oxygen storage system.

5. Fabrication of a supercritical oxygen storage
system.

6. Thermal and structural testing of the system.

3.2.1 Vendor Survey

Stable static vacuum cryogenic vessels require absolute
zero leakage or diffusion through the vessel walls and
joints by optimum mass spectrometer standards, and ex-
tremely low material out-gassing characteristics. This
has been routinely accomplished with the materials,
design, fabrication and process procedure used in air-
craft systems. Because of the importance of maintaining
these characteristics in the selection of materials,
fabrication processes and procedures used in space
system tankage, a vendor survey was conducted during the
period December 1963 to October 1964. The purpose of
the survey was to review and observe the methods,
techniques, processes, equipment and geiieral experience,
capability and capacity in the country for fabrication
of hemispheres and pressure vessels suitable for
cryogenic vacuu-n vessel manufacture.

The objectives of the survey were twofold:

1. Establish the availabiltiy and suitability of
equipment, processes and procedure] for the
fabrication of '.ight weight cryogenic vacuum
tankage in the size range 23" to 72" diameter.
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2. Provide direct familiarity and exposure for vendor
selection and project personnel so that sound design,
fabrication and process control procedures can be
effected.

The following personnel performed the vendor survey and
solicitation program. Each individual vi:;ited one or
more companies in each of the process categories sub-
sequently described. At the time of the survey, each
individual had over eight years experience in his
respective field at Bendix, Instruments & Life Support
Division, associated with cryogenic tankage.

Mr. P. Gardner - B.S. Chem. - Mgr. Cryogenic Systems

Mr. D. Hankins - B.S.M.E. - Sr. Eng. Cryogenic Sys.

Mr. D. Wiele - B.S. Metallurgy E g. - Sr. Metallurgist

Mr. D. McKeon - Mgr. - Engineering Machine Shop

The specific items reviewed consisted of the following:

1. Specific Prior Experience

(a) Hemispheres, spheres and/or cylinders actually
fabricated

(b) Materials used

(c) Sizes

(d) Wall thickness

(e) Processes and procedures required

2. Inspection Procedures

3. Heat Treating Equipment or Source

4. Plating Equipment

Machining Equipment or Source

o. Welding Lquipment or Source

7. Polishing Equipment

8. Leak Detection Equipment

9. Metallurgy and Process Control Laboratory or Source
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10. Tooling Lead Time and Source

11. Piece Part Lead Time

12. Hemisphere and Sphere Tolerance Control

(a) Wall thickness

(b) Diameter

(c) Sphericity

(d) Reproducibility

In the selection of companies for review, it was intended
to discover the major capability in the country for the
fabrication of cryogenic vessel shells. Companies were
visited that represent each of the major and applicable
processes, and both large and small business establish-
ments were included.

The companies are listed according to process capability,
therefore some company duplication. exists. The first
number following the company listing indicates the
number of personnel visits; the second number is a rel-
ative composite of personnel and facility resources
and experience varying from (1) "major" to (2) "satis-
factory" to (3) "limited" based upon the requirements
for a major cryogenic tankage program.

A. Forging

1. Ladish Company, Cudahy, Wisconsin 2-1

2. Taylor Forge, Chicago Illinois 2-2

3. Cameron Iron Works, Houston, Texas 1-1

4. Interstate Forge, Milwaukee, Wisconsisn 2-3

B. Machining

1. Airite, Los Angeles, California 6-2

2. Airtek Dynamics, Compton, California 4 -2

3. Menasco, Burbank, California 6-1

4. A. R. Gieringer Tool Corporation
Milwaukee. Wisconsin 2-3

5. Stanek Tool, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 2-3

VL-1
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6. Fotersen Tool, Chicago, Illinois 2-3

7. Goodwin Engineering, Chicago, Illinois 1-3

9, E. W. Bliss, Cantcn, Ohio 1-2

9. Merz Engineering, Indianapolis, Indiana 2-1

10. Martin Company, Baltimore, Maryland 1-1

11. Diverse}; Engineering, Chicago, Illinois 1-3

12. California-General, Chula Vista, California 3-2

C. Spinning

1. Phoenix. Products, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 3-2

?. Spincraft, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 3-2

3. C. A. Dahlin, Elk Grove Village, Illincls 5-3

U . C. B. Kaupp, Maplewood, New Jersey 1-2

D. Mechanical Drawing

1. California HydrofonA ng, El Monte, Califoi. 	 "A

2. General Metals, St. Louis, Missouri 1-2

3. Barth Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio 1-1

4. C. B. Kaupp, Maplewood, New Jersey 1-3

5. Martin. Company, Baltimore, Maryland 1-2

6. Tyce Engineering, Chula Vista, California 1

7. Bendix, Kansas City, Kansas 0-2

E. Hydroforming (up to 22" diameter)

1. Cincinnati Milling Machine, Cincinnati . ObID
2 - equip, only

2. Jones Metal Products, West Lafayette, Ohio 6-1

3. California Hydroforming, E1 Monte, California 3-3

4. C. B. Kaupp, Maplewood, New Jersey 1-1
(Max. 14" diameter)

5. Liversey Engineering, Chicago, Illinois 1-1
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F. Hydraulic Bulge Inturgescent Forming

1. Jaycraft Engineering : El Cajon, California
10-2 ( l imitrO resources)

2. Multiplex, El fFjc- , C'ul.ifc7nia 1-(no capabil_t-)

G. Chemical Milling

1. Ch-mtronics, Santee, California 3-1

2. Brooks & Pei dins, Detrc?_t, Michigan
(communication cnl.y)

3. 3traza Company, E1 Cajon, California
(communication only)

H. Welding

1. Menasco, Burbank, California 6-1

2. Airiee, Los Angeles, California 6-1

3. Airtek Dynamics, Compton, California 4-2

4. Arde, Inc., Paramus, New Jersey 12-1

5. Arde, Inc., Portland, Maine 6-2

6. California-Oeneral, Chula Vista, California 3-3

I. Cryoforming

1. Arde, Inc. Paramus, New Jersey 12-2

'. Arde, Inc., Portland, 1•,.__ine 6-2
(limited resources)

J. Plating

1. Precision Plating, Chicago, Illinois 6-1

2. Superior Plat i ng, Minneapolis, Minnesota 0-3

3. Electro Coating, Inc., Moline, Illinos 2-3

4, Mason Company, Inc., Davenport, Iowa 2-3

5. Adolph Plating Company, Chicago, Illinois 1-2
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K. Materials

1. TMCA, Torontc,, Ohio 2

2. Crucible Steel, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 2

3. Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio 1

4. Martin Company, Denver, Colorado 1

5. Denver Research Laboratory, Denver, Colorado 1

6. North American, Downey, California 1

L. Brazing

1. Research Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota 1

2. TMCA, Toronto, Ohio 2

3. Crucible Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 2

M. Miscellaneous

1. Lockheed-Burbank-Explosive Forming & Sr.:n Forging

2. NAA-Downey - General Experience

3. McDonnel - St. Louis - General Experience

4. Boeing - Seattle - X-20 Tankage Experience

5. Lear Sigler - Los Angeles - Spin Forging

E. Bendix - Kansas City - High Energy Forming

1	 11
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Summary of Survey

The following conclusions were summarized and reported
in the August 1965 Interim Report #16A.

The principle processes applicable to cryogenic vacuum
vessel hemisphere fabrication are:

1. Mechanical drawing

2. Spinning (and machine)

3. Hydroforming

4. Forge and machine

5. Hydraulic bulge (Inturgescent) forming

The principle procedures applicable to cryogenic pressure
vessel fabrication are:

1. Welding of shapes produced by above processes with
or without interstage or subsequent heat treatment.
All cryogenic materials are applicable.

2. Cryogenically stretch forming of vessels fabricated
of shapes produced by the above processes. (only
low Si 301 SS)

An objective of this process study was to determine the
existing equipment and process capability in the country
for producing large and light weight cryogenic vessels.
Equipment and process limitations, tool and piece part
cost and delivery, reproducibility, applicable materials
and compatibility with good vacuum vessel design practic,:
are the important factors. The prior and extensive
cryogenic pressure vessel and vacuum vessel design and
processing procedures were used as a guide in the eval-
uation of procedures for fabrication of large vessels
to maintain a high design and fabrication assurance
level. Therefore, four basic assumptions were made for
evaluation purposes that were justified by prior ex-
perience and/or lack of alternate procedure experience
and evidence.

i
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a. Integral vs welded bosses: There is no substantial
evidence that either  technique is superior from a
pressure, structural, weight or leak tight aspect if
comparable design and process control procedures are
employed. Welded bosses provide greater process
flexibility and reduced cost, and have been most ex-
tensively used in flight type cryogenic tankage. There-
fore either procedure is acceptable and the latter is
preferred.

b. FoEged vs formed shapes , All prior cryogenic tank-
age with proven stable static vacuum characteristics
have been fabricated from polished surface, deep drawn
or hydroformed shells; i.e., from basic, smooth, mill
rolled materials in which the inclusions are routinely
well controlled and which run perpendicular to the
direction of potential leakage or diffusion.

Large forged shapes require stringent materials control
on each piece and machine removal of approximately
90-95% of the basic forge stock. The surface finish is
> 63 RMS except with special polishing. Leakage and
diffusion characteristics are questionable since there
is no proven prior experience with forged thin wall
shells on stable static vacuum tanks.

For the above reasons, formed shells are preferred.

c. Surface Finish: The surface finish of the annular
space walls or shields is important to provide good
vacuum spats cleanliness, minimize gas occlusion, and
provide for extremely low emissivity surfenes. This
is consistent with prior and proven vacuum vessel
practice, therefore, forming processes and procedures
that yield smooth surface characteristics are preferred.

d. Materials: Materials used in the vacuum space must
have a vapor pressure below 10-6 mm Hg and be readily
outgassed to a stable vapor pressure condition. Alumi-
num, copper, nickel, silver, stainless steel, teflon,
Kel-F and mica are the materials with which most
satisfactory experience exists. Stainless steels and
some nickel-iron alloys have, in the past, been pre-
ferred for the pressure and vacuum vessel shells
because of the vacuum, weld, cryogenic and tribe joint
compatibility. If weight and other factors are
comparable, preference will be given to materials with
which prior and satisfactory vacuum vessel experience
exists. A brief summary of the results of the hemi-
spheres study is as follows:
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Hemisphere Size

<22" dia.

>22" dia.

<35" dia.

>30-35" dia.

Wall Thickness

<0.2"

<0.150"

>0.150"

>0.20"

I a	
er

Dividon

Preferred Process

Hydroform

Hydraulic bulge forreing

Forge & machine

Shear spin or spin
forge & machine

All processes or process combinations reviewed are
capable of producing hemisphere shapes with wall
thicknesses within + 0.002!1 , and diameters within
+ 0.005" with proper fixturing and tooling and for
nominal 30" diameter pieces. This order of dimensional
control is considered adequate for the application and
pertains to the commonly considered materials such as
aluminum, stainless steel, inconel and titanium.

Minimum practicable wall thicknesses are on the order
of 0.008" to 0.010" by the hydroform, mechanical draw
and inturgescent processes although wall thicknesses
down to 0.003" have been produced on 18-20" diameter
hemispheres.

A minimum practicable wall thickness for pressure
vessels is approximately 0.020" particularly in the
20" - 30" diameter range due to welding, handling,
prc;cessing and for uniform test properties.

The low carbon and stabilized stainless steels, inconel,
low silicon 301 cryoformed stainless, aluminum and copper
materials have, with proper control, exhibited suitable
ductility and compatibility for use with all cryogenic
fluids. Titanium alloys, with proper control, are
suitable for all cryogenic fluids except oxygen.

From prior application experience and evidence, strength
to weight analyses and cost analyses, cryoformed stain-
less offers the best growth potential for cryogenic
fluid application.

The hydroform process is suitable for producing uniform
wall thickness shapes up to 22" diameter with wall
thickness between 0.010" and 0.200". It is the most
economical tooling and piece part process for a small
quantity of parts.
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The hydraulic bulge forming process (inturgescent
tSiS forming) is a comparable forming technique to the

hydroform process, but due to the higher tooling and
piece part cost, it is not competitive below 22"
diameter.	 It is an excellent process fjr the fabri-
cation of uniform thin wall shapes in the range of 22"
diameter to 110" diameter, and also provides the lowest
tooling piece part cost for small quantities in this
size range.

Mechanical deep drawing is applicable up tc 30-135"
diameter pieces, however the tooling cost is extremely
high and drawing prPsGes are limited.

The forge and machine process is primarily applicable to
shapes in the size range from 22" diameter to about 35"
diameter.	 Ab%:ve 30-35" diameter the tooling a_d piece
Fart •-:.)sts bee :me prohibitive.	 With the advent of the
inturge-Rcent process, the neec for forge and machine has
dWidshed for thin wall shapes.

Shear spinning and spin forging are applicable to all
sizes, '- . at because o' material c-)ntrol problems a::3 the
polis!, ing or machining requirement, it is not as
economical or well suited to the large thin wall shapes
as tle inturgescent process.

Explosive and ;park type high energy forming techniques
have not pruvti suitable or r:producible for thin wall
shapes.

(electrolytic depo 2tion) is not appli-^g	 tElec.4rofa:.^nSii 	 e
cabie to light weigtt shells because of the limitation
of applicable materials to the process.

} The c	 oform process can utilize an	 of the processesr'Y	 P	 Y	 P
that produce uniform hemispherical shapes for the
vessel preforms, which are subsequently cryogenically
stretch formed to the desired size and shape. 	 The
hydroform and inturgescent processes provide the most

^i economical hemisphere preform.

Alternately, "Composite Structure Cryoforming" utilizes
sheet material which is properly cut, rolled and welded
to form truncated cones, cylinders and circles which
are assembled, welded and stretch formed to cylindri-.al
or spherical shapes.

The cryoforming process is therefore quite versatile for
utilization of existing materials forming equipment in
the country, and for the fabrication of large pressure
vessels.

0
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Several graphs were prepared to show cost, weight and
materials comparison data pertaining to hemisphere and
pressure vessel fabrication.

Figure 3.2-1 shows the subcontractor tooling cost vs
hemisphere diameter for the five common forming pro-
cedures. This cost will vary somewhat, depending upon
the material and wall thickness.

Figure 3.2-2 shows the nominal subcontractor hemisphere
piece part cost vs diameter for the five common forming
procedures. The piece part cost can vary significantly
depending upon the material, wall thickness, tolerance
and surface finish requirements.

Figure 3.2-3 shows the material in the final part vs
starting material requirements. This is significant for
the high process expense materials because it is an
indication of the potential cost reduction through
development improvement. For example, very little cost
improvement can be expected for the forge and machine
process since the excess material and fabrication labor
are inherent in the process.

Figure 3.2-4 is an estimate of the cost of obtaining an
8 RMS surface C-tsh on the vacuum exposed surfaces.
These costs mu be added to the piece part costs of
Figure 3.2-2.

Figures 3.2-5, 3.2-6 and 3.2-7 show a comparison of the
relative strength properties of cryoformed stainless
steel with other cryogenic pressure vessel materials.
These strengths have been related to stainless steel for
this comparison.

Figure 3.2-8 includes several plots of outer vacuum
shell weight vs diameter for several materials and
buckling conditions. Only the 112" and 114" curves are
significant on the basis of recent buckling test data.

Figures 3.2-9 and 3.2-10 are plots of spherical pressure
vessel weight vs diameter for burst pressures of 500
and 1500 psi. Cryoform stainless and titanium 5 Al 2.5
ISn are compared.

Figures 3.2-11 and 3.2-12 present comparative estimates
lof basic pressure vessel tooling and fabrication costs
for several fabrication procedures.

Table 3.2-1 is a generalized summary rating of the
hemisphere survey program.
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Fig. 3.2-13

OUTER SHELL HEMISPHERI

Fig. 3.2-14

OUTER SHELL HEMISPHERI:

W

Sendix hwf 4.1,1Kx P.t
L^fa S.q.l.cl

3.2.2 cuter "hell Tests

The outer shell configuration is extremel y difficult to

analyze in terms of external pressure loading and burkl-

i.ng characteristics. This problem was realized as a
result of design and test work performed on production
tank shells for aircraft equipment and on lar ger hem;-
3pheres (see Appendix A). Four different 3041. stainlesf:
steel outer vessel shells were procured for the Phase A
program. Figures 3.2-13 and 3.2.-1 L+ show the two outer
vessel shapes obtained. The bucklin g nroblem occurs at
the tunnel sections, i.e., at the sections deviating
from the true spherical shape. Brief analyses of the
spherir p i and cylindrical sections of the outer shell
showm in Figure 3.2-1 u are presented in Appendix B.
The top relativelv flat section was an?lvzed as a
Belleville washer and as a flat plate. No st+itable
analysis for bucklin g at the intersection of the
cylindrical and spherical sections was available.

Shells with wall thickness-s of 0.020" and 0.0303"
minimum were specified for each shape; due -co material
availability the wall thicknesses become a nominal
0.025" and 0.037" for each of the two shares.

Figure 3.2-15 shows a-0.035" wall outer shell of the
Ionfiguration in Figure 3.2-14. Buckling occur ,d -it
14.7 psi differential, (shell evacuated) after .-randinr,
at this condition for a short period of time. The
buckling pressure was approximately 10 psi lower thin
expected. Subsequently an 0.025" wall outer shell of
the same configuration was a icuated and buckled at
7.5 psi differential. A plot .`Lrouph these twc points
(see Figure 3.2-16) indicated that the wall thickness

PART NO 1415571
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FLUTED OUTER SHELL
WITH DOUBLER
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1

Fig. 3.2-17
TOOLING FOR FLUTES

Fig. 3.2-18
FLUTED OUTER SHELL

at the cyl. 4 1drical-spherical radius intersection would
have to be approximately 0.045" thick for a sefezy
factor of 1.5, i.e., for a buckling pressure of
22.1 psid. As a result of this, a 0.025" thick doubler
section was welded into a 0.025" shell giving a total
thickne	 in the immediate area of 0.050". Upon
evacuation, the shell buckled at 11 psi, an increase
of about 500 of the original buckling load. Results
of this test indicated that the addition of a 0.035"
thick doubler band to the inner surface of a 0.035"
shell would give the required 1.5 safetv factor to the
outer shell (see Figure 3.2-16). This solu

'
-ion, however,

is not ent_rely satisfactory in that it results in a
fairly large and tight trapping area for chemical
contamination in the racu-n void.

Tc strengthen the outer shell, but to eliminate con-
taminant trapping, it was decided to form fluted gussets
in the shells at the tunnel area. A number of tooling
modifications were required to obtain flutes which
blended well in the compound curves. The final tooling
utilized is shown in Figure 3.2-17.

A 0.035" outer shell of the type shown in Figure 3.2-14
was modified to result in a configuration similar to
that of Figure 3.2-18. No buckling occurred after a
sustained evacuation of 14.7 psi differential, no
evidence of deformation or morement was noted. The same
outer shell was then heated to 330 1 F during evacuation,
End buckled at 14.7 psi differential.

The final outer shell modification consisted of welding
a 0.035" thicker doubler sectior into the fluted 0.035"
shell. This configuration is shown in Figure 3.2-19 and
3.2-20. No buckling occurred with this configuration
when tested at 330°F and a 14.7 psi differential.

To dete?^-nine the wall thickness uniformity of the hydro-
formed outer shells, a 0.035" thick outer shell was
sectioned and measured. The original sheet thickness
was approximately 0.037"; total wall thickness
variation was found to be 0.003" with the minimum
thickness of 0.035" occurring at the intersection of
the tube tunnel cylindrical section with the middle
spherical section. The wall thickness variation was
within 10% of the original material thickness as
originally discussed with the fabricator. Figure 3.2-21
shows the dimensional layout of the sectioned outer shell.
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Fig. 3.2-20
INTERNAL VIEW OF DOUBLER

Fig. 3.2-22
TEST CALORIMETER OUTER SHELL

Fig. 3.2-23
TEST CALORIMETER

INNER VESSEL

WAIL THICKNESS— "HASE A 22'' DIA. OUTER SHELL

FIG. 3.2-21	 A-2873-67-201

3.2.3 Bumper Tests

Thermal evaluation of the segmented radial bumper design
was performed utilizing a test dewar calorimeter. The
purpose of this testing program was to determine
quantitatively the effective conductive heat transfer of
Phase A bumper assemblies.

Figures 3.2-22, 3.2-23, and 3.2-24 show the test dewar
and test set-up used in the test program. The test dewar
consists of a 10.8" diameter inner vessel suspended by a
20" long x 1/2" diameter neck tube in a 15.4" diameter
outer vessel which also has an 13" long x 1.6" diameter
neck tube vacuum jacket. The unit has an ionization
gauge attached to the top outer shell for relatively
accurate vacuum measurement. The vessel design is
readily amenable to repeated assembly and disassembly
for testing cf various bumpers by separation of a girth
seam soldered tear strip and one top neck tube solder
joint. Evacuation of the annular space to less than
10 -6 mm Hg is accomplished by a mechanical roughing pumr.
and an ion pump.

A bellows assembly attached to the inner vessel neck tube
permits the inner vessel to be raised and lowered with
respect to the outer vessel. When raised, the inner
vessel is not in contact with the bumpers. The inner
vessel can be lowered onto the bumpers and spring loads
can be added to the inner vessel, loading the bumpers to
determine the effects of loads on bumper thermal con-
ductivity. When the inner vessel is liftei free of the
bumpers, the heat input, as measured by the quantity
of the cryogen boiling off, can be attributed primarily
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Fig. 3.2-24
TEST CALORIMETER

Fig. 3.2-25
TEST CALORIMETER
BUMPER ARRANGEMENT
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to radiation and conduction through the neck tube.
When lowered so that the inner vessel rests on the
bumpers, the heat input is due to radiation, neck tube
conduction, and bumper conduction. Bumper conduction
can, therefore, be isolated by determining the differ-
ence of the two heat inputs. Fi gure 3.2-25 shows the
test arrangement for the bumper tests in the bottom of
the calorimeter. Figure 3.2-26 shows the Phase A
segmented bumper assembly; one disassembled bumper is
displayed in exploded view and one is shown with two
segments removed. Each bumper has B glass-filled teflon
segments. The outer diameters of the bumpers (after
hakeout) ranged from 1.770-1.774 inches.

Tests #1 and #2 were performed to determine the effect
of the vacuum-bakeout process on the conductivity of
the bumpers. In test #1 the three bumpers were "as
machined" and not baked out. As such, the bumper segments
and components were all tight fitting which contributed
to a high thermal conductivity value. The bumper
conductivity in this test was 0.54 Btu/hr for each bumper.

Test #2 was performed on bumper assemblies which had
been heat treated to simulate the condition of the
bumpers after bakeout. Durin g the bakeout process, the
teflon components expand more than the metal components,
and as a result, the bumper se gments loosen. The segment
spacing therefore contributes more as a barrier to heat
flow, reducing heat transfer between the outer shell and
the inner vessel. Dimensic,nal variations of the bumper
assemblies used in this test are given in the following
table. The assemblies were heated in air for 5 hours at
520°F, followed by oven cooling. Prior to heating, the
components were all tight fitting. After heating the
Teflon sleeve would slide freely; the segments and
segment retainer rings could be moved, but not freely.

TABLE 3.2-2
EFFECT OF BAKEOUT ON BUMPER DIMENSIONS

O.D. BEFORE HEATING O.D. AFTER HEATIIIr-
BUMPER ASS'Y	 IN.	 III.

1	 1.755 - 1.757	 1.772 - 1.774

2	 1.753 - 1.755	 1.771 - 1.773

3	 1.752 - 1.753	 1.770 - 1.773

Fi g . 3.2-26
PHASE A SEGMENTED BUMPER -
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The results of Test #2 indicated a conductivity of
0.49 Btu/hr for each bumper. A net reduction in con-
ductivity of 0.05 Btu/hr was thus observed due to the
vacuum bakeout process.

A laminated wrapped metal core is shown in Figure 3.2-26.
The boundary between successive laminations acts as a
barrier to conduction heat transfer. The purpose of
Test #3 was to determine the effectiveness of this
configuration. To do this, the wrapped laminar core
was replaced with a three-segment teflon core. The
results of Test #3 showed a conductivity of 0.55 Btu/hr
for each bumper, a net increase of 0.06 Btu/hr over the
results of Test #2. It thus appeared that the heat
transfer was effectively minimized in the wrapped
laminar core.

Test #4 was performed to determine the heat transferred
from the axial tube to the periphery of the bumper
assembly or vice versa. To accomplish this, brackets
were attached to the tube at each segmented bumper
assembly. These brackets were longer than the radius
of the bumpers, hence the bumpers did not contact -[he
outer shell. Heat transfer, therefore, followed a
path from the outer shell, through the bracket to the
tube, through the tube to the center of the inner sleeve
of the bumper (the center of the tapered sleeve being
the only par-,. of the bumper assembly in contact with
the tube) and through the bumper assembly to the inner
vessel. Thermal conductivity was found to be 0.74 Btu/hr
for each modified bumper assembly.

The first four bumper thermal conductivity tests were
performed on 8-segment glass-filled tef'-on bumpers,
O.D. = 1.770 - 1.774 inches (after bakeout). Test #5
was performed on non-segmented Kel-F bumpers,
O.D. = 1.124 - 1.126 inches. These bumpers had no core;
rather, the tube passing through contacted the bumper
hole.

Kel-F has a lower coefficient of thermal conductivity
than does glass-filled teflon. However, because of
its lower melting point, Kel-F cannot withstand the
high bakeout temperatures used with glass-filled teflon;
bakeout temperatures are limited to 300°F. The purpose
of this test was, therefore, to determine the effective-
ness of Kel-F a& bumper material for future vessels.

Results of Test #5 showed a thermal conductivity of
0.23 Btu/hr for each solid Kel-F bumper.
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Test #6 also employed Kel-F as bumper material. The
test bumpers were segmented, however, and had outer
diameters of 2.005 - 2.010 inches. The average thermal
conductivity for each bumper was found to be 0.20 Btu/hr.

Test #7 was performed on three eight-segment, glass-
filled teflon bumpers with outer diameters of 1.138 -
1.143 inches. These bumpers employed eight segments, well
insulated from the axial tube through low conductivity
interfaces and laminar wrapped titanium core. Average
thermal conductivity was 0.55 Btu/hr for each bumper.

Results of Phase A bumper thermal conductivity tests are
presented in Table 3.2-3.

Figure 3.2-27 compares bumper conductivity vs bumper
load for solid Kel-F bumpers as used in Test #6 and the
segmented glass-filled teflon bumpers used in Tests #1
through #4. These curves were derived from data obtained
in the bumper thermal evaluation test program.

BUMPER THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY — BTU/HR.

BUMPER CONDUCTIVITY VS. LOAD AT = -297°F TO +75°F

FIG. 3.4.27	 A-3873.67-222
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Fig. 3.2-28
PROOF PRESSURE VESSET.

GIRTH WELD

Fig. 3.2-29
PROOF PRESSURE VESSEL

FITTING WELD

Fig. 3.2-30
PROOF PRESSURE VESSEL
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3.2.4 Pressure Vessel Weld and Heat Treat Testi

the pressure vessel was fabricated from Inconel 718 for
several reasons. Not only is this material more eco p omi-
cal than a material such as titanium, but more knowledge
and data are available concerning fabrication techniques.
Inconel 718 is oxygen-compatible, it has adequate
ductility over cryogenic temperatures, and it can be
age-hardened for weight optimization. Finally, the
material is readily formable by the hydroform process,
which was used for fabrication of all Phase A shells.

Four hemispheres were procured for the program, two of
which were used to fabricate an experimental pressure
vessel for investigation of the girth and fitting welds
and for proof pressure testing in the annealed condition.
The experimental vessel was TIG welded, using a
two-pass 45 0 bevel butt weld at the firth. The first
pass was a parent metal weld, and the second pass was
with Inconel 718 filler rod. The tank was fixtured in
a horizontally rotating welding lathe; however, semi-
automatic operation of the girth welding could not be
controlled because minimum speed of the rotary head
was too high. The welding was therefore done by hand
with manual rotation. Radiographic inspection showed
two spots of incomplete penetration, which were later
repaired. Figure 3.2-28 shows the experimental vessel
girth weld.

For the proof pressure testing on the experimental
vessel, two fittings were TIG welded, one at each pole.
A pressure type fitting design was used at one pole
with a parent metal weld at the inner pressure flange
(prior to girth welding) and a scarfed butt weld with
filler rod at the external surface. The second fit-
ting design and weld were similar to the first, with
provisions in the second fitting for pressurization
of the tank. Figure 3.2-29 shows one such fitting
weld.

The completed experimental pressure vessel, shown in
Figure 3.2-30, was proof tested in the annealed con-
dition. Figure 3.2-31 shows the booster pump used
for performing the hydrostatic PVE (Permanent
Volumetric Expansion) tests. Flexible "Pi" measuring
tape was used for determination of dimensional vari-
ations. PVE ex-eeded 10% for a test pressure of
1200 psig, A': approximately 1300 psig, a minute crack
developed it one of the fitting weld joints. A second
fitting of the same design but using a 2-pass 300
bevel-butt geld joint at the outer joint region
pressurized satisfactorily. This modified fitting
design was subsequently used on the final vessel.
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Fig. 3.2-31
PRESSORIZATION SYSTEM

It was apparent from the pressure testing performed
on the annealed vessel that age hardening woula be
required to meet the proof pressure requirements of
the final vessel with the vessel wall thickness used.
The yield stress required after age hardening was
determined from the following calculation:

P x S.F'. x D	 975 x 1.5 x 20.344
C1
	 4t	 4 x 0.084	

= 88,551

where	 P = relief valve pressure = 975 psig

S.F. = proof safety factor = 1.5

D = vessel inner diameter = 20.344 in.

t = vessel wall thickness = 0.084 in.

a = required yield strengthi = 88,551 psi

Yield and tensile strength tests were performed on
welded, heat treated .062" thick strips of Inconel 718,
to determine the time-temperature requirements for
developing a 90,000 psi yield strength in the vessel
material. Table 3.2-4 summarizes the results of these
tests.

TABLE 3.2-4

HEAT TREATED INCONEL 718

YIELD AND TENSILE STRENGTH TESTS

TIME AT TEMP.	 YIELD STRENGTH TENSILE STRENGTH
HRS.	 PSI	 PSI

	

54,500	 117,400

24	 70,100	 108,800

24	 101,800	 126,900

24	 130,000	 152,800

36	 76,500	 115,000

36	 88,100	 114.^00

36	 102,400	 131,800

36	 134,900	 164,000

TEMP.
TEST NO
	 of

1
	

AS-ANNEALED

2
	

1,000

3
	

1,100

4
	

1,200

5
	

1,000

6
	

1,050

7
	

1,100

8
	

1,200
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Fig. 3.2-32
INITIAL PLATING FIXTURE
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Because the final Phase A pressure vessel contained an
aluminum thermal conductor and quantity sensor, it was
planned to age the vessel at a temperature below 1100 0F.
Aluminum specimens, simulating the thermal conductor and
quantity sensor, were heated to 1050°F. and 1100°F; no
marked deterioration of bend properties or surface was
noted.

Based upon the Inconel and al>minum tests, it was
concluded that an approximate 1075°F age for 36 hours
in an argon atmosphere would develop an approximate
90,000 psi yield strength in the pressure vessel, with
no effect on the aluminum thermal conductor.

3.2.5 Pressure Vessel Plating Tests

The experimental pressure vessel utilized for heat
treating, weld, and pressure tests (see Section 3.2.4)
was also used as a test plating vessel to determine
what problems would exist in the plating process.

The electroplating step process was as follows, with
water rinses between each step:

1. Alkaline electro-clean

2. 50% muriatic acid

3. Nickel strike - positive

1+. Nickel strike - negative (plate) 	
A

5. Copper plate

6. Silver plate

Several problems in fixturing and obtaining proper
current density were encountered. The principal
problem was obtaining a high current density for the
relatively inefficient nickel strike process and
resulting poor adhesion.

Figure 3.2-32 shows the plating fixture usod for the
experimental plating tests. The vessel was supported
at the fittings and current was delivered through the
fittings. This resulted in inadequate electrical con-
tact area to the vessel. In addition, the reversing
switch at the nickel strike tank control panel had
inadequate current capacity. As a result of the first
plating exercise, the following changes were made:
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Fig. 3.2-33
HANDLING CRADLE

Fig. 3.2-35
PRESSURE VESSEL FITTING WE
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1. A larger capacity reversing, switch was obtained for
the nickel strike tank and multiple cables installed.

2. A quick detachable handling cradle (cable con-
struction) was fabricated for transporting the
vessel between plating tanks (see Figure 3.2-33).

3. A spring type electrical contact fixture
(Figure 3.2•-•34) with 1-112 in. diameter contoured
copper contacts was fabricated. This fixture design
was intended to permit the electrical contacts on
the vessel surface to be rotated during plating for
100% plating coverage.

Concurrently, Inconel 718 samples were silver plated
using various current densities and surface preparations
to determine the optimum plating procedures.

3.2.6 Fabrication and Assembly

All hemispheres used in fabrication of the Phase A dewar
were hydroformed by Jones Metal Products. These included
the pressure vessel, radiation shield, and outer shell
hemispheres. The hydroform process was selected because
shells in the diameters (up to 22 in.), materials
(Inconel 718, aluminum 6061, and stainless steel 304L),
and wall thicknesses (.084 in. for Inconel 718 pressure
vessel) required for the system could be rapidly,
economically, and accurately produced by this process.

3.2.6.1 Pressure Vessel

Inconel 718 was selected as the pressure vessel material
because (1) the material is readily and economically
formable by the hydroform process, (2) it is oxygen
compatible, (3) it has adequate ductility at cryogenic
temperatures, and (4) it can be age-hardened for weight
optimization. Tests performed on Inconel 718 samples
and on an experimental pressure vessel identical to that
employed in the Phase A dewar are described in
Section. 3.2.4. As a result of these tests, the time-
temperature relationship for age-hardening the vessel to
obtain an approximate 90,000 psi yield strength was
determined to be 36 hours at approximately 1075°F.

Pre-assembly operations performed on the pressure vessel
hemispheres consisted of piercing holes for the fluid
and electrical lead fittings, fitting weld and leak
check, and chamfering the girth for welding. The fluid
vent and electrical lead fittings welded in the upper
pressure vessel hemisphere are shown in Figure 3.2-35.
A small locator was heli-arc welded to the .nner surface

rill,

Fig. 3.2-34
FINAL PLATING FIXTURE
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Fig. 3.2-36
INNER SUPPORT RING
AND QUANTITY PROBE

Fig. 3.2-37
SPIRAL THERMAL CONDUCTOR

Fig. 3.2-3E

INTERNAL ASSEMBLY
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of the lower pressure vessel hemisphere to be uaed for
positioning and securing the inner assembly support ring.

The static thermal conductor was originally intended to b-

fabricated from 0.012" - 0.015" thick aluminum; however,
0.0'25" thick aluminum was the thinnest (except for foil)
that could be obtained in time for the program. Follow-
ing the cutting and winding of the thermal conductor ant
mounting within the support ring, the inner assembly was
mounted within the lower pressure vessel hemisphere.
Figure 3.2-36 shows the internal mounting support ring
with the capacitance probe assembly mounted in place.
Figure 3.2-37 shows the complete internal assembly wit?i
the spiral thermal conductor. The internal assembly
mounted in the lower inner vessel hemisphere is shown
in Figure 3.2-38.

Following assembly of the pressure vessel hemispheres,
with the inner assembly mounted, the pressure vessel
Firth weld was performed. Figure 3.2-39 shows the
vessel in the welding lathe prior to the initial tack-
weld. Figure 3.2-40 shows the final weld pass being
performed. Helium mass spectrometer leak testing showed
zero leakage at 10 -8 atm - cc/sec. All inner vessel
weld joints were 45 0 bevel-butt seams with one pass
parent metal weld followed by one pass fill metal weld.
X-ray examination of the welded pressure vessel showed
a sound girth weld.

A hydrostatic pressure test was performed on the pressure
vessel, prior to heat treating. Zero permanent
volumetric expansion (PVE) resulted from pressurization
to 850 prig. The pressure vessel was then age hardened
by heating in an arg,n-atmospheres retort at 1050 °F for
36 hours. The retort used is shown in Figure 3.2-41.
The retort, with the pressure vessel inside and the lid
secured by welding, was placed in a heat treating
furnace. Argon was circulated in the retort during
t'ie aging prccess through fittings in the lid.

A hydrostatic PVE test was performed on the pressure
vessel after aging. The material yield stress for the
proof pressure of 1350 psi was calculated from the
following:

P x D	 1350 x 20.344
Cy =	 =	 = 80,800

4 x t	 4 x 0.085
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where

P = proof pressure = 1350 psi

D = vessel inner diameter = 20.344 in.

t = vessel wall thickness = 0.085 in. (minimum)

a = yield strength if yield occurred at given proof
pressure = 80,800 psi

Flexible "pi" tape was utilized for determining diameter
changes with pressure. The test results are presented
in Table 3.2-5.

Fig. 3.2-39
PRESSURE VESSEL WELD SET-UP

Fig. 3.2-40
PRESSURE VESSEL WELDINr(

Total diameter increase was 0.027 in. at the proof pres-
sure of 1350 psig. Total permanent stretch indicated
was a negative 0.002 in., after increasing to proof
pressure and decreasing to zero psig. The discrepancies
in measu.-ment were attributed to error in reading the
pi" tape as well as to temperature change in the vessel

I
she]! after filling with water (pressure medium). It was
app.irent from this test that since zero PVE resulted, the

process of 1050°F for 36 hours raised the yield
,rength to a point above 80,800 psi. The results of
testing Inconel 718 samples at various time-temperature
relationships showed a yield strength of 88,100 psi for
a similar 1050°F - 36 hour aging process (see Section
3.2.4, Table 3.2-4). It was felt that the Phase A
pressure vessel aged yield strength was of similar
magnitude.

Fig. 3.2-41
AGE HARDENING RETORT
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20.478

20.495

20.498

20.500

20.501

20.502

20.503

20.504

20.504

20.505

20.505

20.495

20.490

20.487

20.486

20.485

20.476
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TABLE 3.2-5

PVE TEST OF NAS 9-2978 PHASE A INCONEL 718 PRESSURE VESSEL
AFTER AGE HARDENING

PRESSURE	 VESSEL OUTER DIAMETER
PSIG	 IN.

0

900

1.000

1100

1140-

1200

1260

1280

1300

1350

950

750

525

375

250

200

0
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3.2.6.2 Radiation Shields

Aluminum 5052 was selected as the radiation shield
material because of its light weight and ease of
forming by the hydroform process.

Figure 3.2-42 shows one 21 in. I.D. inner radiation
shield hemisphere. Wall thickness is 0.017 in. minimum.
Figure 3.2-43 shows one 21.5 in. I.D. outer radiation
shield hemisphere, with wall thickness of 0.017 in.
minimum.

The inner shield assembly is shown in Figure 3.2-44.
The contoured section in the bumper plane was originally
intended to provide clearance for a chabazite absorbent
container, shown in Figure 3.2-45. The container was
basically a flat tube contour-formed to the inner vessel
spherical configuration with silver soldered fine screen
windows to allow for residual gas adsorption. The
container was to be attached to the outer wall of the
inner vessel at a position between two bumpers. Due to
clearance problems encountered in pre-assembly fit-up,
the container was removed and a barium getter attached
to the outer shell wall was used instead. The final
inner shield assembly did not contain the contoured
section.

Figure 3.2-46 is a closeup view of the type fasteners
used to secure the shield girth joints.

Figures 3.2-47 and 3.2-48 show the inner shield hemi-
sphere bumpers and tube cut-outs and the shield patches
used around the bumpers. Figure 3.2-49 shows the shield
patches around the tube and electrical lead feed-through
ports on the inner shield.

Figure 3.2-50 is an exterior view of an outer shield
shell and shows the shield patches used around the
bumpers. Figure 3.2-51 is an internal view of the same
shell. Figure 3.2-52 shows the tube port shield brackets
that are attached to the outer shield after shield
assembly to the inner vessel.
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Fig. 3.2-42

INNER SHIELD HEMISPHERE

-1

Fig. 3.2-45

ADSORBENT CONTAINER

Fig. 3.2-46

SHIELD ASSEMBLY LATCH

Fig. 3.2-47

INNER SHIELD HEMISPHERE
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Fig. 3.2-49
	

Fig. 3.2-49
INSIDE OF I14NER

	
FEED-THROUGH	 Fie. 3.2-50

SHIELD HEMISPHERE
	

SHIELD SEGMENTS	 OUTER SHIELD HEMISPHEROID

Fig. 3.2-51
	

Fig. 3.2-52
INSIDE OF OUTER
	

FEED-THROUGH
SHIELD HEMISPHEROID
	

SHIELD SEGMENTS
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Fi.g. 3.2-53
FLUTED OUTER SHELL

WITH DOUBLER

Fig. 3.2-54
INTERNAL VIEW OF DOUBLER
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3.2.6.3 cuter Shell

The outer shell design was determined from the results
of developmental buckling tests described in Section
3.2.2. Figure 3.2-53 is an external view of one outer
shell which shows the flutes required to improve the
tunnel region structire and also the weld marks from
the doubler welded to the inner surface. Figure 3.2-54
i-s an internal view of the shell showing the welded
doubler, required for further strengthening the shell
in the tunnel region.

Stainless STeel 304L was selected as the outer shell
material over aluminum because of the necessity for
fabricating the dewar in a short period of time. Much
experience was available in fabricating dewars with
stainless steel vacuum jackets, whereas only limited
experience had been obtained for aluminum outer shells.
Use of stainless steel eliminated the need for stainless
steel-aluminum transition joints for the fluid 'and
electrical lead external fittings. Finally, the use
of stainless steel did not offer a serious weight
penalty.

3.2.6.4 Dewar Assembly

Upon completion of the pressure vessel, radiation
shields, and outer shell subassemblies, pre-assembly
fit-up was performed. Figures 3.2-55 through 3.2-66
show the fit-up sequence. Figurc 3.2-55 is of the
pressure vessel and shows the fluid ports and thermo-
couple lead. The fill and vent tubes are not yet
located in their respective fluid fittings in this
figure.

Figure 3.2-56 shows the two inner shield hemispheres
partially assembled to the inner vessel.

Figure 3.2-57 shows the inner shield assembled to the
inner vessel. Tube feed-through shield brackets, leads
and bumters are all in place.

Figure 3.2-58 is a top view of the inner shield -assembly,
showing the vent tubing and leads. The three inner
shield support hangers are shown on the tubing, along
with the three spools to be ;subsequently used for
supporting the outer shield on the tube.

Figure 3.2-59 shows one outer shield shell in position
on the inner shield-inner vessel subassembly.

Figure 3.2-60 is the opposite view of Figure 3.2-59.
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Fig. 3.2-55
	

Fig. 3.2-56
	

Fig. 3.2-57

PRESSURE VESSEL
	

INNER SHIELD ASSEMBLY
	

INNER SHIELD ASSEMBLED

Fig. 3.2-58
	

Fig. 3.2-59
	

Fi; . 3.2-60
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Figure 3.2-61 shows the complete shield-inner vessel
subassembly with both shields assembled and supported
on the fluid fill and vent tubing. The outer fill and
vent fittings can be seen at the ends of the tubes
protruding through the outer shield.

Figure 3.2-62 shows the electrical leads protruding
through the outer shield.

Figure 3.2-63 is a close-up view of the tube feed-through
in the outer shield and the shield bracket that is
assembled to cover the large 'Cube feed-through hole
following outer shield assembly.

Figure 3.2-64 is a top view of the outer shield assembly,
with one outer shell assembled.

Figure 3.2-65 is a side view of Figure 3.2-64, again
showing one outer shell assembled.

Figure 3.2-66 shows the tank unit with both outer shells
assembled in place.

The shield hemisphere components and complete shield
assemblies went very well in terms of design simplicity,
assembly, and thermal-physical mounting characteristics
up to the final fitup stage. The final stages of
assembly involved fitup adjustment and electrical conti-
nuity testing to establish proper spacing to assure
that distortion from vibration, thermal contraction,
etc. did not cause heat shorting. This final fitup,
adjustment and test phase was far more time consuming
than planned. One of the major problem areas was
contouring the inner shield to be properly spaced from
the adsorbent container located on the inner vessel. As
discussed previously, the adsorbent container was removed
to prevent further program delay, and a barium getter
was used on the outer tank wall instead.

Following final fitup, the unit was disassembled and
all components were prepared for electroplating of all
vacuum exposed surfaces.

The radiation shields were silver plated on all surfaces
and plating quality was considered fairly good. The
shield surfaces were "as formed", i.e., neither mechani-
cally nor chemically polished. Only one set of shields
was plated; no trial plating runs were performed. It
was concluded that future shield plating should be
accomplished on chemically polished surfaces. This
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Fig. 3.2-61
OUTER SHIELD ASSEMBLED

Fig. 3.2-62
OUTER SHIELD ASSEMBLED

Fie. 3.2-63
FLUID TUBE FEED-THROUGH
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Fig. 3.2-67
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Fig. ?.2-68
ARGON ASSEMBLY BOOTH
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procedure was planned for the Phase B portion of the
NAS 9-2978 program.

The silver plating quality of the inner vessel was con-
sidered fairly poor. The sliding contact fixture did
not work as planned; two contact areas of about
2-1/2 in 2 each were not plated on the outer surface of
the pressure vessel.

The outer shells were copper-plated on the inner surface.
The plating quality was considered fairly good; however,
the long assembly standby time prior to evacuation,
described later, could have been detrimental to the
plated surfaces.

A general summary of the plating quality, particularly
in view of the excessive assembly handling and long
assembly standby time, was that it was only a fair
quality.

Following the plating process all tank components were
given the standard vacuum surface cleaning treatment
which consisted primarily of the following steps:
water-detergent wash; distilled water rinse; alcohol
rinse; acetone rinse. The parts were then put in the
constant flow-pressurized argon atmosphere assembly
booth for the final assembly operation. Figure 3.2-67
shows the assembly booth used for Phase A assembly.
Figure 3.2-68 shows the procedure by i+h.ich the dewar
was assembled when in the booth.

Considerable difficulty was again experienced in the
final assembly buildup for eliminating contact heat
shorts to the extent that the final assembly was not
completed until nine days after the outer shells were
plated (ten days after pressure vessel and inner shield
plating and eleven days after outer shield plating).
This meant that the radiation surface components were
at ambient pressure and temperature fcr 10 or 11 days
prior to final well and evacuation. Although the
components were in an argon atmosphere over 80% of the
time, the extensive handling due to the final assembly
buildup and checkout problems and the excessive time
prior to evacuation caused marked deterioration of the
radiaticn surfaces. A 1957 program at instruments 6
Life Support Division on approximately .1000 dewars clearly
showed a deterioration of 1 to 1-1/2 Btu /Iir on dewars with
inner vessel areas of 1-1/2 to 2 square feet when final
assembly cc-urred over 24 hours after plating, final
cleaning and argon protection.
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Fig. 3.2-69
DEWAR IN BAKEOUT OVEN

Fig. 3.2-70

EVACUATION-BAKEOUT SET-UP
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Following final assembly, the tank unit was sealed in
an argon atmosphere bag and transported to the final
heliarc welding area. This involved fixturing the unit
and performing the outer girth weld, two external tube
fitting welds, two external electrical feed-through
fitting welds and four electrical lead feed-tlirou,;h
silver braze joints. The external welding operation
was performed in two hours and was completely satis-
factory. The complete time from final assembly and
removal from the argon assembly booth until the welded
unit was placed on the helium mass spectrometer
evacuation stand was four hours.

The initial evacuation of the vacuum void following
welding, resulted in less than 0.1 micron pressure
in thirty minutes, which indicated no excessive leakage.
Following further evacuation, the weld and silver braze
joints were leak tested to prove zero leakage at 10-8
atm-cc/sec.

Prior to the evacuation-bakeout processing, two liquid
oxygen dynamic heat leak tests were performed on the
unit. These tests are described in Section 3.2.7.

Figure 3.2-69 shows the completed unit on the evacuation-
bakeout stand, with the bakeout oven hood raised.
Figure 3.2-70 shows the evacuation-bakeout process set-
up, with the ion pump used for evacuation in the fore-
ground. The heating system consisted of ^, calrod
heater-blower system located separately from the bake-
out oven, with hot air circulated through the oven.
Thermocouples were attached at various locations on the
tank unit surface. The vessel was evacuated to 1 x 10-6
torn at which time heat was gradually applied to the
system at a controlled rate such that the outgassing
rate did not - raise the pressure in the vacuum void
above 4 x 10	 torr. Maximum temperature during this
bakeout was controlled at 300°F. The unit was held at
the maximum temperature for five dgys, at which time the
vacuum pressure reached 1.05 x 10 - torr. Following a
slow cool-down to room temperature over a 32-hour
period, the unit was "tipped off".

The evacuation tube on the unit was a 3/8" diameter
oxygen-free copper tube silver brazed to the outer tank
wall 	 Tip off sealing of the tube was performed with a
hydraulic device that closes precision 5/16" diameter
rollers, thus cold compression welding and sealing the
evacuation tube. The tip off process is performed
quite rapidly due to the operational characteristics of
the tip off tool.
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Following tip off, the tank was charged with liquid
oxygen to determine vacuum integrity. Due to the
excessive boil off observed, it was apparent that the
void pressure was relatively high. It was suspected
that a vacuum leak developed at the pinch-off joint.
Therefore, the unit was prepared for re-evacuation and
bakeout.

The pinch off operation of a vacuum tank is a critical
operation and is treated as such. Pinch off failure
occurs on a fraction of a percent of production units.
This was the first apparent pinch-off failure of an
Engineering development unit at Instruments & Life
Support Division in over two years. The pinch -off per-
formed is termed a cold weld pinch-off since heat is not
applied. In the 1957-58 period, Bendix developed a
hot pinch off technique. It is more time consuming
and costly than the cold weld procedure because
several high temperature outgassing steps are required
at the pinch-off region. However, a more sound and
reliable weld joint results. It was planned to perform
a hot pinch-off on the unit after re-evacuation and
bakeout.

The second re-evacuation and bakeout was performed at
the same temperature and over an eight-day period,
following which a hot pinch-off weld joint was made
to seal off the vacuum space. The procedure consisted
of heating the tube in the tip-off area several times
a day prior to tip off to outgas the tube. At the
time of tip off, the tube was again heated (to the 1350°F
range) prior to the hydraulic compression.

Vacuum decay again occurred following the second pinch-
off as evidenced by a gradual increase in liquid oxygen
heat leak. No evidence of leakage was found when leak
tested on the helium mass spectrometer.

It was then speculated that some rather large quantity
of outgassing was occurring from some trapping area
such as the laminated titanium foil wrapping in the
segmented bumpers or in the interstices created by
riveted brackets on the shields or the weld doubler on
the outer vessel. It was suspected that the large area
space between the weld-doubler and the outer shell may
not have been thoroughly rinsed of high vapor pressure
trace contamination at final cleaning.

Although the unit had to be re-evacuated and baked out,
the tank was put on a vacuum system to demonstrate
dynamic heat-leak to NASA- Houston personnel. Following
the dynamic heat leak test, the unit was pinched off
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Fig. 3.2-%1
MOUNTING RING FORM

Fig. 1.2-72
MOUNTING RINGS

Fig. 3.2-7"-
MOUNT FRAML

and a vibration search was performed in the presence of
the NASA representative. These tests are described in
Section 3.2.7.

Following the test demonstration, the unit was rigorously
leak tested to re-establish the leak tight integrity of
the vessel. Upon proving zero leakage at 10 -8 atm-cc/sec,
the unit was assembled on the evacuation st4nd with very
short evacuation plumbing between the tank and the pump
system. A long term re-evacuation-bakeout was performed
to clean up residual outgassing in the annular space.
Heat leak tests performed after pinch-off indicated a
stable static vacuum.

The unit was placed on vented liquid oxygen neat leak
testing for over two months following the third
evacuation-bakeout and pinch off. Because the vented
heat leak showed a Pradual increase over the period, it
was decided to re-evacuate the unit at a slightly higher
temperature for complete removal of trapped gas from the
outer shell doubler ring attachment. Prior to the
evacuation-bakeout, a small ion pump was silver brazed
to the evacuation tube for occasional pumping if the
outgassing persisted. The unit was pinched off after
a lengthy evacuation bakeout period of two weeks. Tests
conducted on the unit throughout the remainder of the
program indicated that the vacuum was indeed stable
after this final thermal-vacuum processing.

3.2.6.5 t' ountin7 Frame

The mounting frame, fabricated from aluminum 6061,
consisted of two mounting rings and six support legs.
Figure 3.2-71. shows one of the hydroformed mounting
ring forms as received from Jones Metal Products.
Figure 3.2-72 shows the upper and lower mountinP rings
after material removal ai,d fl ,-;tiny to COT,'-,arm to the
dewar outer shell configuration. The complete mounting
frame assembly is shown in Figure 2.2-73, positioned
through vibration isolators on the vibration fixture
utilized in tests described in Section 3.2-7. The
frame was assembled on the Phase A dewar such that the
three support legs welded to the mounting rinP in each
half were centered at the bumper locations.

3.2.6.6 Weight Summary

The component and system weights resulting from the
Phase A tankage program are summarized in Tables
3.2-6 and 3.2-7. Major weight variant components are
discussed following the tables.
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COMPONENT

Inner Shells

ADJUSTED
OBTAINABLE
WEIGHT, LB.

Outer Shells

Doublers

Bumpers

Min. 30.650

Min. 13.040

1.120

0.450

PROPOSED ACTUAL
WEIGHT, LB. WEIGHT, LB. SUMMARY

30.650 36.200 Closest available sheet
stock .015" oversize

8.750 17.200 Buckling problem in-
creased all thickness.

--- 3.800 Added to overcome buck-
ling problem

1.376 1.398 20-25% wt. reduction possible
by excess material removal

.360 .450 Proposed estimate too low

.250 .750 Proposed estimate too low
(.300)
(.200)
(.150)
(.100)

1.7507.5501.750

.360.700.360

Tubes

Fittings
Tubes Inner
Tubes Outer
Leads Inner
Leads Outer

Thermal Conductor

Quantity Sensor

.300

.200

.150

.100

Not in contract; added for
H. T. data

Heavier sensor readily available;
.360-1b can be obtained

10 DhrWat

TABLE 3.2-6
PHASE A DEWAR WEIGHT REVIEW

Disc Fitting ring wt. estimate low

Used heavier thermal conductor

20-25% wt. reduction practical

Changed from PRT to thermocouple

Getter

Blowout Disc
•150

Mount Ring (internal) .200

Shields 5.570
Inner
Outer

Thermocouple .200

Probe Lead ---

Heater Lead ---

.090

.100

.500

5.600
(2.700)
(2.900)

.050

.100

.130

.090

.100

.200

2.160
2.320

.050

.100

.130

53.270

1.510
• Max. .003" outer shell dia.

variation

• Max. .004" inner shell dia
variation

TOTAL
Minimum with 8% mfg. tol. removed

49.616
t 8% Mfg. Tol.	 3.969

TOTAL	 53.585	 74.618
1.570

56.350
52.088
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TABLE 3.2-7

PHASE A EXTERNAL COMPONENTS WEIGF:. .XVIEW

ADJUSTED
PROPOSED ACTUAL OBTAINABLE

COMPONENT WEIGHT, LB. WEIGHT, LB. SUMMARY WEIGHT, LB.

Mounting Frame 4.250 10.550 Frame considered 4.250
Rings (3.600) Over-designed; used
Brackets (3.300) Al rather than Mg
Vib. Mounts (1.050) Not estimated originally 1.050
Nuts, Bolts (	 .300)
Spacers (1.200) Not originally planned
Gasket (1.000) Not originally planned
Pads (	 .100) Not originally planned

Fill Valve .310 .100 Changed to Essex valve .100

Vent Valve .300 3.100 Changed to GSE Manual .300
Valve (other available)

Pressure Relief Valve .380 .350 .350

Pressure Gage --- .050 Added for test ---

Misc. Plumbing .700 .700 est. .700

Net Weight 5.940

+ 8% mfg. tol. .475

TOTAL 6.41 14.850 6.850
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The principle components representing the design
concept investigated on the Phase A program are the
segmented bumpers and discrete radiation shields. These
components came within 1.6% and 0.54% respectively of
the proposed weight estimates.

In the tables, "proposed weight", "actual weight" and
"adjusted obtainable weight" columns are presented.
The first two columns are self-explanatory; the latter
is the result of examining the actual Phase A
components and the weight variant problems and determ-
ining an attainable weight for the proposed design
concept. Thus a realistic attainable weight for the
Phase A tank with manufacturing tolerance is 56.350 lbs;
the comparable proposed weight was 53.576 lbs. The
main difference lies in the variation of actual outer
shell buckling characteristics from conventional theory.

Several of the component weight variations were due to
selection compromise to obtain-short delivery (parti-
cularly the inner shells) or to overdesign to minimize
the possibility of marginal design failure problems
(the mounting frame, for example).

The inner pressure vessel shells were 5.55 lbs, over-
weight. The reason was largely due to selection of the
closest available sheet stock one standard gauge over
the minimum thickness required prior to forming. The
material was ordered concurrent with tooling fabrication
and without the precise knowledge of wall thickness
reduction due to hydroforming.

The inner vessel shells (Inconel 718) were heat treated
to only 90,000 psi yield, therefore this item was not
planned as weight optimum.

Buckling problems were experienced due to a non-spherical
configuration of the outer tank shells. This was partly
anticipated since two different wall thicknesses of two
shell designs were originally ordered. The problem was
more severe than anticipated from conventional buckling
analysis.

The outer shell is noted as the largest weight variant
item. It was found necessary to flute the tunnel areas
and add doubler reinforcement bands to the tunnel region
of the outer shells. This added 12.26 lbs. to the
proposed weight estimate.

As a result of the outer shell buckling problem, a
number of hemispheres were obtained and buckling
failure tests were run to obtain a reasonably accurate
empirical formula for determining the outer shell wall
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thickness required. This work is reported in Section
3.2.2; the effect is reflected in the outer tank weight
in the "Adjusted ObtainaLle Weight" column.

The weight of the bumpers can be significantly reduced
by removal of excess, non-structure supporting material.
This was accomplished on a subsequent design.

The proposal estimate for fittings took into account the
tank material removed to accommodate the fitting. The
estimates were considered too low. The actual fitting
weights are shown.

The thermal conductor was removed from the contract
program. However, a heavier conductor was added at
Instruments & Life Support Division expense to obtain
stratification data for comparison with a smaller unit
containing a thermal conductor with proportionate
physical characteristics.

The structural rigidity and stability of the shield
hemispheres for fabrication, handling and assembly was
very good. The wall thickness of the shields was
nominally 0.017". The preliminary vibration test did
not impair the shield characteristics and a 20-25%
weight reduction appeared practical for a nominal
effort program.

The mounting frame was overdesigned due to direct
design extrapolation fr-m a smaller design frame that
had been successfully ,rated to the complete Apollo
tankage vibration specification.

It was necessary to limit the mounting frame effort
to compensate for the excessive effort required to solve
the outer shell buckling problem.

The mounting frame spacers and gaskets were added to
compensate for dimensional variation since the frame
had to be constructed prior to final tank assembly fitup
dimension examination. Also with this design it is
possible to alter the dynamic characteristics of the
mounting frame - tank assembly for vibration testing.

The vent valve was changed to a good quality, cryogenic,
industrial, manual valve for ground support use since
lightweight standard off-the-shelf valves generally
wear out rather quickly and have little G.S.E. value.

The proposed manufacturing tolerance of 8% over normally
minimum weight estimates was somewhat low for a nominally
funded program that cannot support substantial tooling,
process refinement and contour machining.
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The weight variation of the Phase A tank was due largely
to the buckling problem encountered on the outer shells.
The results of the buckling test program showed that
the proposed outer shell weight was not practicably
attainable for a single wall spherical structure. The
effect was a weight increase to the system and thus
pointed up the importance of developing alternate
design outer shell structures such as sandwich or honey-
comb construction hemispheres.

3.2.7 Testing

Successful performance of the system demonstrating the
radial bumper-discrete shield dewar design are Evidenced
by the results of the thermal and structural tests
performed on the unit.

3.2.7.1 Thermal

The following thermal tests performed on the dewar
demonstrated the insulating qualitites of the concept.

3.2.7.1.1 Vented Heat Leak

Vented heat leak results for the Phase A dewar are
presented in Table 3.2-8. All tests were performed
with the test fluid at local atmospheric pressure and
in a laboratory environmental temperature of 75 - 80°F.
The cryogen loss rate from the'dewar for Tests 1 through
3 was determined by measuring the vented flow with a wet
test meter. The loss rate for the remainder of the
tests was determined by measuring the weight change with
a recording scale.
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TABLE 3.2-8

TEST NO.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

VENTED HEAT LEAK TESTING - PHASE A DEWAR

TEST	 HEAT LEAK
FLUID	 BUT/HR	 COMMENTS

L02	10.50	 Dynamic test immediately after
tank welding; 42-hour cold pump
down; stabilization 17 hours
after L02 fill.

L0 2 7.61 Dynamic test on higher capcity
pumping station; 40-hour cold
pumpdown; stabilization 21 hours
after L0 2 fill.

L02 8.84 Dynamic Test after second evacua-
tion bakeout; 22 hours cold pump-
down.

L02 8.08 After tip-off of cold (un-baked)
tank, before third evacuation-
bakeout.	 Witnessed by NASA
personnel.

L02 6.80 After third evacuation-bakeout
and tip-off; 96 hours after L02
fill.

L02 7.30 1 month after third evacuation
bakeout and tip-off.

L02 7.31 After fourth evacuation-bakeout
and tip-off; 96 hours after L02
fill.

L02 7.29 1 month after fourth evacuation
bakeout and tip-off.

LN2 6.80 Dewar cool-down prior to LH2 fill.

LH2 5.10 Ave--aged over seven-day period.

3.2.7.1.2	 Pressure Build-up

Pressure build-up tests were performed to determine the
time required for cryogen pressure to increase from
atmospheric to supercritical pressure, due to environ-
mental heat input alone.	 Both hydrogen and oxygen were
used as the test fluid.	 Oxygen pressure build-up test
results are shown in Figure 3.2-74; hydrogen results
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are shown in Figure 3.2-75. Differences in build-up
time for the two tests sho. -n in eaca figure are attri-
buted t,- the differences in initial cryogen fill percent-
age.

1l
w

I`
,

IRESWK BUILDUP DI MUSE A UNIT

TEST • 1 m? •S
/WN : LIWN OXYStN
TILL OENtITY' M.f11 pN.4 •0. CONTAINED)

FLUID- LIQUID ONT"
/ILL DENSITY : SOY

II:t7 AM, 2-I6-06 ID	 Y14 PM. 11-111-46it
	 TEMPERATURE : 70'01

THERMAL CONDUCTOR AXIS : VERTICAL
It'^It 01M,1. 10-St TO 41001M, 4 .7-SS
RM TEMPERATURE : 70.F

AL CONDUCTOR AXIS- HORIZONTALTMKRM	 ON
INTERNAL VENT POST : TOO CENTER INTERNAL VENT POINT : MIDDLE
?ARM STABILIZEO AT START OF TEST TANK STABILIZED AT START 01 TEST

•

TEST • 1 TEST 4 t

M

O	 t0	 40	 SO	 SD	 100	 ISO	 140	 No	 Ito	 too I

CLAM II TIME - NOUNS

•1160-61-,t

Fig. 3.2-74
PRESSURE BUILDUP OF PHASE A UNIT

TEST #1 TEST #2
FLUID , LIQUID HYDROGEN FLUID , LIQUID HYDROGEN
FILL DENSITY : 95.64%110.49 LB. LM21FILL DENSITY , $944% 19.63 LB. LH
ENVIRON. TEMP: 100 O F ENVIRON. TEMP , ROOF
THERMAL COND. AXIS , VERTICAL THERMAL COND. AXIS, VERTICAL
VENT PORT : TOP CENTER VENT FORT : TOP CENTER
TANK STABILIZED AT START TANK STABILIZED AT START
OF TEST OF TEST

200

Nd
'	 150
w
aE
7
Vl

100	 TEST N1 ^	 TEST #2
d

50

S	 10	 1S	 20	 25	 30	 33	 40

ELAPSED TIME — HOURS

PRESSURE BUILDUP OF PHASE A UNIT

FIG. 3.2-75	 A-3873-67-224
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3,2.7.1,3 22erational

Tests were performed to determine the time for a 50 psi
pressure rise when the oxygen supply flow rate from the
dewar was maintained at one-half the steady state flow
rate. The vessel was set up to flow through a solenoid
valve actuated by a pressure switch that operated between
785 and 800 psig. The vessel attained the operating
pressure by pressure build-up from atmospheric, as shown
in Figure 3.2-74. The 50 psi pressure build-up test was
performed once each day after attaining operating pressure.
The procedure consisted of opening the solenoid valve
and adjusting a needle valve downstream in the supply line,
until the flow rate as measured by a gas flowrator column
remained constant for 30 minutes. That flow rate was
then reduced by one-half as measured on the flowrator
column and the time for an approximate 50 psi pressure
rise was observed. Results of the two such tests per-
formed on the unit are presented in Figure 3.2-76.
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As noted previously on Figure 3.2-74, the dewar orien-
tation differed in Tests 1 and 2 in that the internal
supply port (denoted as vent port on Figure 3.2-74) was
located at the top of the vessel in Test No. 1 and at
the side of the vessel in Test No. 2. The variations in
equilibrium flow rates and therefore in the 1/2-equilibri
flow rates between Tests 1 and 2 are due to the port
orientation differences and are attributed to temperature
stratification within the cryogen.

3.2.7.1.4 Equilibrium Flow Rate

The equilibrium or steady state flow rates obtained
during the oxygen 1/2-steady state flow rate tests of
Figure 3.2-76 are shown in Figure 3.2-77. These flow
rates represent that flow required to maintain a constant
800 psig oxygen pressure over the fluid density range
studied. Fluid port location effects are evident in the
figure.
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Figure 3.2-78 shows equilibrium .flow rest results per-
formed with hydrogen. These results were obtained in
conjunction with the two hydrogen pressure build-up
tests described in Figure 3.2-75. In both Tests 1 and
2, the supply fluid internal port was located at the top
of the vessel.

EOUtL1SRIUM FLOW RATE TESTS— PHASE A VESSEL

FLUID , MYDROOEN PRESSURE 1267 PSIO

ENVIRONMENTAL TEMP - ROOF

FLUID SUPPLY PONT AT TOP FOR ROTH TEST N, AND N2

0.5	 1.0	 1.3	 2.0	 2.3	 3.0	 3.3	 4.0

DENSITY — l5./FT?

FIG. 3.2-78	 A-3873-67-223

3.2.7.1.5 Effect of Load on Conductive Heat Leak

Testing was performed to determine the effect of varying
the internal liquid oxygen load on bumper conductivity
heat leak. Three oxygen load conditions were examined.
k1l tests were performed with liquid oxygen at local
atmospheric pressure and in a laboratory environmental
temperature of 74°F. Each test duratita was 24 hours.
Test results are presented in Table 3.2-9.
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TABLE 3.2-9

VENTED HEAT LEAK VS L02 LOAD . PHASE A DEWAR

TOTAL AXIAL LOAD
OXYGEN LOAD, LBS. VERTICAL PER BUMPER TOTAL HEAT

TEST NO. START END LOAD, LBS_._ LBS. LEAK, BTU/HR

1 160.3 158.4 224 159 7.10

2 95.8 94.0 160 95 6.87

3 24.9 21.4 88 23 6.69

3.2.7.2 Structural

Vibration testing was performed on the Phase A dewar
following the second ev4cuation bakeout process,
described in Section 3.2.6. As discussed therein, the
dewar was pinched off after having been evacuated for
22 hours outside the bakeout oven in order to facilitate
the thermal-structural demonstration performed at Bendix
for NASA personnel.

Prior to the testing, a magnesium vibrations fixture was
fabricated and resonance tests on the fixture were per-
formed. The fixture is shown in Section 3.2.6 in Figure
3.2-73. Four acceleration pick-ups were mounted at
various locations. Significant (unloaded) fixture
resonance at the dewar mounting point locations occurred
at the 250-350 cps and 650-750 cps regions, which are
normally not too critical for dewar tankage; therefore,
the fixture was considered adequate for preliminary
tests.

Preliminary vibration searching on the dewar mounting
frame assembly consisted only of sinusoidal examination.
The unit was loaded with liquid oxygen (approximately
170 pounds) and pressurized to 100 psig. The plane of
vibration was vertical, and the driving pickup was
mounted on the vibration fixture, adjacent to a tank
mounting bolt. The procedure and observations are listed
below:

1. Sine Sweep 38 cps to 2000 cps at constant 3.0 g
(approximately 10 minutes) - Noted slight shield
activity between 110 and 150 cps.

2. Slow Sine Sweep 200 cps to 40 cps at cuastant
3,0 g (approximately. 7 minutes) - Recheck and confirm
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apparent shield, lead or tube resonance in annular
space between 150 and 110 cps. Did not appear
serious at this input level.

3. Sine Sweep 40 cps to 5 cps at constant 0.020"
displacement (approximately 4 minutes) - Apparent
inner vessel or vessel-mounting frame resonance
occurred between 27 cps and 17 cps. No significant
or irrelative motion below 17 cps.

4. Sine Sweep 40 cps to 5 cps at constant 0.040" dis-
placement (approximately 4 minutes) - Again, apparent
inner vessel resonance set in at 27 cps, gradually
increased to peak at 18 cps and cut out entirely at
17 cps. The magnitude was not serious in terms of
vessel failure, but did indicate that lox frequency
snubbing would improve the existing type vibration
mounting system.

The preliminary sinusoidal vibration test performed on
the dewar indicated that the vessel and mounting config-
uration were very stable compared to numerous other
mounting systems tested at Bendix on different dewars.
There was no evidence of serious or destructive shield
resonance characteristics. A low energy level resonance
noise was intermittently detected between 110 and 150 cps
that sounded like the shield mounting spools. The noise
also could have been caused by one of the metal sheathed
electrical leads.

Following preliminary testing, the Phase A tank contain-
ing approximately 170 pounds of liquid oxygen and
pressurized to 100 psig was subjected to limited time
exposures of sinusoidal, random, and sine and random
vibration in the presence of NASA personnel. The vibra-
tion tests were performed in accordance with NAA MC 901-
0005C page 53 and Tabel V, oxygen subsystem, except as
noted. Search sweeps were performed in the following
sequence.

1. Sine Sweep 40 cps to 2000 cps at Constant 3 g
(approximately 10 minutes).

2. Sine Sweep 40 cps to 5 cps at Constant 0.040" dis-
placement (approximately 2 minutes).

3. Random only 5 g RMS level 1 (approximately .75 min.).

4. Random only 2.5 g RMS (approximately 2 minutes).
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5. Random superimposed on Sine

Random 2.5 g RMS

Sine 40 cps to 2000 cps at Constant 3.0 g
(approximately 5 minutes).

6. Random Superimposed on Sine

Random 2.5 g RMS

Sine 2 g at 40 cps to .2 g at 6 cps

7. Random only 2.5 g RMS (approximately 10 minutes).

The sine (only) vibration was performed in an identical
manner to that of the preliminary search test. Stability
and general unit characteristics looked very good. The
random (only) at 5 g RMS appeared to excite significant
shield resonance noise. Again, it could not be ascer-
tained whether shield mount to tube noise or electrical
lead to shield noise was occurring.

No degradation of thermal performance was observed
following the vibration testing program. Thermal test-
ing performed immediately following the vibration test-
ing excercise resulted in heat leak values comparable to
those obtained prior to the exercise. Further evidence
of the thermal-physical stability of the dewar is borne
out in the results presented in Appendix C. This
appendix describes thermal testing performed more than
12 months following the vibration test program; thermal
performance of the dewar was unchanged.

3.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

The Phase & program achieved the overall objectives set
forth at the outset of the program. A supercritical
oxygen storage system employing the radial bumper-discrete
radiation shield concept was designed, fabricated and
tested. The program successfully demonstrated that the
concept is feasible for the fabrication of larger tankage
and that the thermal-physical qualities of the concept
represent significant state-of-the-art advancements.

Certain design and processing problems were encountered
during the performance of the programs. Because the pro-
gram was one of concept development and feasibility
demonstratInn, the problem areas and their solutions were
valuable for application to the Phase B program and future
large cryogenic tankage programs. The problem areas of
major importance, their successful solutions, and recom-
mendations resulting therefrom are discussed in the
following se -t ions .
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11 _3.1 Plating

The overall plating quality of the dewar was considered
to be only fair. The reason for this situation was
twofold: (1) problems arose during the actual plating
process, and (2) the time period between plating and
final assembly weld was excessively long, causing some
plated surface deterioration.

The poorest plating was experienced on the pressure
vessel. Handling of the vessel from tank to tank
during the silver electroplating process was not
satisfactory due to the fact that an overhead hoist-
track was not available. Instead, a portable shop
,hoist was utilized, which resulted in rolling the hoist
(to which the vessel plating fixture was attached) from
tank to tank. This required more time than would have
been needed if an overhead transport system had been
available. Rinse times and immersion times were thus
adversely affected.

The fixture used to hold the pressure vessel during
plating also was not satisfactory. Because the sliding
contact features of the fixture did not work as planned,
certain areas were left unplated.

The radiation shields were neither mechanically nor
,chemically polished prior to plating; they were left
in the as-formed condition. The silver plating on the
shields was not considered optimum.

Recommendations for improvement of the plating process
are as follows:

1. Improve plating fixture for pressure vessel.

2. Improve handling and transport of pressure vessel
during plating program.

3. Mechanically and/or chemically polish aluminum
shields prior to plating.

Deterioration of the plated surfaces between the plating
process and the final dewar assembly was minimized by
maintaining the surfaces in an argon environment.
However, due to the excessive time period of eleven days
and the handling of the surfaces during the assembly,
surface oxidation was not completely avoided. Discussion
of improvements in assembly are discussed in the follow-
ing section.

A
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3.3.2 Assembly

Considerable difficulties were encountered in the final
fit-up and assembly of the dewar. One of the major
problems concerned the mounting of the chabazite
absorbent; shield interference was experienced. Event-
ually the adsorbent container was eliminated, and a
barium getter was mounted on the outer shell.

Fit-up of the plated shields involved a certain amount
of modification during the final assembly, to prevent
shield to shield and shield to pressure vessel contact.
This problem existed because there was not enough pre-
assembly fit-up performed, due to difficulties in
working with all shells at once. The problem could have
been minimized if a mock-up pressure vessel had been
available for shield fit-up while the final pressure
vessel was being assembled.

The numerous small radiation shield segments used to
cover holes and openings made purposely large for ease
of assembly required a considerable amount of assembly
time in fastening to the main shield body. The same
type of fasteners were utilized to join the shield hemi-
spheres at the girth, and could be improved for more
rapid assembly. The shield hangers, which supported
the shields to the pigtail tubes, were adequate and
performed their intended function; assembly time could
be shortened, however, by improved design.

Handling of the sub-assembled dewar during fit-up and
final assembly involved manually rotating the pressure
vessel shield subassembly in the argon booth about a
horizontal axis when progressing from one half-shell
mounting to the next. This procedure was quite cumber-
some and involved considerable time and assembly
positioning before the next assembly step could be
performed.

Recommendations for improvement of the radial bumper-
discrete shield dewar concept assembly procedure
include the following:

1. Provide a mock-up pressure vessel for parallel
subassembly of shields and pressure vessel.

2. Improve shield locking technique and minimize small
radiation shield segments.

3. Improve shield hanger technique.

4. Provide improved methods for handling dewar sub-
assembly during final assembly process in argon
booth.
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13.3.3 Outer Shell

The major program difficulty and delay resulted from
development of the outer shell configuration. A tunnel-
type of configuration was initially selected, and outer
shells of different thicknesses were procured. Buckling
tests performed on the various shells at the initial
portion of the program indicated that the thickest shell
obtained was not structually adequate at the elevated
temperatures experienced during bakeout. Fluting in the
tunnel region was not in itself sufficient; a doubler
strip in the same region was finally itilized in con-
junction with the fluting to result in a satisfactory
outer shell design.

Design of the basic tunneled outer shell configuration
was extremely difficult to analyze theoretically.
For this reason the modifications described above were
required to supplement the design received from the
shell fabricator.

The doubler strip utilized in conjunction with the flutes
in the outer shell was considered to be the major cause
for the additional evacuation-bakeout process required
before the dewar was considered .,) have a stable vacuum.
Large gas-trapping spaces resulted when the strip was
welded into each outer shell hemisphere. The high
vacuum annulus pressures present after the first three
tip-off processes, indicated by excessive dewar heat
loss, were surmised to be caused by outgassing resulting
from gas trapped in the pockets between the doubler
strips and the inner surface of the outer shell. The
final evacuation-bakeout was extended such that the
trapping areas were apparently cleaned out to partially
eliminate the outgassing problem.

It was concluded from the developmental studies on outer
shell design conducted in the Phase A program that the
optimum outer shell design would be a spherical con-
figuration. This configuration has much theoretical and
emperical background data and appears to be more
readily applicable to large tankage outer shell design.
It was recommended that the outer shell hemispheres of
the Phase B program be of the spherical configuration.
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SECTION IV

PHASE B PROGRAM

4.1 System Description & Operation

The oxygen and hydrogen systems that were developed and
built under the Phase B part of NAS 9-2978 are shown in
Figures 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 respectively. Many of the
design and functional aspects of both systems are common,
thus this section of the report relates to both systems
except in cases where differences do exist. Each system
was designed for the storage of a required volume of
single phase (supercritical) fluid.

4.1.1 System Operational Concepts

The system operational concepts are essentially the same
for both the hydrogen and oxygen systems except that the
hydrogen storage tank contains a vapor cooled radiation
shield to further reduce ambient heat transfer to the
stored cryogen. Schematics of the systems are shown in
Figure 4.1.1-1 and 4.1.1-2.

The cryogen is stored in the inner vessel which is
insulated from the outer shell by means of a vacuum
annulus and low conductivity supports (see Section
4.1.2.1). In addition, the inner vessel is protected
from radiant heat by discrete spherical shields which
are.suppc,rted by low conductivity devices within the
vacuum annulus. Fill and vent shutoff valves permit
filling of the inner container with liquid.

4.1.1.1 Filling

The vessel is filled by connecting the fill shutoff
valve to a pressurized source of liquid cryogen. When
both the fill valve and the vent valve are opened the
system will begin to fill with cryogenic liquid,,venting
boil-off vapor through the vent valve until the inner
vessel has been cooled and the tank is filled with
liquid to the desired level. Since the vent line opening
is at the very top of the inner vessel, the system may
be filled to a level in excess of 97% of the overall tank
volume if proper inner vessel cool-down and top-off pro-
cedures are observed. When the system has been filled
to the desired level, the filling operation is terminated
by cicsing the fill shutoff valve. The stored cryogen at
the end of the filling operation is at atmospheric
pressure.
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4.1.1.2 Standby

Standby is the period following the filling operation
between closing of the fill and vent shutoff valves
and the initiation of delivery. During the standby
period, the stored fluid pressure increases due to
storage tank heat leak. Eventually the saturated liquid
pressure of the fluid is reached; following this, the
contents of the tank are in a single phase condition.
This is the minimum pressure required for the operation
of a supercritical system. If fluid is not withdrawn
from the storage tank, the fluid pressure will continue
to increase until the maximum operation presure is
reached (H2 - 290 prig, 0 2 - 900 psig), at which time
fluid will vent from the tank through the system relief
valve. Maximum standby is achieved by allowing the
pressurization to occur as dictated only by ambient heat
leak into the storage tank. If fluid supply is required
before the heat leak pressurization has attained minimum
operating pressure, the system is equipped with two.
electrical heaters which may be energized for the pur-
pose of rapidly pressurizing the cryogen.

The total heat required to pressurize a supercritical
pressure vessel is given by the following equation:

q = mf hf -  (fX mf hL +fg mf hg ) - mfPfVf+

(fk m  PR V  + f  m  P  Vg)

where:

q = heat input required to pressurize the sv ;:em
m = mass
h = enthalpy
P = absolute pressure
V = specific volume
f = final pressurized fluid
g = initial gas in tank
I = initial liquid in tank
f = m /m = initial mass fraction of gas
fR = mg/mf = initial mass fraction of liquid.

4.1.1.3 Delivery

Delivery is initiated by opening the delivery solenoid
valve. When only a minimum flaw is required, the fluid
is supplied through the vapor cooling circuit in order
to minimize the heat transferred to the stored fluid and
avoid pressure buildup in the system. Where higher fl^w
rates are required the fluid is supplied directly from
the inner vessel without passing through the vapor cooled
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shield. If fluid dem-.nd causes the pressure in the sys-
tem to degrade one internal pressurization heater and
motor-fan will be energized by a pressure switch. Redun-
dant heaters, motor-fans and pressure switches were
supplied with the system so that system pressure can
be maintained should any of these components malfunction.
As is shown in the schematic, the system was delivered
with the vapor cooling lines plugged and the system
plumbed for supplying fluid directly from the inner
vessel. For tests requiring the utilization of the
vapor cooled shield it was necessary to replumb the
system.

The heat required to expell fluid from a supercritical
storage tank while maintaining constant pressure is
given by the following eqation.

dQ/dm = - p (dh/dp)p

where:

dQ/dm = heat required to expell a unit mass of fluid
at constant pressure.

P = density of the fluid contained in the storage
tank

(dh dp)p= rate of change of enthalpy with density at
constant pressure.

At the end of the delivery operation, the temperature of
the stored fluid increases un it only a small percentage
of the original stored mass is still present in the
vessel. The temperature eventually reaches a point where
it is no longer efficient to heat the gas and the pres-
sure in the tank degrades to the minimum allowable supply
pressure, at which time the system is considered to be
empty.

4.1.2 System Description

Each system (hydrogen and oxygen) is Bade up of a high
quality insulated storage tank and the necessary valves,
sensors, etc. required for operation in the various modes
discussed above. This section describes in detail each
of the components which make up the system and any
special processing techniques aced to fabricate those
components. Since both the hydrogen and oxygen systems
are quite similar, only one system will be described;
however, where a significant difference does exist
hetween the two, it will be pointed out and discussed
in detail.
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4.1.2.1 Storage Vessel Description

A cross section schematic of the storage vessel assembly
is shown in Figure 4.1.2-1. Physical characteristics
of the oxygen and hydrogAr ve :sel era lasted in Tab.7.F-s
4-1 and 4-2 respectively.

Figure 4.1.2-1 shows that the storage vessel is a
double wall (i.e. dewar) constructed tank consisting
of an inner tank (4) for fluid storage six rounded by an
outer shell ( 1). The ai.nX :1c between the storage vessel
wall and the outer shell is evacuated to 10-6 mm Hg or
less to insure the lowest possible amount of thermal
gas conduction from the environment to the stored cryogen.
Heat leak is minimized further by reducing radiant heat
transfer with low emissivity plated surfaces in the
vacuum annulus. The outer surface of the storage vessel
is electroplated with silver and the inner surface of
the outer shell is electroplated with copper. In addi-
tion to the highly reflective vessel walls discrete
radiation shields (2) are suspended from hangers (19)
in the annulus.

The oxygen dewar utilizes two shields located between
the fluid tubes ( 6) 6 (8) and the inner vessel.

IThe hydrogen dewar has four shields as shown in Figure
I 4.1.2-1, two located between the fluid tubes and the

i
inner vessel (4) and two between the fluid tubes and
the outer wall (1).

The oxygen dewar has no vapor cooling provision while
the hydrogen vessel employs a vapor cooling tube (3)
affixed to the second shield. Vapor cooling plumbing
permits cooling of both or either s:kield hemisphere
through the use of two separate cooling lines.

Fluid is transferred to and from the inner vessel
through the fill tube (6) and vent tube (8). With a
two phase fluid (subcritical) in a gravity environment,
venting can bL aicorplished through the vent tube and
port (9) and/or through the upper vapor cooled shield
hemisphere. When the system is operated in the super-
critical condition, fluid may be supplied through any
of the lines leaving the .inner vessel; vapor cooling of
either or both vapor cooled shield hemispheres may be
accriplished by routing the supply fluid through either
or both of the cooling circuits.

- ^11,
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TABLE 4-1

OXYGEN TANK PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

DRY TANK WEIGHT	 81.5 lbs w/o external components
OUTER SHELL

Material	 304L Stainless Steel
Thickness	 0.033"
Outside Diameter	 28.96"

INNER VESSEL
Material Cryoformed 301 Stainless Steel
Thickness 0.036"
Outside Diameter 25.176"
Volume 4.8 Cubic Feet
Operating Pressure 900 psia Max.
Proof Pressure 1275 psi

FLUB FILL & VENT TUBING
Material	 304L Stainless Steel
Size	 5/16" OTC x O.010" thick
Length	 32"

RADIATION SHIELD
Number	 Two
Material	 Aluninum 6061-0
Thickness	 0.020"
Outside Diameter 	 25.83", 26.33"

QUANTITY SENSOR
Type	 Interleaf Plate Capacitor
Manufacturer	 Bendix - I & LS Div.
Size	 .687" x .875" x 5.125" long
Capacitance

76°F Air	 254 Pico Farads
Liqu?d Oxygen	 378 Pico Farads

TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Type	 Thermocouple-Copper Constantan
Manufacturer	 American Standard

MOTOR-FAN
Type	 Cryogenic Destratification
Manufacturer	 Globe
Input	 200 VAC 3 Phase, 900 cps

5.0 Watts Max.

HEATER
Type	 Electrical Resistance
Manufacturer	 American Standard
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Material
Element
Insulation
Sheath

Size (element)
Input
Power

SOLENOID VALVES
Type
Manufacturer
Fittings
Input

PRESSURE SWITCHES
Type
Manufacturer
Fitting
Electrical Connector
Actuation on Increasing
Pressure
Actuation on Decreasing
Pressure

PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE
Type
Manufacturer
Fittings
Cracking Pressure
Reseal Pressure

ION PUMPS
Manufacturer
Capacity
Input

Nichrome
Magnesium Oxide
Stainless Steel
65" Lang x 0.062" OD
115 VAC - 60 Hz
171.5 Watts

Latching-Manual Override
Wright Compouents Inc.
1/4" NPT (In & Out)
28 VDC

DPDT
Aero Instrument Co.
MS33657-5 Style E
To Mate with AN3106-14S-6S

815 t 10 psi

800 t 10 psig

Gage Pressure
Circle Seal
1/2" ANPT - Male Inlet, Female Outlet
900 t 10 psig
810 t 10 psig

Ultek Corp.
0.2 LPS
2.9 KVDC



TABLE 4v-2

HYDROGEN TANK PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

DRY TANK WEIGHT	 114.0 lbs w/o external components
OUTER SHELL

Material	 304L Stainless Steel
Thickness	 0.037"
Outside Diameter	 32.36"

INNER VESSEL
Material
Thickness
Outside Diameter
Volume
Operating Pressure
Proof Pressure

FLUID FILL & VENT TUBING
Material
Size
Length

RADIATION SHIELD
Number
Material
Thickness
Outside Diameters

VAPOR COOLING TUBE
Material
Size
Length

QUANTITY SENSOR
Type
Manufacturer
Size
Capacitance

76°F Air
Liquid Hydrogen

TEMPLRATURE SENSOR
Tyke
',Manufacturer

MOTCiR--FAN
Type
Manufacturer
input

Inconel 718 (Aged)
0.028"
28.180"
6.7 Cubic Feet
290 psia Max.
430 psi

304L Stainless Steel
5/16" OD x 0.010" thick
35"

Four
Aluminum 6061-0
0.020"
29.46 11 , 29.96 ", 31.12 11 , 31.62"

Copper
1/4" OD x 0.030" thickness
47 ft.

Interleaf Plate Capacitor
Bendix - 16 LS Div.
.687" x .875" x 8.25 long

404 Pico Farads
493 Pico Farads
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HEATER
Type
Manufacturer
Material

Element
Insulation
Sheath

Size (element)
Input
Power

SOLENOID VAL7ES
Type
Manufacturer
Fittings
Input

PRESSURE . SWI'T'CHES
T^!pe
Manu-cacturer
Fitting
F4ectri,:al Ccinnector
Actuatiot: on Increas. r.g
Pressure

Acttlatir rr. on Decreasing
Pressure

PREL'SURE 7XLIEF VALVE
Type
Manufacturer'
Fittings.-'

Cracking Pressure

Reseal Pressure

ION PUMPS
Manufacturer
Capacity
Input

Electrical Resistance
American Standard

Nichrome
Magnesium Oxide
Stainless Steel
24" long x 0.062" OD
28 VDC

30 Watts

Latching-Manual Override
% ight Components Inc.
1/411 NPT (In & Out)
28 VDC (Momentary)

L' PDT

Aero Instruments Co.
MS3?fi57-5 Style E
To mate with AN3105-14S-6S

250 t 5 psig

235 t 5 psig

Gage Pressure
Bendix I 6 LS Div.
1/8" ANPT - Kale Inlet, Female Outlet
285 t 5 psig
270.1 5 psig

Ultek Corp.
0.2 LPS
2.9 KVDC
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4.1.2.1.1 Oxygen System Pressure Vessel

The oxygen system pressure vessel was fabricated by cryo-
forming low silicon 301 stainless steel. This was done
by fabricating a composite preform as shown on the left
of Figure 4.1.2-2. The composite preform was fabricated
by welding roll-formed low silicon 301 stainless steel
sheet. The preform was then submerged in liquid nitro-
gen and pressurized (also with liquid nitrogen) until a
predetermined amount of stretching had occurred, at
which time the vessel was annealed. By performing a
series of stretch-anneal cycles, a spherical pressure
vessel as shown on the right of Figure 4.1.2-2 was
formed.

FIGURE 4.1.2-2
COMPOSITE PREFORM AND CRYOFORMED PRESSURE VESSEL

Since the high strength obtained by using this form-
ing technique is caused by the cold-straining of the
material during the la-` stretching cycle, the amount
of stretching must be controlled very closely, and
the proper vessel size must be obtained. This required
consiierable planning and accurate measurements during
the stretching operations. In addition, no annealing
is performed after the final stretch; instead the boss
fitting holes are machined in either end a.id the vessel
is aged, pic}-led and polished.
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The final vessel configuration was as shown in Figure
4.1.2-3. As can be seen, the vessel is a sphere of
uniform wall thickness except for a boss at each pole.
These bosses surround 2.025 11 holes through which the
internal instrumentation package shown in Figure 4.1.2-1
is inserted into the pressure vessel. After insertion
of the instrumentation package the fittings at each end
of the package were welded into the pressure vessel
bosses. The thickened section of the boss allows for
the decreased strength of the material in this area
after the welding operation due to partial annealing
in the heat effected zone.

7 93.100 f .060 CIA. EPHIRI )INE10E)
)IXCIPT MI NIMICIATE VICINITII Of FITTINOEI

A•3e»-ar.231
MQUn 4.1.2.3

SPHER :CAL CONTAINER

4.1.2.1.2 Hydroben System Pressure Vess6

The hydrogen system pressure vessel was intended to be
fabricated by the cryoform process, as was the oxygen
vessel. However, due to problems encountered
during the fabrication cf this vessel (which will be
discussed in detail later in this report), a backup
pressure vessel fabrication technique was utilized to
provide a suitable vessel fer the hydrogen storage
tank.

The pressure vessel was fabricated by welding two
Inconel 718 hemispheres at the girth. These hemispheres
were ' formed from flat Inconel sheet by hydraulic bulge
forming into a female cavity. A boss fitting similar

to that used in the oxygen pressure vessel was welded
into each hemisphere at the pole 'prior to the girth
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weld operation. After welding the girth, the vessel
was hydrostatically stvetched to the desired dimen-
sion at room temperature. The stretching o*eration
was required in order to utilize existing bulge form-
ing tooling, hence preventing excessive schedule slip-
page. Subsequent to the stretching operation the
vessel was age hardened in order to provide maximum
mechanical properties. The general configuration, cf
the vessel was the same as that shown in Figure 4.1.2-3
for the oxygen pressure vessel except that the dimen-
sions were as given in Table 4-2.

4.1.2.1.3 Quantity Sensor

The quantity sensor mounted within the storage vessel
is an interleaf capacitor type sensor, an example of
which is shown in Fig , ire 4.1.2-4. This device operates
by sensing the dielectric propert ;.es of the fluid
between two capacitor plates. As can be seen in
Figure 4.1.2-1, the sensor is located at the center of
the tank and does not run the complete length of the
instrumentation tube. Hence the sensor capacitance
indicates the quantity of fluid in the tank only when
the fluid is in a single phase (supercritical) condition.

4.1.2.1.4 Electrical Heaters

The storage tank was equi pped with two electrical heaters
as shown in Figure 4.1.2-1. The heaters are utilized
for rapid initial system pressurization and for main-
taining operating pressure when fluid is being dellver-
ed from the tank. Each heater consists of a ^esistance
wire imbedded in magnesium oxide insulation contained
within a metal sheath. The heaters are brazed to the
instrumentation support tube which serves as structural
support and also provides additional surface area for
heat exchange. The heaters can }e seen in Figure
4.1.2-5 W-1 ch shows the complete internal instrumenta-
tion package. The characteristics of the heaters
provided in the hydrogen and oxygen tanks are given in
Tables 4-1 and 4-2.

4.1.2.1.5 Motor-Fans

Two motor-fan units are mounted in the internal instru-
mentation tube as shown in Figures 4.1.2-1 and 4.1.2-5.
The fans are so arranged that fluid warmed by the elec-
trical heater is drawn into the fan and expelled out-
wardly through holes in the support tube. This stir-
ring action eliminates significant thermal ctratifi-
cation of the fluid subsequent to heater operation.
As can be seen from the schematic in Figures 4.1.1-1
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and 4.1.1-2, each fan-heater set may be operated in
either the automatic mode utilizing the pressure
switch to maintain system pressure, or the manual
mode whereby each heater and motor-fan may be manually
energized. The characteristics of the motor-fan units
are given in Tables 4-1 and 4-2.

4.1.2.1.6 Tonature Sensor

The hydrogen tank is equipped with a single temperature
sensor located near the center of the tank. This,sen-
sor is a capper-constantan thermocouple and is utilized
to mcr. for the temperature of the fluid within the tank.

The oxygen tank is equipped with four copper- constantan
thermocouples,posftioned at various locations within
the tank. These sensors are shown in Figures 4.1.2-1
and 4.1.2-5.

4.1.2.1.7 Electrical Leads

Tha electrical leads utilized for power input and sensor
signal output consist of conductors surrounded by mag-
nesium oxide insulation and encased in a metallic sheath.
The leads pass through holes in the pressure vessel
clos•. ,e fittings and are brazed therein to provide a
prey-ure seal. Similarly, after passing through the
evacuated annular space the leads exit from the storage
tank through a fitting welded into the outer shell.

4.1.2.1.8 Thermal Radiation Shields

The storage tank contains thermal radiation shields to
reduce radiant heat input to the stored cryogen. Each
Rhield consists of two aluminum hemispheres fabricated
by the inturgesceni (hydraulic-bulge) forming process.
This is the same process which waR utilized to fabri-
cate the hydrogen tank pressure vessel hemispheres.
Both surfaces of each were electroplated with silver
to provide the lowest possible emissivity.

The shields are supported by the fill/supply and vent
tubes and the electrical lead bundles within the evacu-
ated annulus and are connected thereto with low conduc-
tivity attachmeats. Each not of shield hemispheres is
fastened at the equator with small latching devices.

To provide vapor cooling of the hyzhvgen storage tank,
the number two shield (second from the inner vessel)
was first electroplated with copper. A copper tube was
then soldered to the outer surface of the shield.
Subsequent to the attachment of the tube, each hemi#
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snhere was electroplated with silver to provide the
required low emissivity surfaces. The physical charac-
teristics of the shields for both the oxygen and hydro-
gen storage tanks are given in Tables 4-1 and 4-2.

1 .1.2.1.9 Outei Shell

The outer shell of the storage vessel consisted of two
hemispheres welded at the equator. The hemispheres were
inturgescently formed from stainl ess steel sheet. The
inner surface of each hemisphere was electroplated with
copper to provide a low emissivity surface. The physical
characteristics of the outer shells for both the oxygen
and hydrogen tanks are given in Tables 4-1 and 4-2.

4.1.2.1.10 Suspension System

The suspension system consists of eight radial pumpers
located by the tabulation and electrical leads which lie
in two horizontal planes 45 1 above and 450 below the
equator of the pressure vessel. Any loads are thereby
transmitted radially from the inner vessel through the
bumpers and shell to the mourt structure.

The fill and vent tubes connect to the inner vessel
fittings. Each tibe *_her loops through an approximate
1800 arc in the horizontal plane of the bumpers before
exiting through tts outer shell. The electrical Leads
exiting from within the vessel are located within the
vacuum annulus in a similar manner. The tubulation
and electrical leads are also utilized for lc2ating
and supporting the radiation shields.

The radial bumpers were fabri:.ated from Kel-F. The
cylindrical surface of each bumper was contoured to
minimize the contact area between :he bumper and the
inner and outer shells.

Figure 4.1.2-6 shows a pressure vessel with the tubes,
leads and bumpers in p1tire. Figure 4.1.2-7 shows a close
up vit:w of a radial support bumper.

4.1.2.1.11 Mo nt Structure

The storage tank is provided with a magnesium alloy
(AZ-313; cradle type mount carriage. The carriage can
be seen In Figures 4.1-1 and 4.1	 Tnis mount carriage
design transmits the pressure ^ ,essel loads directly to
the subsystem mounting points, thus eliminating stresses
in the outer shell which is not an optimum structural
member.
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4.1.2.2 External Components

Below are described the components which were mounted
ext=rnal to the storage tank. The mounting configura-
tion for these components is clearly seen in Figures
4.1-1 and 4.1-2. It should be pointed out that they
are not flight-type components but were chosen to
simulate the operation of an actual s pacecraft system.
T:-ie manner in which these components were connected
is shown in schematic form in Figures 4.1.1-1 and
4.1.1-2.

4.1.2.2.1 Solenoid Valves

Solenci3 valves were utilized for the fill, supply and
vent shut-off valves. These valves are latching type
valves which require momentary energizing (28 VDC)
for bath opening and closing. In addition, each valve
has a manua-L override which allows the valve to be
opined manually in case of a power failure or malu-
=unction, thus providing a manual means of venting. The
characteristics of these valves are given in Tables 4-1
and 4-2. One of the solenoid valves is shown in
Figure 4.1.2-8.

4.1.2.2.2 Pressure Switches

Two pressure switches were provided with the system.
As is shown in the schematics in Figure 4.1.1-1 and
4.1.1-2, each pressure switch operates one heater-fan
set. Each switch contains two single-po pe double -
throw snap switches connected for double-pole double -
throw service. These switches are actuated by a
gage pressure sensing diaphragm. The characteristics
of these switches are shown in Tables 4-1 and 4-2.
One of the pressure switches is shown in Figure 4.1.2.8.

4.1.2.2.3 Pressure Relief Valve

A pressure relief valve was provided in the vent line
of the system to protect the tank against over-pres-
surization. The relief valve characteristics are given
in Tables 4-1 and 4-2. The hydrogen system pressure
relief valve is shown in Figure 4.1.2-8. This valve is
of Bendix design and manufacture and is utilized on air-
craft oxygen converters. It contains a precision metal
to metal seal and is designed such that the sealing
force increases as system pressure increases to the
point of cracking, thus providing an accurate, repeat-
able cracking pressure and reliable resealing char-
actersitics. The oxygen system relief valve was a
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'purchased item and is a conventional desi ,_,n utilizing
a spring loaded )ppet with a Teflcn sealing surface
seating to a metal seat. Both valves are of the
gage pressure type.

4.1.2.2.4 Ion Pumps

The storage tank is equipped with two small (0.2 L/S)
ion pumps. These pumps are used to monitor the vacuum
space pressure and are capable of removing small amounts
of out-gassing. Two pumps were provided for redundancy.
The pumps can be seen on the top of the oxygen tank
shown in Figure 4.1-2. The current draw of these pumps
indicates the pressure within the evacuated annular
space. A calibration curve (current versus pressure)
is shown in Figure 4.1.2-9.
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4.2 Program Description

The scope of the Phase B program included the following
major tasks:

1. Design of oxygen and hydrogen supercritical storage
systems.

2. Development of techniques required for fabrication.

3. Fabrication of one oxygen and one hydrogen proto-
type system.

4. Testing of the prototype systems and delivery to NASA.

This section will discuss the tasks required to accom-
plish the program objectives. This w ill be done by
describing the fabrication of the system, the problems
encountered during the performance of the prcgram, the
solutions which were formulated, and the tests which
were conducted to establish the system performance
characteristics.

4.2.1 System Fabrication

The interrelationships of the various tasks comprising
a typical storage system design and fabrication effort
are shown in Figure 4.2.1-1. This pert-type chart shows
the location of each significant task within the program
network and the constraints which the completion of any
6-11 task places on the overall program. Since the
hydrogen and oxygen subsystems are very similar, the
chart can be used to describe the design, fabrication
and testing of either system. However, since an
alternate pressure vessel fabrication technique was
ultimately utilized for the hydrogen pressure vessel
fabrication, the pressure vessel circuit would need
to be modified to reflect the actual tasks performed
in the fabrication of this vessel. This problem area
and the solution thereto will be discussed in detail
later in this section.
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The following paragraphs describe the major tasks
which are required to fabricate and assemble a
complete storage system. These descriptions are
supplemented by photographs of the various fabrication
and assembly tasks and are arranged in chronological
order.

4.2.1.1 Assembly of Internal Components

The following components were mount ,2d within the pres-
sure vessel:

1. Capacitance quantity sensor.
2. Electrical pressure-control heaters.
3. b.stratification motor-fans.
4. Thermocouple temperature sensors.

The capacitance quantity sensor is shown disassembled in
Figure 4.2.1-2. This sensor is of the interleaf type and
the plates and plate supports are shown in Dhotograph
(a). Figure 4.2.1-3 shows the sensor mounted within the
tube which was used to support it within the pressure
vessel.

Figures 4.2.1-4 through 4.2.1-6 shows the various parts
which were mounted within the pressure vessel. Figure
4.2.1-4 shows the capacitance quantity sensor in the
center flanked by the tul-es which were used to support
the motor-fans heaters and thermocouples. On the right
is an additional set of capacitor plates. Figure 4.2.1-5
and 4.2.1-6 show the same parts as Figure 4.2.1-4 with
the addition of the closure fittings, vent and fill tubes
which extend from the fittings to the top and bottom of
the pressure vessel, and a destratification motor-fan.

Figures 4.2.1-7 and 4.2.1-8 show the internal component
assembly with the various components installed in their
final location. As can be seen in Figure 4.2.1-7, the
electrical heaters were brazed to the stainless steel
support tube at each end an "' make multiple axial passes
as they proceed around -che tube. The thermocouples are
mounted in a coil spring fashion such that they could
be brought against the support tube for insertion of
the tube through the pressure vessel boss fitting and
then extend within the pressure vessel to the desired
locations. Figure 4.2.1-8 shows the installation and
wiring of one of the destratification motor-fan units.
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Fig. 4.2.1-2

QUANTITY SENSOR DISASSEMBLED

Fig. 4.2.1-3
QUANTITY SENSOR ASSEMBLED

AND MOUNTED

Fig. 4.2.1-5
	

Fig. 4.2.1-6
Fig. 4.2.1-4
	

INTERNAL COMPONENTS WITH
	

INTERNAL COMPONENTS WII'H

SUPPORT TUBES
	

FILL & VENT FITTINGS, TUBES FILL & VENT FITTINGS, TUBES

Fig. 4.2.1-7
	

Fig. 4.2.1-8
INTERNAL COMPONENTS
	

MOTOR-FAN MOUNTED
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Fig. 4.2.1-9
OXYGEN PRESSURE VESSEL

Fig. 4.2.1-10
HYDROGEN PRESSURE VESSEL
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4.2.1.2 Pressure Vessel Assembly

The pressure vessel for the oxygen system was fabricated
by Arde Inc. using the cryogenic stretch forming process
as discussed in Section 4.1.2.1.1. Figure 4.2.1•-9
shows the completed pressure vessel undergoing dimen-
sional inspection at Bendix.

The pressure vessel for the hydrogen system was to be
formed by cyrogenic stretching. However, due to the
unsatisfactory res , 'ts obtained from attempts to form
the vessel by this process, an alternate method was
utilized in order to minimize schedule slippage. The
problems involved and the method which was ultimately
used are discussed later in this report. The hydrogen
pressure vessel is shown in Figure 4.2.1-10.

After the pressure vessel was fabricated, the internal
compoTient package was inserted as shown in Figures 4.2.1-
11 through 4.2.1-13. Figure 4.2.1-11 shows the thermo-
couples being depressed for passage through the pressure
vessel boss fitting and Figure 4.2.1-12 shows the
insertion task just prior to completion.. Figure 4.2.1-13
shows the pressure vessel after insertion of the internal
components and prior to welding the boss closure fittings.

Figures 4.2.1-14 through 4.2.1-17 show the step-wise
progression of the closure fitting weld operation.
Figu,^e 4.2.1-14 shows the fitting tack welded into
position and Figure 4.2.1-15 shows the fitting after the
first weld bass was completed. The tube passing
through the port carried Frgon purge gas. Figure 4.2.1-16
shows the fitting after the final weld pass and Figure
4.2.1-17 shows the tube connection fitting welded in
place.
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INTERNAL COMPONENT INSTALLATION

Fig. 4.2.1-11
	

Fig. 4.2.1-12
THERMOCOUPLES DEPRESSED
	

PACKAGE PARTIALLY INSTALLED

Fig. 4.2.1-13
.PACKAGE INSTALLED
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BOSS WELDING OPERATION

Fig. 4.2.1-14
	

Fig. 4.2.1 -15
FITTING TACK WELDED
	

AFTER FIRST PASS

Fig. 4.2.1-16	 Fig. 4.2.1-17
AFTER FINAL FASS	 TUBE CONNECTION FITTING WiLDE.D
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PROOF PRESSURE TEST
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Subsequent to the closure welding operation and install-
ation of the f_11 and vent tubes, the pressure vessel.
eras proof pressure tested using Freon as the pressurizing
medium. Figure 4.2.1-18 shows the proof test in progress.
Each completed pressure vessel was pressurized to the
respective rroof pressures given in Tables 4-1 and 4-2
ar.^ held fo a minimum of three minutes.

Just prior to final storage tank assembly and evacua-
tion the pressure vessel was electroplated with a thin
coat of silver to provide an extremely low radiation
emissive surface. Figure 4.2.1-19 shows final cleaning
of the vessel prior to plating, Figure 4.2.1-20 shows
transfer of the vessel from one plating solution to
another, and Figure 4.2.1-21 shows the vessel after
plating.

4.2.1.3 Radiation Shield Assembly

The discrete radiation shields are composed of two intur-
gescently formed aluminum hemispheres attached at the
girth or equator as discussed previously in Section
4.1.2.1. Subsequent to forming, each of the shield
hemispheres was trimmed and machined to provide the
proper attachment and component penetration holes.
Figures 4.2.1-22 through 4.2.1-27 show chronologically
the installation of a pair of lower shield hemispheres
onto a pressure vessel whicz has already been fitted
with radial support b-. ,mpers. Subsequent to the installa-
tion of the lower shield halves, the pressure vessel was
rotated to the upright position and the upper shield
halves were installed, 	 shown in Figures 4.2.1-28A
through 4.2.1-33. The pressure vessel shown is a spun
aluminum mock-up used for component design and fit-up
purposes prior to receipt of the actual pressure vessel.
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Fig. 4.2.1-19
	

Fig. 4.2.1-20
CLEANING VESSEL
	

SILVER PLATING PROCESS
PRIOR TO SILVER PLATING

Fig. 4.2.1-21
PRESSURE VESSEL AFTER

SILVER PLATINq
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LOWER SHIELD ASSEMBLY

Fig. 4.2.1-22
SHIELD UNDER FIRST BUMPER

Fig. 4.2.1-23
SHIELD SEPARATING AROUND
ELECTRICAL LEAD PIGTAIL

FiR. 4.2.1-24
'LLECTRICAL LEADS THROUGH

BOSS FITTING CUT-OUT

Fig. 4.2.1-25
SHIELD UNDER THIRD BUMPER

Fig. 4.2.1-26
SHIELD UNDER ALL BUMPERS

Fig. 4.2.1-27
LOWER SHIELD IN POSITION
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UPPER SHIELD ASSEMBLY

FiR. 4.2.1-28
	

Fig. 4.2.1-29
	

Fiz. 4.2.1-30
ASSEMBLY ROTATED
	

SHIELD SEPARATING AROUND
	

VENT PIGTAIL TUBE THROUGH
VENT PIGTAIL TUBE
	

BOSS FITTIN 7 CUT-OUT

Fig. 4.2.1-31	 Fig. 4.2.1-32	 Fig. 4.2.1-33
SHIELD UNDER THIRD BUMPER	 SHIELD UNDER ALL BUMPERS	 UPPER AND LOWER SHIELDS

Ii POST ,'ION
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Fig. 4.2.1-34
SHIELD LATCH

Fig. 4.2.1-35
VAPOR-COOLED SHIELD

Fig. 4.2.1-36
ASSEMBLY TENT

The previous eleven figures do not show the shield
halves connected at the girth. After shield installa-
tion, the shield hemispheres were connected utilizing
small latching devices and doubler str?ps much like
the connection shown in Figure 4.2.1-34. The hydrogen
storage tank was equipped with a vapor cooled s`iield.
This shield is shown in Figure 4.2.1-35. In this
photograph, the tank ib shown enclosed in an Argon
purged bag subsequent to the shield installation
operation. The vapor cooling amines can be seen
running horizontally around the shield.

As with the pressure vessel, each shield hemisphere
was electroplated with silver just prior to final
assembly of the tank. After plating, each part was
maintained in an Argon atmosphere and the assembly
operation was performed with the tank in an Argon
purged assembly tent shown in Figure 4.2.1-36. The
maintenance of an inert Argon atmosphere over all
plated surfaces and a minimization of the time elapsing
between the plating operation and system evacuation
greatly reduced the amount of deterioration in the
emmissivity quality of the plated surfaces.

4.2.1.4 Outer Shell Assembly

The outer shell is composed of two inturgescently formed
stainless steel hemispheres welded at the equator, as
discussed in Section 4.1.2.1.9. Figure 4.2.1-37
shows an as-formed outer shell hemisphere undergoing
dimensional inspection. Subsequent to forming, each
hemisphere was trimmed and machined to provide pene-
tration holes for the various tube and electrical lead
fittings. Figure 4.2.1-38 shows an outer shell
hemisphere after the trimming Lnd machining operations
had been performed. Subsequent to machining, support
bumper retainers were welded into each hemisphere and
each hemisphere was evacuated to ensure that it would
not buckle when subjected to external atmospheric
pressure. Figure 4.2.1-39 shows the bumper retainers
and 4.2.1-40 shows a hemisphere buckling test.

Figure 4.: 1 .1-41 shows an outer shell hemisphere
being helium leak tested subsequent to the buckling
test. Just prior to final assembly of the storage
tank, the inner surface of each outer shell hemi-
sphere was electroplated with copper to provide a low
emissivity surface. Figure 4.2.1-42 shows a set
of outer shell hemispheres p=itted together on an
assembly cart. As can be seen from the photograph,
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OUTER SHELL FABRICATION

Fig. 4.2.1-37	 Fig. 4.2.1-38
	

Fig. 4.2.1-39
DIMENSIONA? INSPECTION OF	 OUTER SHELL AFTER TRIMMING

	
BUMPER RETAINERS

AS-FORMED OUTER SHELL
	

AND MACHINING
	

IN OUTER SHELL

Fig. 4.2.1-40	 Fig. 4.2.1-41	 Fig. 4.2.1-42
OUTER SHELL BUCKLING TEST	 LEAK CHECK AFTER OUTER SHELL OUTER SHELLS ASSEMBLED

BUCKLING TEST
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Fig. 4.2.1-43
!7''0RArF TANK LEAK TEST

Fig. 4.2.1-44
TANK ON BAKEOUT STAND

i^ 1 -
	 - -

Fig. 4.2.1-45
BAKEOUT OVEN LOWERED
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one hemisphere was flared slightly at the girth such
that the other hemisphere edge fits within it when
assembled. Since this is a sliding joint, the
outer shell hemispheres could be forced together
to achieve the desired preloading of the support
bumpers prior to welding of the outer shell. Figure
4.2.1-43 shows an assembled tank being helium leak
tested, just after welding of the outer shell. This
test is performed by evacuating the annular space
and surrounding the tank with helium gas. The gas
passing through the vacuum pump from the storage tank
vacuum space is analyzed for helium content with a
mass spectrometer. The presence of helium indicates
a leak in the tank outer shell.

4.2.1.5 Evacuation and Bakeout

Subsequent to the storage tank assembly and leak
testing operation the tank vacuum jacket was connected
to a high vacuum pumping system with a length of 1/2"
O.D. oxygen-free copper tubing (tip-off tube). The
tank was placed in a circulating hot air oven and
evacuated to a pressure of less than 5 x 10 -5 mm Hg.
After this pressure was obtained, the oven temperature
was increased as rapidly as possible while maintaining
the pressure below 5 x 10 -5 mm Hg. The maximum
temperature attained was 300°F due to nonmetallic
materials present in the tank. Once this temperature
was reached it was maintained until a system pressure
of less than 2.5 x 10 -6 mm Hg was maintained for a
period of at least 24 hours. At this point the vacuum
system cold trap was filled with liquid nitrogen, the
oven heat was turned off and the inner vessel was
purged with gaseous nitrogen. When the tank tempera-
ture reached ambient, the tip-off tube was pinched
near the tank with a hydraulically operated pinch-off
tool, producing a cold welded vacuum space closure.

Figure 4.2.1-44 shows the tank connected to the vacuum
pumping system. The oven enclosure is suspended above
the tank by an electric hoist and the pumping system
is located below the table on which the tank is sup-
ported. Figure 4.2.1-45 shows the oven enclosure in
the lowered position. The console at the left houses
the oven air heating and circulating equipment.
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Fig.	 .2.1-46
EXTER14AL COMPONENT ASSEMBLY
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Fig. 4.2.1-47
COMPLETED STORAGE TANF
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4.2.1.6 External Component Assembly

Subsequent to the evacuation and bakeout operation, the
external mount structure and various external components
were installed on the storage tank. Figure 4.2.1-46
shows the tank during the external component assembly
operation and prior to painting of the unit. Figure
4.2.1-47 Fhows the unit after completion of assembly
and painting.

4.2.2 System Performance Tests

Throughout the program, testing of the system components
was conducted to verify their performance and safety
before they were installed. Subsystem assemblies were
also jested whenever practicable.

The tank which was fabricated during the Phase A portion
of the program was used to prov:'.de expected heat leak
values and surface emissivity values. The results
obtained from tests performed on this tank were used as
a guide for the design of the systems during Phase B
of the program.

Both the oxygen and hydrogen systems were subjected to
tests by Bendix to letermine the thermal characteristics
of each. In addition, the oxygen system was subjected
to a cursory random and sinusoidal vibration test to
demonstrate its structural integrity.

4.2.2.1 Oxygen System Tests

4.2.2.1.1 Vented Heat Leak Tests

These tests were performed by filling the tank with
cryogenic liquid and measuring the vent rate of the
vaporized liquid while the storage tank was vented
to atmosphere. In this manner the heat leak through
the storage tank insulation was determined from the
heat of vaporization of the liquid contained in the
tank. The oxygen system was tested with three
different fluids and the results are given in Table 4-3.
The temperature given with heat leak value is the
average environmental temperature at which each test
was performed.
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TABLE 4-3
PHASE B OXYGEN VENTED HEAT LEAK TESTS

TEST FLUID	 HEAT LEAK (BTU/HR)
	

ENVIRON. TEMP. (°F)

LO 	 11.7	 75

LN 2	10.3	 70

LN 2	4.6	 -65

LH 2	7.9	 70

The changes in storage tank heat leak with different test
fluids are attributable to the effects which the changes
in contained fluid temperature have upon the insulation
system. In a tank utilizing the discrete shield-radial
bumper insulation design in which a large proportion of
the heat leak is through radiant heat transfer, this de-
crease in heat leak as the contained fluid temperature
decreases must be attributed predominantly to changes
in the em_ssivity characteristics of the various surfaces
as their temperatures change.

4.2.2.1.2 Pressure Buildup and Equilibrium Flow Test

This test was performed by first filling the storage
tank to approximately 95% of its capacity with liquid
oxygen. After allowing the tank to thermally stabilize
it was tDpped off and the vent valve was closed. The
system was then allowed to pressurize at the rate
dictated by the ambient heat leak of the tar:k. The
rate of pressure build up was monitored and is shown
in Figure 4.2.2-1 as a function of elapsed time from
the time when the vent was closed. As is shown in the
figure, the initial tank fill level at the time of
vent closure was 94.5% of its capacity. The quantity
of liquid in the container was determined by monitoring
the system weight.

* Value determined during NASA test program.
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FIGURE 4.2.2.1	
A-3873-67-238

When the system pressure reached 800 psig, it began
to vent through a gage pressure type relief valve.
The system was allowed to vent at the rate dictated by
the ambient heat leak of the storage tank while the
system pressure was maintained by the relief valve.
T}. _s flow rate was determined by monitoring the system
weight and is referred to as the system equilibrium flow
rate. The equilibrium flow rate as a function of
average fluid density is shown in Figure 4.2.2--2 and
as a function of elapsed test time from the point of
vent closure in Figure 4.2.2-3. The average environ-
mental temperature during this test was 750 F. The
variation in flow rate as the tank depleted was due
to the combination of two factors. First, the dQ/dm
(heat required to expel a unit mass) of the super-
critical fluid density, and secondly, the heat leak
through the storage tank insulation change as the temp-
erature of the fluid increases throughout the test
period.
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Fig. 4.2.2-4	 1
OXYGEN SYSTEM VIBRATION TEST

Fig. 4.2.2-5
OXYGEN SYSTEM VIBRATION TEST
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4.2.2.1.3 Vibration Tests

The oxygen system was subjected to both sinusoidal and
random vibration. Since it was desired to retain the
storage tank for further thermal testing, the unit was
subjected to reduced vibration levels to observe the
behavior of the tank under dynamic loading conditions.
Figures 4.2.2-4 and 4.2.2-5 show the unit mounted on the
shaker head. A sinusoidal vibration test was performed
for a period Df 18.8 minutes, sweeping a frequency range
of 15-2000 Hz. The unit displayed favorable characteris-
tics under vibration loading throughout the sweep cycle.
The only significant storage tank resonance point occur-
red in the 26-38 Hz range. It was felt that this point
could be suppressed by modification of the soft mounts
'.Jhich are attached to the mount frame should it reach
destructive magnitudes when the system is vibrated at
launch levels. All other resonant points were of a minor
nature or occurred in the external components which are
not representat:-ie of items which would be provided on
a flight article. Subsequent to the sinusoidal sweep,
tf12 ,.,nit was .uLjected to a random vibration spectrum,
as shown in F'igi.re 4.2.2-6, for a period of 12.3 minutes.
';he un'' withscood this loading quite satisfactorily and
disr^,y,a 1 resonance point in the same region (26-38 Hz)
ar in ti.e sinusoidal tests. After the tes-.ing was com-
p_^t^c3 the unit was subjected to a vented heat leak test
with liquid nitrogen and the results confirmed no de-
gradation of insulation quality.
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Fig. 4.2.2-7
LHe FILL

PHASE B HYDROGEN SYSTEM

4.2.2-8
LHe FILL

PHASE B HYDROGEN SYSTEM
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4.2.2.2 Hydrogen System Tests

The hydrogen storage system was subjected to a series
of vented heat leak tests in the same manner as was
the oxygen system. The results of these tests are
presented in Table 4-4.

TABLE 4-4
PHASE B HYDROGEN VENTED HEAT LEAK TESTS

HEAT LEAK
TEST FLUID	 (Btu/hr)	 ENVIRON. TEMP. (°F)

IN (no vapor cooling) 	 9.1	 70

LH 2 (no vapor cooling)	 8.0	 70

LH 2 (vapor cooling)	 2.9	 55

LHe (no vapor cooling) 	 5.3	 70

LHe (vapor cooled)	 1.7	 70

From the above data it can be seen that vapor cooling
of the second radiation shield has a significant effect
on the heat leak of the tank for hydrogen and helium
storage. It should be pointed out that thermodynamic
calculations indicate that vapor cooling of the inner-
most radiation shield would be even more efficient in
reducing the heat input to the contained fluid. The
figures at the lef^ shcw the hydrogen system undergoing
vented heat leak tests at the Bendix facility. Figure
4.2.2-7 shows a liquid helium filling operation with the
tank in the upright position. Figure 4.2.2-8 shows the
same operation with the tank in the horizontal position
for vapor cooling of both shield hemispheres.

4.2.3 Problem Areas and solutions

This section discusses the significant engineering
oreblems which were encountered during the course of
th- program and the solutions which were formulated
in order to successfully meet the objectives of the

,program.

4.2.3.1 Pressure Vessel Procurement

As was discussed in Sections 4.1.2.1.1 and 4.1.2.1.2,
the pressure vessels for these storage tanks were
intended to be formed by the cryogenic stretch forming
technique. The fabrication of these pressure vessels
by Arde Inc. of Paramus, New Jersey, was the major
cause of schedule slippage during this program. It

M
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should be pointed out, however, that this process is
of a developmental nature and therefore has not been
well defined, and a great deal of experience does not
exist concerning the process.

4.2.3.1.1 Oxygen Pressure Vessels

Twelve sets of composite preform parts were put into
process for the fabrication of oxygen pressure vessels
for this program. All twelve of these sets were welded
into composite preforms and stretched at cryogenic
temperatures. Of the twelve, eight failed to yield
pressure ressels. Below is a listing of these failures.

1. Three units failed during the third stretching
operation.

2. Three units failed during the final stretching
operation.

3. One unit completed the stretch forming operation
but failed during proof pressure testing at 1280
ps;.g. This tank attained the required cryoformed
strength and size but was improperly heat treated.

4. One unit developed the required strength but was
undersize.

The four completed pressure vessels were de l ivered to
Bendix for utilization on this program. Although these
vessels were not within the drawing tolerances for
sphericity, they were found acceptable for the purpose
of this program and one vessel was successfully utilized
in the oxygen storage tank.

Upon analysis of the failure which occurred during this
fabrication program, it was determined that the major
cause for these problems was insufficient process con-
trol. The very nature of this technique of metal form-
ing requires the preform to be of extremely high quality,
both in dimensions and in material properties. For this
reason, a stringent nondestructive testing program must
be pursued throughout the fabrication of the preform in
order to ensure that it will withstand the stretching
operation and yield a satisfactory pressure vessel.
The necessity of a program of this type is exemplified
by the fact that the majority of the failures listed
above were traced to areas of insufficient wall thick-
ness which existed in the preform prior to the stretch-
ing operation. It is felt that the finished vessel
dimensional control problems can be solved by per-
forming a final sizing operation in a closed die.
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4.2.3.1.2 Hydrogen Pressure Vessels

The pressure vessels intended for usa in the hydrogen
:storage tank suffered from similar problems which
occurred in the forming of the oxygen pressure vessels.
Control of preform qualitv was even more critical for
this vessel since the wall thickness was considerably_
less than that of the oxygen snit.

Due to the fact that the pressure vessels for the
hydrogen tank must retain their toughness at -423°F,
these vessels had to be formed from material having a
special chemical composition. The material used was

301 stainless steel having an extremely low silicon
content since it was determined that silicon content
above a certain level caused toughness deterioration
at temperatures below -320°F. For this reason it was
necessary to obtain special heats of material for
forming the hydrogen pressure vessels. The first
heat of material obtained had to be rejected due to
improper chemical composition. The second and third
heats were found to contain unacceptably large inclu-
sions and the fourth heat of material was found to be
acceptable for the purposes of cryoforming pressure
vessels. This delay in obtaining suitable material
caused considerable schedule slippage in the program.
in future programs it will be necessary to recognize
the problems involved in obtaining material of the
proper composition and initiate procurement at the
earlist possible date. Also, it will be necessary
to coordinate closely with the material supplier in
order to ensure that the proper quality control
procedures are followed, to provide a high probability
of obtaining the desired composition from the first
heat of material.

Upon, receiving an acceptable billet of material, it
was formed and welded into six composite preforms for
pressure vessels. During the cryoforming operations
the following failures occurred.

1. One unit collapsed during quenching following
annealing after the third stretching operation.
The failure was due to a kinked purge line which
caused the pressure within the vessel to decrease
during cool-down.

2. Three units burst during the stretching operation. 	 i

3. One unit completed the stretch forming operation
but failed during proof pressure testing at 450 psig.
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Each of the burst failures was traced to preform thin i
spots, as with the oxygen pressure vessels, again indi-
cating a need for stringent quality control of preforms.,
This thinning problem occurred predominantly in the con-
ical section of the preform which was spun formed (see
Figure 4.1.2-2).

One pressure vessel was successfully formed, heat
treated, polished and proof tested to 330 psig. A
deviation was granted to proof test at this reduced
pressure due to the high probability that the unit
contained thin areas similar to those present in vessels
which failed. Upon receipt by Bendix, however, this
vessel was found to be unacceptable for use in the
hydrogen storage tank. The following defects were
found upon inspection of the vessel.

1. The surface finish had high and low areas resembling
a course orange peel. This was probably the result
of heavy scaling that had never been completely
removed. Because of this surface condition subse-
quent polishing touched only the high surface areas,
leaving the low areas unpclished. However, even
the polished areas were not as bright as the oxygen
vessel. it was concluded that the hydrogen tank
received a much lighter polish than the oxygen
vessel.

2. A crack or tear in the vessel wall adjacent and per-
pendicular to a girth weld had been repaired by a
weld approximately .187 inches long.

3. There was a straight crease in the vessel wall
approximately 8 inches long.

4. An area of the surface covering approximately 8
square inches had been severl; wrinkled and it
appeared that an unsuccessful attempt was made to
straighten out the wrinkles.

5. Actual vessel weight was 14.4 lbs. or 20% less than
the nominal calculated weight. This indicated ves-
sel wall thickness was considerably less than
minimum design requirements.

As the effort to cryoform a pressure vessel for the
hydrogen tank progressed at Arde Inc., Bendix initiated
a backup program in order to minimize schedule slippage
due to the failure of the cryoforming process to yield
in acceptable pressure vessel. This backup program was
twofold in nature. First, an effort was initiated to
form Inconel hemispheres by the hydraulic bulge forming
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(inturgescent) process using existing tooling which was
somewhat smaller than the desired pressure vessel. The
hemispheres were then to be welded together to form a
sphere and hydraulically stretched to the desired
diameter. The second approach was to initiate the
fabrication of the tooling required to inturgescently
form Inconel hemispheres to the desired diameter.
These hemispheres would then be welded together to
form a spherical pressure vessel.

Under this program, a set of 26.53" O.D. Inconel "X750"
hemispheres were initially received by Bendix. These
hemispheres were fabricated from material which was on
hand at the forming facility. After receipt, each
hemisphere was inspected and a 5.875" diameter hole was
cut in the pole of each to accept a boss fitting
similar in configuration to those used in the cryo-
formed vessels. Fitting contour from the boss out to
the shell wall was designed to stretch with the vessel
as it was formed to the desired size. Fitting shape
in the stretch area was influenced by stretch tests
conducted on three differently shaped fittings subjected
to stretching as part c= a sphere. These fittings were
machined from Inconel "X750" forgings since it was felt
that forged material would be best suited for the
stretching operation. After the boss fittings were
welded into each of the hemispheres, the hemispheres
were TIG welded together. Figure 4.2.3-1 shows a boss
fitting tack welded into one of the pressure vessel
hemispheres. Parallel to the above activities, tensile
test specimens were fabricated from Inconel "X750" sheet
material and tested to obtain stress-strain curves and
fracture point data for use during the stretching opera-
tion. After welding, the vessel was submerged in a
tank of water and filled with water for pressurization.
This action eliminated loads on the shell which would
have been induced by supporting the vessel when filled.
Water was then pumped into the vessel in order to
hydraulically stretch it to size. Dimensional growth
of the vessel was monitored and recorded during the
entire stretching operation. The vessel ruptured
during stretching after having increased in diameter
from 26.53" to 28.14". The desired diameter was 28.29.
Initial stretching occurred around the girth weld and
in the end fittings. Both areas were somewhat thicker
than the rest of the vessel; however, because of the
heat effected weld zone and the fact that the fittings
were annealed, they offered less resistance to movement.

Because of original fitting contour, fitting stretch had
little or no effect on pole to pole vessel growth. This
coupled with early movement in the girth area produced
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Fig. 4.2.3-3
RUPTURED PRESSURE VESSEL

a pumpkin shaped vessel during initial stretching. As
stretching continued this out-of-spherical conditi.on de-
creased somewhat as less worked areas began to move at
a faster rate than previously worked areas.

The failure occurred between 420-430 psi. The bottle
was cut into sections suitable for checking wall thick-
ness, mechanical and physical properties and contour.
The rupture started parallel to the girth approximately
.187" away from the outer edge of the girth weld in the
area of greatest movement. Prior to stretching, the
location of the failure was closer to the weld and
within the heat effected weld zone. The dead annealed
condition as a result of welding and the fact that shell
hardness ranged from 81 RH B at the girth to 92 RH B at
the dome contributed to more stretching in the girth
than other areas. Hence, wall thickness was reduced
to a point below that required for adequate strength
at 425 psi. Wall thickness in the area adjacent to
the break varied from .028" to .025" and hardness
measured 95 on the Rockwell "B" scale. A calculation
based on a .028" wall yields a 107,500 psi stress
which is close to the 110,000 psi ultimate tensile
strength value obtained from uni-axial tensile tests
on several coupons of Inconel X750. Figures 4.2.3-2 and
4.2.3-3 shows the pressure vessel after rupturing.

It was concluded that the vessel ruptured in an area
that initially was relatively soft and thus stretched
more than the rest of the vessel until -he wall thick-
ness decreased below that required for adequate strength.
Based on experience gained in stretch forming the
Inconel X750 vessel, a program was initiated to stretch
a second vessel. The hemispheres selected had been in
the forming process during the period that the first
vessel was being fabricated and stretched. These
hemispheres were identical to those used in the first
vessel except that they were fabricated from Inconel
718 which was felt to be suitable for a cryogenic
pressure vessel application. Since the analysis of
the first vessel showed a considerable variation in
materia). hardness at various locations, with failure
occurring in a soft region, it was decided to sclution
anneal both hemispheres after installation of the boss
fittings in order to obtain uniform mechanical pro-
perties throughout the vessel. After heat treating
test coupons of Inconel "718" at various temperatures,
it was decided to anneal both hemispheres at 2000°F
for 15 minutes to obtain a hardness similar to that
which was expected in the girth weld region. After
annealing, the hemispheres were welded together and
stretched in the same manner as the first vessel
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until a stress level was reached which was considerably_
below the nominal ultimate strength of the material.
At this point the vessel was again solution annealed,
but due to the slow cool-down rate of the vacuum furnace
the material had actually undergone partial age hard-
ening. The vessel was then returned to the heat treat
vendor where a second attempt was made to perform a solu-
tion anneal, but again the required cooling rate could
not be attained. It was then decided to perform the
annealing operation in an atmosphere furnace followed
by a forced air cooling cycle. The vessel was annealed
in an endothermic atmosphere at 1800°F for 15 minutes
and air cooled. This produced satisfactory results
and the stretch forming was continued until the vessel
attained an average diameter of 28.07". At this point
it was decided that the unit was suitable for use in
the storage tank and that stretching should be discon-
tinued even though calculations indicated that the
target diameter of 28.29" could have been attained
without overstressing the material. A technical
discussion of this stretch forming operation can be
found in Appendix E herein.

Subsequent to forming, the pressure vessel was helium
leak tested, age hardened, proof pressure tested to
430 psi and polished. The vessel was then assembled
into the hydrogen storage tank as described in
Section 4.2.1.

4.2.3.2 Solenoid Valves

Upon inspection of the solenoid valves procured from
Wright Components Inc., it was found that they were not
clean for oxygen service as had been specified. In
addition, functional checkout tests showed that the
valves would not operate properly at cryogenic tempera-
tures. When cooled to cryogenic temperatures the valve
mechanism would seize; it was impossible to operate
the valve. The valves were dismantled by Bendix and
it was found that a stainless steel poppet had been used
within an aluminum housing, thus causing seizing due
to differential expansion. Due to :imitations of the
program schedule, Bendix fabricated new aluminum poppets,
cleaned and tested all the valve components per MSFC-
SPEC -164 and reassembled them in a clean area. Subse-
quent testing showed these modifications to be effective.
The valves operated satisfactorily at cryogenic tempera-
tures.

4.2.3.3 Ion Pump

Following evacuation-ba::eout, the hydrogen storage tank
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was subjected to a liquid hydrogen vented heat leak test.
Durinp this test, the current draw of the ion pumps
was observed to increase. During the 24 hours following
this i r ^rease in current, the heat leak of the tank also
increased. This occurrence lead to the discovery that
the ceramic-to-metal seal on the electrical connector
of one of the ion pumps had failed and allowed air
to leak into the vacuum space of the storage tank.
Figure 4.2.3-4 shows the faulty pump (on the left)
next to a normal one. A:; can be seen in this photograph,
the electrical connector has separated entirely from
the ceramic insulator. When the leak was first dis-
covered the connector had not completely separated from
the insulator, however, only a slight amount of force
was required to separate them. Visual inspection of
the joint surfaces indicated that the braze joint had
been improperly formed.

Subsequent to the failure, the faulty pump was replaced
with a new one which had been closely inspected for
defects and the complete storage tank was helium leak
tested to ensure that no other leaks existed in the
vacuum space. The tank was then re-evacuated and the
test program was resumed.

4.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

4.3.1 Conclusions

Filed the basic
feasibility and
bumper, discrete
spacecraft sized
The following
from the Phase B

The Phase B program successfully ful
objectives of demonstrating both the
desirability of utilizing the radial
shield for the thermal protection of
EPS and ECS cryogenic storage tanks.
significant conclusions can be drawn
program.

1. The radial bumper, discrete shield design displays
lower heat leak and hence longer mission capability
than other presently available insulations of com-
parable weight and capacity.

2. Vapor cooling of discrete radiation shields is quite
effective for reducing the heat leak of cryogenic
hydrogen storage tanks. Since the heat transfer
through this type of insulation is predominantly
radiant in nature, vapor cooling can be more effec-
tively utilized than in the case of conductive trans-
fer systems.

3. Tests verify that since the heat leak through this
type of insulation is predominantly radiant in nature,
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the heat leak can be substantially reduced by lowering
the outer shell temperature only a few degrees below
ambient.

4. Since the annular vacuum space in tanks of this
design contain almost no nonmetallic components,
this type of insulation displays excellent long
term vacuum stability.

Inturgescent forming of hemispheres for pressure
vessels, radiation shields and outer shells repre-
sents a highly reliable, short lead time method of
fabricating these components.

4.3.2 Recommendations

In view of the results of Phase B program, the following
recommendations are made concerning the direction of
future work in the field of spacecraft cryogenic storage
systems.

1. Flight configuration storage systems utilizing the
radial bumper discrete shield concept should be
fabricated and qualified for use in maned space-
craft.

2. Studies should be performed including the fabrica-
tion of prototype systems to determine the appli-
cability of this insulation concept with its
attendant heat leak advantages to large cryogenic
storage systems such as fuel and oxidizer tankage
for propulsion systems which must exhibit extended
mission duration capabilities.

3. Studies should be performed to determine the effects
of lowering the outer shell temperatures by various
methods (refrigeration, laminar insulation, shadow
shields, etc.) on mission duration capability acid
system weight. These studies would lead to an
optimum combination of discrete shielding and outer
shell cooling for various mission requirements.

4. Due to the difficulties and expense involved in
electroplating of large hemispheres and particularly
complete large pressure vessels, a simpler technique
of applying low emissivity coatings such as vacuum
vapor plating should be investigated.
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APPENDIX A

HEMISPHERE BUCKLING TESTS

In order to weight optimize cryogenic tanks it is
necessary to reduce the wall thickness as much as
possible consistent with providing sufficient strength.
For pressure vessel design, existing equations and
analytical techniques are accurate and can be applied
successfully. However, outer shells which are exposed
to a pressure of one atmosphere externally and a high
vacuum internally present a different problem.

Most references to equations for calculating external
buckling pressure on spheres refer to a classical_ equa-
tion known as the Zoelly formula:

2 Et2
P =

R 2 33(1-Y 2 )

where P = external buckling pressure
E = modulus of elasticity
t = wall thickness
R = spherical radius
Y = Poisson's ratio

This equation is highly theoretical, however, and covers
only a symmetrical buckling case. In addition, it
applies only to shells with zero tolerance, i.e., per-
fect sphericity and no wall thickness variation, condi-
tions which are not possible to attain in actual prac-
tice.

Various investigators have attempted to develop a vari-
ation to this equation, either analytically by using
more practical assumptions or empirically as a result
of testing. Unfortunately, in the latter cases most
test samples were not accurately measured and reported
so that the test results are of marginal value (See
Bibliography).

Buckling tests were performed on six hemispheres to
obtain usable data for future outer shell design.
These hemispheres were manufactured by processes
suitable for cryogenic tankage shells and therefore
represented shells with sphericity and wall thickness
variations expected in practical applications.

The results of these six tests are summarized in Table
A-1. All of the four stainless steel hemispheres
buckled. Of the two aluminum hemispheres tested, one
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buckled. Cross sectional sketches of each part showing
vi^.riation in wall thickness are presented in Figure A-2
through A-7.

TABLE A-1

SUMMARY OF HEMISPHERE BUCKLING TEST PROGRAM

I.D.	 WALL
TEST	 IN.	 IN.

ZOELLY
FAILURE	 FAILURE	 R/t
PRESS.	 PRESS.	 ACTUAL	 RADIUS	 E,

MATERIAL	 PROCESS	 PSID	 PSID	 ZOELLY	 THICKNESS	 PSI

1	 13.60	 .0140 Alum.	 Spun	 >14.7	 51.4	 >.286	 485	 10 x 106
1100

2	 21.00	 .0175 Alum.	 Hydro-	 1 4 .61	 34.00	 .43	 600	 10 x '.06
5052	 form

3	 18.00	 .0057 Stainless	 Intur-	 3.69	 14.00	 .263	 1580	 29 x 106
AISI	 304	 gescent

4	 22.00	 .0099 Stainless	 Hydro-	 8.60	 28.50	 .302	 1111	 29 x 106
AISI 304	 form

5	 22.00	 .010 Stainless	 Hydro-	 7.50	 29.00	 .259	 1100	 29 >• 106
AISI 304	 form

6	 22.00	 .015 Stainless	 Hydro-	 13.77	 64.50	 .214	 734	 29 x 106
AISI 304	 form

A graph of the radius to wall thickness ratio (R/t)
versus buckling pressure for 304L stainless steel is
shown in Figure A-1.	 On this graph the theoretical
Zoelly curve of buckling at 70°F is plotted. 	 In addi-
tion, the points identified as 3, 4, 5 and 6 represent
the actual failures of the respective stainless steel
shells.	 As shown in Table A-1, the ratio of the actual
failure to the Zeolly theoretical failure varies from
.114 to .302 for stainless steel. 	 Using this lower
value (.214), a second curve was plotted in F =.gure A-1,
representing a value of .214 times the Zoelly theoretical
pressuri.	 It was concluded that any stainless steel
shell (E = 29 x 106 ) was a known R/t ratio ..rill not
buckle if the external pressure is not greater than the
internal pressure by an amount described by the lower
curve.	 Conversely, for a specified pressure dif-
ferential, the R/t ratio selected should be no greater
than that described by the lower curve.
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-	 1-
I.D. 13.60 IN.

MATERIAL	 ALUMINUM 1100

PROCESS	 SPINNING

FAILURE	 NO FAILURE AT MAXIMUM
PRESSURE OF 14.7 PSI

rlr_ A-2	 A-3873-67-203
TEST HEMISPHERE NO. 1

I.D. 21.00 IN.

MATERIAL	 ALUMINUM 5052

PROCESS	 HYDROFORM

FAILURE	 14.61 PSI
FIG. A-3

TEST HEMISPHERE NO. 2
0057 -7 1	 r-- 0063

0065
	

0065

007

007,

008

A-3873-67 205

007

^-.007 8

t

008

I.D. 18.00 IN.	 1

MATERIAL	 _ STAINLFSS AM 304

PROCESS	 INTURGESCENT

FAILURE	 3.69 PSI
FIG. A 4	 A-3873-67-204

TEST HEMISPHERE NO. 3
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0105 ---\

0 02—^

0105--\

0100 —^

.0105

.0113-

0105

0102

/— 0105

^— 0103

0099

0115

0111

	

0125 —J	 I.D. 22.00 1N.	 ^— 0122

MATERIAL	 STAINLESS AISI 304

PROCESS	 HYDROFORM

FAILURE	 _ 8.60 PSI
FIG. A-5	 A-3873-67-206

TEST HEMISPHERE NO. 4
0105

0100 ---`	 r- - 0100

oloo^	 I	 ^ oloo

	

.0110 --	 I	 /— .0100

I

	

.0100 -^	 I	 x.0110

.0130	 I	 —.0115

	

.0135--J	I.D. 22.00 IN.	 0120

MATERIAL	 STAINLESS AISI 304

PROCESS	 HYDROFORM

FAILURE	 7.50 PSI
FIG. A-6	 A-3873-67-207

TEST HEMISPHERE NO. 5
0150

0150 .0155

0150	 /1— 0150

	

0150-, /	 1	 V-0152

	

0155—/	 1	 \— 0160

	

0170—J 	 I.D. 22.00 IN.	 1	 0170
MATERIAL	 STAINLESS ATSI 304

PROCESS	 HYDROFORM

FAILURE	 _ 13.77 PSI
FIG- A-7	 A-3873-67-208

TEST HEMISPHERE NO. 6
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Figure A-8 shows the following:

PHOTO NO.	 DESCRIPTION

A	 Test set-up showing hemisphere mounted on a flat plate, using
rubber gasket for seal. Vacuum pump capable of providing high
vacuum within the hemisphere is located under flat plate.
Maximum OP of 1 atmosphere (ap proximately 14.7 psi) obtainable.

B	 Inside of typical test hemisphere with s-:iffering ring inserted
to assure that test article was round at girth during test.

1. Test hemisphere #1. Did not fail.

2. Test hemisphere #2 after failure. Round depression it center
is due to hole in flat plate whic:- is entrance to vacuum pump.

2 1 .	 Test hemisphere #2 after sectioning for wall thickness measure-
ments.

3. Test hemisphere #3 after failure and sectioning.

4. Test hemisphere #4 after failure and sectioning.

5. Test hemisphere #5 after failure and sectioning.

6. Test hemisphere #6 after failure and sectioning.
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APPENDIX B

OUTER SHELL A:'ALYSES

1. Subject: Analysis of Phase A Outer Shells

Data Source: Roark Table XVI, Example T, page 306

Shell Drawing 1615580

LARGE OUTER END RADIUS

R = 1`.47 inches = spherical radius
h = wall -hickness
P = 2 x 14.7 psi = external pressure
E = 29 x 10 6 psi = modulus of elasticity
v = .3 = Fiisson's Ratio

2 E h2

P =
R2 3 3(1-v 2 )

58 x 10 6 h 2	 58 x 1 0 6 h2
29.4 =	 _

	

15.47 2 3 3(1-.3 2 )	 239 3 2.73

L7 .`+ X LJ7 X 1.^J

h = J	 _ .0002 = .01414

58 x 106

CYLINDRICAL SECTION (BUMPER TUNNEL SECTION)

Et 2 1	 t2
P = .807 	 `'

lr	 1 - v2 v2

Data Source: Roark
Example Q31, page 306

E = 29 x 10 6 psi

t = .030 in. = wall thickness
1 = 1.5 in. = length of cylindrical section
r = 8.8 in. = radius of cylindrical section
v = .3

	

807 x 29 x 10 6 x .03 2	1	 .032
P =	 ^`	 —

1.5 x 8.8	 1 - .32 8.82

= 1597 4 .00001542 = 100 psi
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OUTER SHELL HEMISPHERE

Date Source: Astia Documer-- AD 278075
Shell Drawing: 1615520

t 2	 .01414 2

P 1 = 1.21 E(— = 1 21 x 29 x 106

	

`` r	 15.47

35.1 x 10 6 (.00915) 2 = 294 psi

P 
1 
R	 E t

2t	 R 33(1 - v2)

2 Et 2 	2	 t 2
P =	 _	 E —

	

R2 33(1-v 2 )	 3(1 - . 3 2 )	 R

// t \2	 .01414 l 2
P=1.21E — )	 =1.2.1x29 x106 15.4 7

J\\\( r /// 

= 35.3 x 10 6 (.000915) ` = 35.1 x .837 = 29.4 psi

By use of efficiency factor .6 (same report).

29.4,2
1.21 E (.

.6	 15.47

t
Efficiency factor

49 x 15.472

t2 = .000333

35.1 x 106

t = .0^ _ .0182 in.

OUTER SHELL CYLINDRICAL PORTION

Data Source: Roark Table XVI Example R, page 306
Shell Drawing: 1615520

P' -	
E( r

+1
1 + 1/2(rn12 fn2 EI +(^, 3 2

	

iT	 Y iT
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n2 t2	 r	 / v,r \ 2 l 2

-

i
12r 2 (1 - r2) 	 n^	 J

E = 29 x 10 6 psi
t = .030 in.
r = 8.8 in.

= 1.5 in.
n = 2 = no. of lobes formed in buckling
v = .3

29 x 10 6 (' 8 3 8 )	 1

P'	
1 + 1 2 

8. 8n 2
 2 [ 1 +(2 % 1.5 

2 ]+

(2 x 1.5)	 2	 \ 8.8

22 x .030 2 	8.8n 2
[ 1 +	 —	 ] 2

12 x 8.8 2 (1 - .3 2 )	 2 x 1.5

29 x 10 6 x .00341	 1

1 + 1/2 (84.9)	 4 [ 1 + .01177 ]2

.0009
[ 1 + 84.9 ] 2

3 x 77

(

.5 (.91)

2275 {.244 + .03141	 = 626 psi
l	 J

2. Subject: Analysis of Phase A Outer Shell Safety
Factor

Shell Example Part Plumber 1615520.
Spherical Sections only.

E h

acr
(buckling)	 (1)

a 33 (1 - u 2 )

a = radius
h = wall thickness
E = elastic modulus
U = Poisson's ratio
= Theory of Elastic Stability by Timoshenko,

Pages 512-519.

(29) 10 6 h

cr	
2.73 a
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a
cr = (17.5) (10 6 ) h/a

(14.69) (a)

Q =	 —

e	 2 h

a	 (17.5)(106) h/a • h/ah 2
Sr _	

_ (2.38) 1 —

ve	
( 14269 ) 

a/h • h/a	 a )

CASE I	 h = (30) 10 -3	 a = 11

e°^ 	 (2.38)(106%(l0l) 10
-6 

= 17.5

CASE II	 h = (30)(10 ^3 )	 a = 15.47

°cor = (2.38)(10 6 ) (240) 10
-6 

= 8.87

e

CASE III	 h = (20)(10 -3 )	 a = 11

ecr = (2.38)(10 )( 1-21 ) 
10-6 = 7.85

CASE IV	 h = (20)(10 -3 )	 a = 15.47

°cr = (2.38) (10 6 )(400) 10-6	
= 3.95

a	 240
e

Safety factors based on buckling are:

Case S. F.

17.50

II 8.87

IIi 7.85

IV 3.95
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The safety factor based on yield is:

(30000)	 (60000) h

(qa/2h )	 14.69	 a

The minimum h/a occurs f.-.,r Case IV, hence

(4060)(20) 10-3
S.F. =	 -
	

5.25
15.47
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APPENDIX C

PHASE A POST-CONTRACT EFFORT

1. Exte rnal Insulation-Vapor Cooli

Following the contract test effort, the Phase A dewar
was externally insulated and the outer shell vapor-
cooled acr.ording to the following procedure:

1. Wrapped dewar outer shell with two layers alumi-im
foil.

2. Mechanically attached copper refrigeration tubing
around dewar on top of aluminum foil in a total of
nine wraps with 4" spacing between wraps.

3. Attached thermocouples on and between tubing.

4. Wrap*ied two layers aluminum foil over tubing and
dewar.

5. Poured Urethane Foam arourd dewar, using stainless
steel hemispheres as mold and protective skin.

6. Attached vent port of dewar to inlet of refrigerating
tubing such that dewar can be vented through external
vapor-cooling tubing or directly to atmosphere.

Figure C-i is a cross-sectional drawing of the dewar
showing the foam insulation, external vapor-cooling
tubing configuration and the plumbing hookup. Listed
in Table C-1 are physical characteristics relating to
the modifications.

TABLE C-1

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS - PHASE A EXTERNAL INSULATION

VAPOR-COOLING TUBING

Material
Outer Diameter
Wall Thickness
Total Length

EXTERNAL INSULATION

Copper
.250 in.
.030 in.
50 ft.

Type
	

CPR Series 314 Rigid
Urethane Foam

Manufacturer
	

The Upjohn Company
CPR Division

C-1
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TABLE C-1

Advertised Thermal
Conductivity

Thickness

(Cont.)

0.14-0.17 Btu/ft 2-hr-OF/in
@ 740F
3.5 inches

EXTERNAL INSULATION OUTER SHELL

Material	 Stainless Steel 304L
Outer Diameter	 29.06 in.
Wall Thickness	 C.035 in.

THERMOCOUPLES
(FOR MONITORING SYSTEM PERFORMANCE)

Type
	

Copper-Constantan

rA99-2918
IMAt[ • Mnt1 [TDDM[ Y[[[[L

.WY IrwL ll lOr +.[a[I[D
o nw aL	 ,,.,,^ ^ ,

Liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen vented heat leak tests
were performed on the unit. Listed in Table C-2 are
results obtained from these tests. Included are
the average heat leak values for the same fluids before
the Phase A tank was modified.
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TABLE C-2

VENTED HEAT LEAK TEST RESULTS
PHASE A TANK

70-80°F ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE

VENTED RATIO OF HEAT LEAK
HEAT LEAK TO INNER VESSEL SURFACE AREA TEST

FLUID BTU/HR BTU/HR-FT2 CONDITION

L0 2 7.25 0.777 Non-Insulated

L0 2 6.7 0.718 Insulated, Non V-C

L0 2 6.7 0.718 Insulated,	 V.C.

LH2 5.1 0.547 Non-Insulated

LH 2 3.9 0.418 Insulated,	 Non V.C.

LH 2 3.3 0.354 Insulated,	 V.C.

The results of this limited test program showed definite
thermal advantages obtained from the external insulation
alone. No external vapor-cooling thermal advantages
were observed from the liquid oxygen vented tests. How-
ever, a definite decrease in vented heat leak was obtained
when the external vapor-cooling function was employed
in the liquid hydrogen test series.

2. External Refrigeration

The copper tubing wrapped on the outer shell for use
as vapor-cocling tubing was subsequently utilized as
the evaporation coil for a small refrigeration system
used to cool the dewar outer shell. Figure C-2 is a
cross-sectional drawing showing the plumbing modifica-
tions made to accommodate the external refrigeration
function. Figure C-3 shows schematically the external
refrigeration circuitry and components. The capillary-
tube expansion device outlet was attached to the upper
end of the refrigeration (previously vapor-cooling)
tubing, thus providing the refrigerant inlet to the
evaporation coil. The lower end of the refrigeration
tubing, being the refrigerant exit from the evapora-
tion coil, was plumbed to the inlet of the system
compressor. Refrigerant inlet and refrigerant exit
temperatures weT'e measured with copper constantan
thermocouples, in addition to the temperatures on
the dewar outer shell. Listed in Table C-3 are
physical characteristics of the external refrigeration
components.

C-3
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TABLE C-3

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
PHASE A EXTERNAL REFRIGERATION

CONDENSING U14IT

Manufacturer

Model No.

Power Requirements

Compressor Power

Compressor Displacement

Weight

REFRIGERANT

Type

EXPANSION DEVICE

Type

Manufacturer

Model

FILTER-DRYING DEVICE

Type

Manufactu^er

Model NO.

Copeland Refrigeration Corporation

KCAH-0013-SAA

115 V, 60 hz, single-phase

1/8 HP

34.3 ft 3 /hr (1.075" bore, 0.625" stroke)

38 lb.

Freon-12 (R-12)

Capillary Tube (with moisture removal)

Parker-Hannifen Corporation

KKIL .250 KMF

Silica Gel-Molecular Sieve

nlco Valve Company

ADK-052
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Limited testing with atmosphere-vented LN 2 was performed
to determine the refrigeration capacity available and
the effect of lowering the outer shell temperature on
dewar heat leak. Due to ice build-up on the expansion
and exhaust tubes, a wet test meter rather than a
recording kale was used to determine the LN 2 evapora-
tion rate. A small portion of the foam insulation was
removed in the area of the dewar vent fitting and ion
pump, as shown in Figure C-2. This appeared to be
partially responsible for the fact that 3 temperature
gradient existed on the dewar outer shell when the
refrigeration system was in operation. The lowest
Temperatures obtainable during operation were in the
-22 to -25°F range, near the bottom outer surface of the
dewar. The overall average temperature of the dewar
outer surface was approximately -20°F.

Following is a i,rief summary of the limited test
program performed on the system.
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SUMMARY OF TESTING
PERFORMED ON NAS 9-2978 PHASE A OXYGEN STORAGE VESSEL

WITH EXIT RNAL I14SULATION AND REFRIGERATION OF
DEWAR OUTER SHELL

1. Average vented LIl 2 1-eat '.eak of system, no refrigeration = 6.7 Btu/hr.

Average ambient tei,,pera ture = 75O F = temperature of outer surface of
insulation.

2. Observed average temperature on dewar vacuum jacket during non-refrigerated
vented LN ,) heat lea)- testing = 55 0 F = temperature of inner surface of
insulation.

3. Determination of thermal conductivity of foam insulation (CPR 314 Series
Rigid Polyurethane Foam):

Q = 4 7Kr lr2 (T 1 - T2)	

heat loss through concentric spherical super
r  - r2	 insulation

where

Q = heat loss, Btu/Hr 	 2
K = thermal conductivity of insulation, Btu/ft -hr-OF/in.

r
l
 = outer spherical -adius, ft = outer skin radius

r = inner spherical radius, ft = dewar vacuum jacket radius
T2 = outer surface temperature, OF
T2 = inner surface temperature, OF

Therefore

Q (r1 - r2)
K =

4 1rr 1 r2 (T1 - T2 )

From experimental data given in 1 and 2:

(6.7) (14.53 - 11.05)

K = (4) (7T) (14.53)1441.05) (75 - 55) = 0.084

4. Average vented LN 2 heat leak of system, when refrigerated = 4.5 Btu/Hr.

Average ambient temperature = 75 O F = temperature of outer surface of
insulation.

5. Observed average temperature on dewar vacuum jacket during refrigerated
vented LN 2 heaz leak testing = -20 O F = temperature of inner surface of
insulation.
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6. Heat transferred across insulation:

4 n K r  r2 (T 1 - T 2 )
Q =

r  - r2

(4) (n) (0.084) 
(11+.5111.05)	

(75 + 20)
44

Q =	 = 32 Btu/hr
(14.53 - 11.05)

7. Heat transferred to cryogen is 4.5 Btu/hr, from 4. above.

Therefore, heat removed by refrigeration system is:

32 - 4.5 = 27.5 Btu/hr

i n
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APPENDIX D

PHASE A VAPOR COOLED UNIT VIBRATION TESTING

1.0 Unit Description

At the conclusion of the NAS 9-2978 Phase A fabrication
program, the spare parts were modified by Bendix funding
for fabrication of a single vapor-cooled shield tank.
The inner pressure vessel and outer vacuum jacket were
the same as used on the Phase A tank. Figure D-1 shows
the single vapor-cooled discrete shield. Copper tubing
(0.125 in. OD) was soldered to the copper-plated alum-
inum hemispheres. The complete assembly was then silver
plated for low emissivity. Figure D-2 shows the single
vapor cooled shield assembled to the inner pressure
vessel and bumper assembly. No internal components
are located within the inn-r vessel, and therefore
there are no electrical leads passing through the
annular region. The only other difference between the
vapor-cooled unit and the contract-Phase A tank was that
the segmented bumpers were fabricated from Kel-F instead
of 25% glass-filled teflon.

The Phase A vapor-cooled unit was subjected to several
vibration tests, utilizing the Phase A mount carriage
and vibration fixture de g eribed in Section III of this
report. Visual inspection of the unit's various sub-
assemblies during vibration was possible through seven
2-1/2 inch holes cut in the outer shell. These holes
were located in such a manner that the upper and lower
bumpers and shield hangers, fill and vent lines, and
the shield itself were plainly visible. In addition,
these holes permitted the attachment of accelerometers
to the shield during sinusoidal vibrations. A valve
was placed on the fill port and a pressure gage on the
vent port to permit partial filling of the inner vessel
with water and pressurization of the system during the
vibration testing. Figure D-3 shows the unit mounted
on the vibration stand. The total weight of the empty
tankage and its mount carriage was 66.6 pounds. The
weight of the vibration fixture on which the unit was
mounted was 59.3 pounds.

2.0 Vibration Tests

The vibration tests performed on the Phase "A" vapor-
cooled unit involved both random and sinusoidal
vibration in two planes, horizontal and vertical.
The tests were performed with the unit both soft
and hard mounted, and by using varying amounts
of water and pressures in the inner vessel.
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The specifications to which the unit was vibrated
included both the LEM Specification ASP 13-9151, and
the Apollo Block II at 9 db above the design proof
level. In testing to the LEM Specification, only
the launch and boost spectrum was used since this
appeared considerably more severe than the translunar
or lunar descent spectrums. In the case of the Apollo-

,

Block II Specifications, the combined atmospheric
and space flight spectrum was used.

For each of these sets ci specifications, a computer
program (Source Program No. 1037 JTB) was run to obtain
db readings at intervals of 25 H z and to determine the
RMS an ,- peak g values in each region of the individual
spectrum.

2.1 Random Vibration

2.1.1 Random Vibration Test Description

The first vibration tests were performed to the LEM
Specification referred to previously. The specific
vibration used was the input from the exterior primary
structure which had a root mean square g loading of
7.5976. Table D-1 represents that portion of the
specification. Figures D-4 and D-5 respectively
show the db level profile and the acceleration density
spectrum for this specification as plotted from the
previously mentioned computer program.

TABLE D-1
LEM RANDOM VIBRATION SPECIFICATION NO. ASP 13-9151 -
LAUNCH AND BOOST INPUT FROM EXTERIOR PRIMARY STRUTURE

10 to 23 Hz. 12 db/octave rise to
23 to 80 Hz 0.0148 g2/Hz
80 to 105 Hz 12 db/octave rise to
105 to 950 Hz 0.044 g2/Hz
950 to 1250 Hz 12 db/octave decrease to
1250 to 2000 Hz 0.0148 g2/Hz

D-2
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Table D-2 represents the portion of the Apollo Block II
Specification used in testing. Figures D-6 and D-7 res-
pectively ;how the db level profile and the acceleration
density spectrum for this specification, as plotted from
the computer program output.

TABLE D-2

APOLLO BLOCK II RANDOM VIBRATION SPECIFICATION
+ 9 dig ABOVE THE DESIGN PROOC LEVEL

ATMOSPHERIC AND SPACE FLIGHT ENVELOPE

10 Hz .003 g2/Hz
10 to 90 Hz 3 db/octave increase to
90 to 250 Hz .025 g2/Hz
250 to 400 Hz 3 db/octave decrease to
400 to 2000 Hz .015 g2/Hz

Since this was a test program of an experimental
search nature, the initial vibrations were not to
the :ull 7.E g rms level srecified by the accelera-
tion density profile. Instead, the procedure used
was to begin at 2 g's rms and to proceed from there
to 4, 6 and 7.6 g's rms. As a result, the first three
individual tests were not to the specification, but
were at less severe vibration levels than those set
forth in the specification. This procedure was
followed to allow observation ol' the vibration intensity
which would cause failure in some part of the system
should it occur. Also, at these levels the actual
cause of any resulting damage could be more re lily
determined.

2.1.2 Observations and Results

The Phase "A" vapor-cooler unit was subjected to 2 hours,
2 minutes and 39 seconds of random vibration. This
time represents actual test time, and does not include
the time spent setting up or checking the unit. Includ-
ed in the actual test time was 9 minutes and 40 seconds
during which the unit was tested at the full rated out-
put of 7.6 g's rms as specified for the Apollo Block II.
These tests were conducted with the vessel filled with
water and pressurized to 100 psi, and without shock
mounts between the vibration fixture and mounting car-
riage.

A total of 6 tests were run to the full 7.6 g's RMS of
the LEM Specification. These tests included vibrations
with the vessel both full and half-full of water, pres-
surized and non-pressurized, and with and without
shock mounts while in both the horizontal (Z) and

D-4
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vertical (X) planes. These six tests involved a total
time duration of 26 minutes and 15 seconds.

The remainder of the tests involved those tests con-
ducted at lower acceleration densities.

Apparent resonances Caere encountered in the area of 900
Hz in many of the -tests. Other than in this one parti-
cular area, the random vibration tests were relatively
trouble free. No other pecks were encountered.

2.2 Sinusoidal Vibrations

2.2.1 Sinusoidal Vibration Test Description

Originally, it was planned to employ the LEM Launch and
Boost Specifications (ASP 13-9151) for the sinusoidal
vibrations. However, it was found that the vibration
equipment available at the Bendix Corporation's Instru-
ment and Lifc Support Division was not capable of
vibrating the vessel to these specifications. This
was caused by the weight of the system overdriving
the head, which resulted in the displacements of the
head becoming too large for the equipment to handle and
automatically shutting off the vibration system. The
combined weight of the system which included the vibra-
tion fixture, vessel and water was 294.5 lbs.

specific sinusoidal vibrations to which the vessel
was subjected are discussed below.

As with the random vibrations, the system was vibrated
in both the horizontal (Z) and vertical (X) planes,
pressurized and unpressurized, full and half-full of
water, and with and without shock mounts.

Table D-3 summarizes the actual sinusoidal vibration
tests performed •md gives the duration of each individual
test.

During the sinusoidal tests three calibrated accelero-
meters were used. Or,e, the input sensor, was mounted
on the vibration fixtur:.. The remaining two were
placed at other points of interest, such as on the
mount carriage, shield and outer shell. The outputs
of these accelerometers were plotted by the monitoring
equipment to provide a series of frequency versus ngn
loading jraphs at the points where the pickups were
attached.
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TABLE D-3

SINUSOIDAL VIBRATION TESTS

Unit filled with water, pressurized

Test No. Test Description Time

X plane - shock mounted
fg

1 50 to 2000 Hz @ 3 g's peak 6:23
2 50 to 15 Hz @ 0.050" D.A. 1:49
3 59 to 19 Hz @ 0.010" D.A. 2:35
4 5 to 26 Hz @ 0.020" D.A. 4:55
5 100 to 24 Hz @ 2.7 g's peak 3:35
6 25 to 5 Hz @ 0.030" D.A. 5:46

X plane - solid mounts

7 50 to 2000 Hz @ 2.7 g's peak 6:00
8 50 to 20 Hz @ 2.7 g's peak 2:00
9 30 to 5 Hz @ 0.030" D.A. 7:00

10 30 to 21 Hz @ 0.050" D.A. 2:35

Z plane - solid mounts pressurized

11 50 to 2000 Hz @ 2.7 g's peak 6:13
12 Dwelling at frequencies listed

20, 300, 450, 900, 1500, 6 1800 5:00

Unit half-filled with water, unpressurized

X axis - solid mounts

13 50 to 2000 Hz @ 2.7 g's peak 7:30
14 1100 to 70J Hz @ 2.7 g's peak 5:45
15 300 to 180 Hz @ 2.7 g's peak 3:30
16 50 to 30 Hz @ 2.7 g's peak 3:03
17 30 to 5 ,iz @ 0.030" D.A. 4:25
18 30 to 24 Hz @ 0.050" D.A. 1:00

Total Time

25:03

17:35

11:13

25:13
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2.2.2 Observations and Discussion of Results

The first series of sinusoidal tests were performed in
the vertical (X) plane and required a total of 25
minutes and 3 seconds operating time (exclusive of set-
up and check-out). The system was shock mounted, the
vessel was filled with water and pressurized to 100 psi.
The system weight was approximately 294.5 pounds.

In Test #1 (50 to 2000 Hz @ 3 g's peak), several reso-
nance points appeared. The most important of these
occurred at about 920 Hz where the outer shell entered
a region of apparent resonance. The accelerometer
sensing this resonance was located at the top of the
vessel about 1 inch from the boundary of a hole cut in
the outer shell for the shield accelerometer pickup.
An acceleration of about 58 g's was experienced by
the outer shell. It appears that this large vibratory
level provided a feedback to the shields through the
mounting system, producing a shield acceleration
(top center) of about 17 g's. As noted in Section
2.1.2, this frequency range presented problexs during
the random vibrations. It should be noted, however,
that the hole in the outer shell, adjacent to where
the outer shell accelerometer was located, could have
weakened the shell and permitted it to "flutter" under
vibration. This could possibly explain the high rrg"
level experienced.

Above this frequency (920 Hz), the outer shell exper-
ienced two other resonant points. One was at slightly
over 1200 Hz (19 g's) and the other was at 1500 Hz
(21 g's). The shield acceleration at both of these
points was quite low, being in the area of 4 g's.

Between the frequencies of 920 Hz and 50 Hz, the shield
vibratory level was very low, being considerably less
than the input level. At several points, the outer
shell experienced increased "g" levels, but these were
of considerably lower magnitudes. At about 305 Hz,
mounting fixture resonance occurred giving 27 g's.
This, as may be expected, resulted in higher g levels
being experienced by both the shield and the outer
shell. There appeared to be a considerable amount of
vibration damping, however, since the outer shell and
shield were at 15 and 6 g ' s, respectively.

At about 135 Hz, the three components again were at
higher "Z" levels (fixture - 5 g's, outer shell -
15 g's and shield - 3 g's). This region cannot be
attributed to either the fixture or outer shell since

D-8	 s j
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it occurred at lower harmonics of both the shell and
fixture resonance frequencies.

The second test (50 to 16 hz at .050 inch double
amplitude - vessel water filled and pressurized)
demonstrated that the outer shell was at a consider-
ably higher vibration level than either the shield
or fixture. At 50 Hz the shell was at 13 g's, tapering
down to about 4 g's at 22 Hz, and then increasing to
9 g's at 16 Hz. The shield vibrations followed this
same general trend but at a considerably lower level.

The third test (5 - 19 Hz @ .010 ir.:h double amplitude)
was clear of any resonance points as was test #4
(5 - 26 Hz @ .020 inch double amplitude). In the latter
test, however, there was a relatively small but readable
vibratory level between 19 and 26 Hz.

The fifth test (100 - 24 Hz @ 2.7 g's) showed a nearly
constant increase in the vibratory level from about
4 g's at 100 Hz to 11 g's at 24 Hz for the outer shell
The shield followed the same pattern going from 1 g to
4 g's in this same range.

The final test in this series was test #6 (25 - 5 Hz
at 0.030 inch double amplitude). During this test all
three accelerometers showed a very low vibratory level
up to about 16 Hz, and then a sharp increase to 6, 4 and
1 g's for the outer shell, shield and fixture, respec-
tively. This was followed by a fairly constant decrease
up to 25 Hz, which was apparently caused by the outer
shell vibrations being fed back to the shield through
the shield mounting system. This opinion is based
upon the fact that the outer shell appeared to begin
vibrating at a higher level, and somewhat before the
shield vibratory level increased.

The second series of sinusoidal vibration tests was
also in the vertical (X) plane with the unit filled
with water and pressurized to 100 psi. However, in
this case, no shock mounts were used, the unit being
rigidly attached to the vibration fixture. The
accelerometers were located in the same positions
as in the previous testis.

Test #7 involved going from 50 to 2000 Hz at 2.7 g's
peak. From 50 to 150 Hz, with a peak level of 2.7 g's
being maintained, the outer shell maintained about the
same level of vibration (2.7 g's) as the fixture while
the shield remained nearly motionless. At 150 Hz the
level began to increase until reaching a maximum of
8.5 g's for the fixture and shield, and 30 g's for the
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outer shell. Both the shield and fixture returned
to a very low level at 250 Hz, but the shell vibrations
remained high until 300 Hz was reached. At 450 Hz
the shell vibratory level again began an irregular
increase to a maximum of 43 g's at 950 Hz. Again, the
shield appeared to be excited by the shell, reaching
12 g's at 950 Hz. The fixture itself remained at a
low level 0 - 4 g's). The outer shell resonated again
at 1200 Hz (12 g's), 1550 Hz (16 g's) and at about
1700 Hz (11 g's). In the latter two cases, the shield
was again excited to 11 g's and 7 g's respectively.
The fixture did not appear to have any serious reson-
ance points in this range.

The eighth test (50 to 30 Hz at 2.7 g's peak) showed
that the shield and outer shell maintained nearly
constant "g" levels in this range at 3 g's and 5 g's,
respectively. No resonance was encountered.

In test #9 (30 - 5 Hz @ .020 inch double amplitude)
the "g" levels began, at 30 Hz, at about the same
levels as in test #8. They remained constant to about
19.5 Hz where they began decreasing. At 19 Hz and
below, they were of negligible magnitudes.

In test #10, the final test in this series (30 - 21 Hz
@ .050 inch double amplitude), no resonance was encount-
ered. All three accelerometers monitored nearly con-
stant "g" levels (shield - 4 g's, fixture - 3.5 g's
and outer shell - 6 g's) except for the outer shell
which began to realize slightly increasing "g" levels
below 21 Hz.

The third series of sinusoidal vibrations was conducted
in the horizontal (Z) plane with the vessel filled
with water and pressurized to 100 psi. The accelero-
meters were located at the girth on the outer shell,
on the top band of the mount carriage and on the
vibration fixture (input). The purpose of this series
of sinusoidal vibration tests (no. 11 and 12) was to
attempt to f'_nd tae reason for the 900 Hz peak in the
.random tests.

The first test (no. 11) of this series involved
sweeping from 50 to 2000 Hz at 2.7 g'e peak. The
three accelerometers remained at relatively low
vibratory levels (fixture-5 g's, outer shell - 8 g's
and mount carriage - 11 g's). At 300 Hz some vibra-
tion fixture resonance was encountered, but this
had little or no effect on the other two pickups.
At 500 Hz there was a slight resonance of the mount
carriage. Beginning at 900 Hz and continuing to

D-10
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2000 Hz, there was an irregular but rapid increase
in vibratory levels as sensed by all three accelero-
meters. The peak accelerations sensed in this region
occurred at about 1810 Hz, where at the girth on
the outer shell about 50 g's were indicated. The
mount carriage was subjected to 43 g's and the vibra-
tion fixture to 24 g's. The data available does not
indicate that this was due to resonance in any particu-
lar element of the system and resulting feedba ': tc
the ,^ther components.

The secn^ '•' and final test ( No. li ) in this series :yid
not invo.- a sweep of all freq-,tencies in a specific
range. T' -ighout both the rardor. and sinusoidal tests,
resonani. .e .^ some component bas been encountered at
around 900 Hz. This resorance may have been in the
fixture, outer shell ur ocner component with the probable
ex., option of the shield. fhc:r f̂  had been some indication
that this was not an instantaneous occurrence when 900
Hz was reached, but was a ' 'buildup" phenonena with the
vib ratory level increasing slowly to a pea,,. in an

:mpt to validate this interpretation, certain fre-
juancies why ch are -,armonics of 100 Hz were chosen.
The systiM was vibrated at each of thes e frequencies
for several seconds. Most of these dwell tests pro-
u4d::^ negative . ,esults. At 300 Hz there wa6 a definite
resonance of the fie-Are (16 g's) but thi: had little
or no effect on the o ter shell or mount carriage.
There was no resonance o:` the system at X00 Hz as had
been expected. At 1110 .z, all three accelerometers
sensed increase'. vii-ratio-,: levels (fixture - 16 g's,
mount carriage - 1.3 g t s ou:-er .aheli - 4.^ g's ) . At
lcii Hz there appeared to z e a definite mo,.rnt carriage
resonance point (32 g's). However, there was no indica-
tion of "build up" resonance.

The final series of sinusoidal tests involved vibration
in the vertical (X) axis with the unit half-full of
water and unpressurized. No shock mounts were used.

Test #13 was a sweep from 50 to 2000 Hz at 2.7 g's peak.
As in the previous tests, the major problems encountered
involved the outer shell which resonated at 200, 800,
1000 and 1600 Hz, and in each case appeared to increase
the "g" level of both the shier and fixture due to
feedback.

These same frequencies created problems in tests #14
(1100 to 700 Hz @ 2.7 g's peak) and #15 (300 to 180
Hz @ 2.7 g's peak). The vibratory level at each of the
points in question (1000, 800 and 200 Hz) was in the
area of 36 - 40 g's for the outer shell. The feedback

i
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to the shield and vibration fixture at two higher
frequencies was relatively small (5 g's or less).
At the lower frequency, however, (200 Hz) the vibra-
tion fixture was exposed to somewhat more than 10 g's
and the shield to approximately 7 g's.

In neither of the next two tests, #16 (50 to 30 Hz
@ 2.7 g's) and #17 (30 to 10 Hz @ .030 inch double
amplitude) did any problems arise. In the first case,
the vibratory level of all three sensors was nearly
constant (shield - 4 g's, outer shell - 6 g's, fixture -
4 g's) throughout the range. In the latter, the levels
were uniform (at below 3 g's for the three sensors) down
to about 20 Hz where measurable vibratory levels ceased.

In the final test, #18, (30 to 24 Hz @ .050 inch double
amplitude) low levels were recorded down to 25 Hz
where they increased sharply to about 17.g's for the
shield and outer shell and 7 g's for the fixture.

3.0 Vibration Test Summary

The Phase A vapor-cooled unit was subjected to a total
of 3 hours, 24 minutes and 43 seconds in recorded vibra-
tion. Of this, 2 hours, 5 minutes and 39 seconds were
random and 1 hour 1.9 minutes and 4 seconds were sinu-
soidal.

The cutouts in the outer shell permitted qualitative
visual observation of the motion of several internal
system components during vibration. The bumpers,
both top and bottom, were observed to rotate at rela-
tively low rates. This occurred during vibration in
both planes and with both random and sinusoidal inputs.
In addition, rotation occurred only in specific fre-
quency ranges.

During the more severe vibrations, the vapor-cooled
shield was observed to rotate slightly back and forth
around a vertical axis. This is permitted by the
mounting of the shield to the fill and vent tubes which
lie in horizontal planes.

Both the shield and outer shell underwent sizeable
deflections during severe vibrations. These two
effects did not appear to be inter-related since they
did not occur simultaneously.

From a more quantitative standpoint, the random vibra-
tions indicated resonance of some portion of the system
at about 900 Hz. The sinusoidal tests indicated that
this was.caused by resonance of the outer shell, though

D-12
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this was not definitely established. The other high
is levels appearing in the sinusoidal tests in gen-
eral appeared in a harmonic series, with 900 Hz being
a member of this series.

It appeared quite obvio^.is that the shield mounting
system acts as a shock absorbing system, which in
effect, isolates the shield from both the inner vessel
and outer shell. This opinion is borne out by the
generally lower vibratory level of the shield as
compared to both the input and the outer shell, and
also by the small observable vibrations of the shield
as compared to the outer shell. This is especially
true of higher frequencies above 200 Hz.

Subsequent to a1.l testing described herein, Chere was
no visible damage to the tank. In addition the system
was pressurized and leak checked and found to be leak
tight.
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APPENDIX E

PHASE B HYDROGEN PRESSURE VESSEL STRETCH FORMING

INTRODUCTION:

During the Phase B Hydrogen dewar program, the pressure
vessel subcontractor failed to provide the pressure
vessel as scheduled. As a result, a program was
initiated to fabricate the required vessel. The program
consisted of hydrostatically stretch forming an under-
sized spherical vessel to the required final diameter.
The undersized vessel was fabricated by welding together
two Inconel 716 inturgescently formed hemispheres which
each had prewelded transition fittings at the apex to
accommodate the apex access hole. Contained herein is
the theoretical-experimental procedure used to monitor
the nominal effective stress-strain states in the pres-
sure vessel during the hydrostatic stretch forming
operation and the results of that endeavor.

PROCEDURE:

The procedure used to monitor the vessel consisted of
a two step approach: (1) the development of curves
based upon constant material volume and effective
stress and effective strain relations and (2) the use
of the above curves during the stretch forming opera-
tion. A detailed description of these two steps
follows.

Technical Approach

Based upon the undersized vessel nominal spherical
diameter and shell thickness, the volume of vessel
material was calculated. Diameters and corresponding
thicknesses for the constant material volume were
determined for the span from initial diameter to desired
final diameter. From this data Figure E-1 (Vessel
Diameter vs Wall Thickness) was constructed.

0	 E-1
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SPHERE OF CONSTANT MATERIAL VOLUME

FIGURE E-1	 A387V,-68-63

With this information, the next step wa3 to determine
the relationship bst_ieen effective stress and vessel
diameter. The effective stress is the resultant stress
in a multi-dimensional stress state which is ana3ogous
to the stress from a uniaxial tension test. The rela-
tionship used for the effective stress of a multidimen-
sional stress state in spherical coordinates is as
follows.

°EFF =
	 3 (ae - cf )2 + (Cye - ar )2 + (a - Q )2 (1)
r2

E-2
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Iwhere:

aEFF	
Effective stress analogous to uniaxial tens.'t1e
test

ae	= Hoop stress in great circle

00	= Hoop stress in great circle normal to above
circle

a	 = Radial stress in shell
r

Now, it can be shown that for a thin walled spherical
vessel

a3 = a^ , ar = 0

Substitution into (1) gives

aEFF -
	 1	 32 

ag2	 (2) a

which becomes

PD_

aEFF	 4t

where:
a

P = Internal Pressure
D = Vessel Diameter
t = Wall Thickness

when the relationship for ag is sutstituted. 	 Equation
2 and the diameter-thickness combinations were then used
to generate Figure E-2 (Vessel Diameter vs Stress Coef-
ficient, D/4t).	 With the relationship for nominal
effective stress and vessel diameter determined, the next
step was to establish effective strain an function of
vessel diameter.

t

f=

E-3
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SPHERE DIAMETER VS. D/4t FOR SPHERE
OF CONSTANT MATERIAL VOLUME

FIGURE E-2	 A3837A-68-64

The expression used for the nominal effective strain,
analogous to that for effective stress, is as follows.

E	 _ r 3^e - e ) 2 + (E - e ) 2 t (E -	 )2 (3)
EFF	 3	 3	 8	 r	 Q	 r

where:
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As with stress E e = E^ , hence the effective strain
becomes

EEFF = 2/3 (E
e - E r )	 (4)

Now from definition

ADEe=D 

At
Fr	 t

0

where the subscript refevs to the initial dimensions.
Substitution into (4) then yields

E
EFF = 2/3 ( DD + At )	 (5)

0	 0

Now AD/Do is determined from the constant material
consideration, which for the hydrogen vessel is 478
as determined from Figure E-1. Substitution of this
ratio and the original vessel dimensions into (5) gives

E
EFF - 0.07095 AD
	

(6)

This relationship was then used to generate Figure E-3.
With these so-generated curves, the nominal effective
stress-strain state in the pressure vessel can be
determined at any stage during the pressure stretch
cperation.

Experimental Procedure

During the hydrostatic pressure vessel stretch operation
for the hydrogen vessel, a n-ta pe was used to obtain the
vessel diameter at a given applied internal pressure.
The nominal effective stress and strain state in the
vessel wall was then determined at a given applied
internal pressure by applying the diameter and internal
pressure to Figures E-2 and E-3. At the measured
vessel diameter, the effective strain was read
directly from Figure E-2. The effective stress was
obtained from Figure E-2 by multiplying the internal
pressure by the value of D/4t corresponding to the
vessel diameter. In this manner the stress-strain
cu; ,ve for the vessel, analogous to that of a uniaxial
tensile test, was plotted during the stretch operatior.
to monitor the state of the material.

E-5
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VESSEL DIAMETER VS. EFFECTIVE STRAIN FOR
SPHERE OF CONSTANT MATERIAL VOLUME

FIGURE E -3	 A3837A-68-65

RESUI TS:

Figure E-4 represents the nominal effective stress-
strain curves that were generated by this monitoring
technique. Region I represents the stress-strain curve
generated during the First stretch cycle. Since the
effective stress is analogous to the stress obtained
from a uniaxial tension test, during the monitoring
procedure it was used to determine when the stretch
limit of the vessel was reached. This limit is the
design value which incorporates a factor of safety and
hence is below the tensile strength. As noted from tha
monitoring curve, the vessel would not be able to be
stretched to size without being heat treat annealed
after a pa-tial stretch. In addition to achieving
the desire,] vessel size, a high strength level had

E-6
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to be attained. Hence from projected stress-strain
curves that would occur after an anneal cycle, it was
decided that the vessel should be heat treat annealed
when an effective stress value of 76,000 psi was
generated. Stress relieving at this state of deforma-
tion would enable the vessel to achieve size and also
have maximum cold worked strength properties after
the second stretch. Region II of Figure E-4 respresents
the stress-strain curve generated after the heat
treat anneal operation.

E-7
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Since maximum strength properties were desiroj, the
pressure vessel was heat treat aged after the fin,.:l
stretching operation. The stress-strain curve plotted
by the monitoring technique is also shown in Figure E-4
during the hydrostatic proof pressure test of the vessel.

Contained in Table I is a listing of the diameters,
pressure calculated stresses and strains recorded during
the :stretch forming and proof test operations.

CONCLUSIONS:

For the Phase B Hydrogen pressure vessel stretch forming
endeavor, the theoretical-experimental monitoring
procedure proved to be very valuable in attaining the
desired vessel. As previously noted, this technique
enables the nominal stress-strain state to be known
at any phase of stretch forming. It therefore can be
used to determine the number of required heat treat
anneal cycles and the stress state when the anneal is
required to .achieve the desired size and attain the
maximum vessel strength. Although this technique was
quite satisfactory for the immediate stretch forming,
its value is dependent upon (1) the pressure vessel
material and (2) the preform design. The first of
these factors becomes apparent when a vessel is stretch-
ed. If the vessel is made from a material with low
strain hardening characteristics, it is possible that
during the stretch forming the strain hardening will
not compensate for local neck down. If this occurs,
a local deformation will continue till vessel failure.
Since the technique considers only uniform nominal
deformation, that which occurs when the strain hardening
compensates for locate neck down causing total deforma-
tion to proceed by successive regional deformations,
the procedure cannot be used with materials of low
strain gardening rate. Factor (2) presents a similar
situation which is associated with the preform design.
The preform must be such that there are no built-in
factors such as abrupt thickness changes, holes,
and poor welds that can contribute to localized
failure instead of uniform growth. Thus, concentrating
upon the preform design and employing a high strain
hardening material not only permits the monitoring
technique to be used with high assurance but also
presents the greatest assurance that the preform
can be stretch formed to the desired size and strength.

E-9
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TABLE I

PRESSURE VESSEL STRETCH FORMING

PRESSURE	 DIAMETER
psig	 in.

NOMINAL NOMINAL
STRAIN STRESS
in./in. psi

0 26.554 0 0
100 26.559 .0005 21,750
150 26.564 .0008 32,600
195 26.571 .0015 42,500
222 26.577 .0020 48,500
244 26.593 .0035 53,400
247 26.608 .0040 54,100
250 26.612 .0044 54,700
252 26.620 .0051 55,300
254 26.630 .0060 55,800
258 26.639 .0067 56,700
260 26.645 .0070 57,200
262 26.654 .0080 57,600
262 26.665 .0086 57,800
264 26.680 .0095 58,200
266 26.708 .0118 58,80;
266 26.712 .0120 58,900

0 26.688 .0100 0
272 26.714 .0125 60,400
275 26.724 .0130 61,000
275 26.740 .0141 61,200
278 26.764 .0160 62,400
282 26.787 .0176 63,000
283 26.803 .0190 63,400
285 26.816 .0200 63,900
286 26.820 .0201 64,300
288 26.833 .0212 64,750
291 26.845 .0220 65,400
292 26.855 .0228 65,800
293 26.871 .0240 66,200
295 26.888 .0252 66,750
297 26.901 .0262 67,400

0 empty 26.864 .0235 0
300 26.915 .0273 68.200
301 26.928 .0282 68,400
302 26.940 .0291 68,750
303 26.954 .0302 69,000
304 26.965 .0310 69,400
305 26.975 .0318 69,700
307 26.986 .0325 70,200
308 26.995 .0330 70,550
309 27.005 .0340 70,800
310 27.016 .0348 71,100
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PRESSURE VESS r ', STRETCH FORMING

NOMINAL	 NOMINAL
PRESSURE	 DIAMETER
	

STRAIN	 STRESS
psig	 in.	 in./in.	 psi

311 27.025 .0355 71,400

312.5 27.034 .0361 71,800

313.5 27.045 .0370 72,200

315 27.055 .0375 72,60

316 27.063 .0381 72,900

316.5 27.073 .039 73,150

317 27.084 .0400 73,400

318 27.094 .0405 73,650

319 27.104 .0413 74,000

320 27.115 .0420 74,350

321 27.127 .0430 76,650

322.5 27.137 .0437 75,000

323 27.148 .0445 75,350

324 27.160 .0452 75,600

324.5 27.170 .0460 75,800

325 27.180 .0468 76,000

0 empty 27.131 .0430 0

Vessel annealed at 2000° F in vacuum and quenched in nitrogen atmosphere.

0 27.120 .0424 0

150 27.135 .0435 34,900

175 27.137 .0L,36 40,750

200 27.140 .0438 46,600

220 27.142 .0440 51,400

230 27.145 .0442 53,550

242 27.147 .04435 56,400

250 27.149 .04455 58,200

259 27.149 .0448 58,400

272 27.150 .0449 63,400

280 27.152 .04495 65,250

290 27.153 .04500 67,600

300 27.155 .04505 70,000

310 27.1555 .04507 72,300

322 27.1560 .04508 75,100

332 27.1570 .04510 77,000

0 27.120 .0424 0

Vessel taken to obtain anneal.

0 27.120 .0424 0

100 27.31 .0432 23,260

150 27.139 .0438 34,900

200 27.145 .0442 46,600

250 27.151 .0444 63,400
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PRESSURE VESSEL STRETCH FORMINA

NOMINAL NOMINAL
PRESSURE DIAMETER STRAIN STRESS

prig in. in./in. psi

275 27.1.53 .0450 64,100
299 27.158 .0452 69,500
330 27.153 .0455 77,100
340 27.165 .0458 79,400

Vessel exhibited no yield (not annea-a), hence was taken to Tri-City
Heat Treat for anneal.

0 27.135 .0435 0
50 27.138 .0438 11,640

100 27.142 .0440 23,280
150 27.148 .0443 34,950
172 27.159 .0452 39,900
175 27.163 .0454 40,950
180 27.180 .0466 42,100
181 27.183 .0470 42,350
182 27.188 .0473 42,550
182.5 27.1.90 .0475 42,750
186 27.198 .0481 43,550
189 27.210 .0490 44,350
190 27.218 .0496 44,550
192 27.225 .0500 45,150
192.5 27 229 .0510 45,250
193 27.232 .0506 45,450
195 27.239 .0510 45,800
198 27.250 .0518 46,550
200 27.265 .0529 47,200
201 27.272 .0534 47,250

0 27.244 .0514 0

Small hole detected in forged fitting; hole drilled out, welded and
ground.

0 27.246 .0515 0
200 27.268 .0530 47,350
205 27.272 .0534 48,400
206 27.289 .0546 48,750
206.5 27.296 .0550 48,900
207 27.304 .0557 49,150
209 27.309 .0560 49,550
210 27.318 .0566 49,800
212 27.330 .0575 50,400

0	 Small Hole
210 27.330 .0575 49,850
220 27.363 .0600 52,500
221 27.403 .0628 522900
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PRESSURE VESSEL STRETCH FORMING

NOMINAL NOMINAL

PRESSURE DIAMETER STRAIN STRESS

•P ig in. in ./in. psi

225 27.425 .0643 54,100
230 27.435 .0650 55,350
234 27.452 .0662 56,400

0 27.419 .0638 0

Gauge Malfunction.

277 27.453 .0663 54,700
228 27.473 .0678 55,500
230 27.497 .0694 55,650
232 27.511 .0705 56,350
234-6 27.540 .0725 57,200
235-7 27.562 .0740 57,500

Repaired small "hole"
0 27.502 .0698 0

227 27.553 .0734 55,300
237 27.559 .0738 57,650
238 27.596 .0765 58,200
240 27.602 .0770 58,750
241 27.624 .0786 59,100
242 27.63y .0769 59,550
24 1 27.664 .0813 60,150
245 27.682 .0826 61,000
248 27.703 .0841 61,350
249 27.725 .0857 61,750
249.5 27.746 .0870 62,000
251 27.757 .0878 62,500

Dropped pressure to 100 psi over night.

251.5 27.766 .0884 62,550
253 27.781 .0894 63,100
254 27.791 .0901 63,400
255 27.811 .0916 63,800
256 27.833 .0930 641250
257 27.844 .0936 64,550
258 27.872 .0958 65,100
259 27.888 .0968 65,400
260 27.900 .0976 65,550
261 27.913 .0985 659900
261.5 27.947 .1007 66,400
262.5 27.954 .1012 66,800
264 27.968 .1021 671200
265 27.983 .1032 67,500
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PRESSURE VESSEL STRETCH FORMING

NOMINAL NOMINAL
PRESSURE DIAMETER STRAIN STRESS

psig in. in./in. _psi

266.5 27.997 .1040 68,000
268 28.017 .1054 68,500
269 28.029 .1060 68,900
269.5 28.036 .1068 69,100
270 28 .044 .1073 69,250
270.5 28.047 .1074 69,450
270.8 28.051 .1079 69,550

0 28.003 0

PRESSURE VESSEL PROOF TEST

NOMINAL STRAIN NOMINAL
PRESSURE DIAMETER. STRAIN INCREMENT STRESS
psig in. in./in. in./in. psi

0 27.989 .1034 .0000
100 27.995 .1040 .0006 25,530
200 22.008 .1047 .0013 51,100
250 28.014 .1052 .0018 63,900
275 26.018 .1055 .0021 70,400
300 28.021 .1058 .0024 76,800
325 28.027 .1060 .0026 83,300
350 28.031 .1064 .0030 69,600
375 28.035 .1067 .0033 96,100
400 28.039 .1069 .0035 102,700
419 28.041 .1071 .0037 107,700
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